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ABSTRACT
This report- presents a. set of tested' procedures
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.
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housing supply constraints. Procedures far Spanish speaking
households employ the same principles but 'variations are required due
to inadequate data. These procedures should serve to provide usable,
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PREFACE

The Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies is pleasied to submit
to the Ofikice of the Assistant Secretary for ,Equal Opportunitg, U. S. De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development, this final report of 4 project'
to develop a model methodology for analyzing-the potential.houing demand
of minority groups in American metropolitan areas.

This project has benefitted from the work of a number of people. Overall
.direction of the project was' given by Eunice S. Grier, Research Staff
Director at the Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies. George Grier\
Vice President for Program Development, developed the initial project

, design and oversaw its evolution throughout. The estimating procedures
for nuinber, age and size of minority households were chiefly developed
by Nancy Gaeta, Research Associate at the Washington Center, as were
the prototypes for, applying ratios based on unpublished census tape data
to estimate-the.mover population from the househo4d universe. Ms. Gaeta
also designed the specifications for the numerous special printouts of Cen,-

sus data required for the analysis, and oversaw the development of most
of the tabulations presented in the report.

14e procedures for estimating minority household incomes 'and for esti-
matipg the Spanish-speaking population were largely the work of William

J. Kruvant, former Research Associate at the Center. Mr. -Kruvapt also
analyzed the data on veterans and helped develop the statistical test of
the ratio estimating method. Janice H. Outtz, Research Assistant-and
Silerry Latimer, Research Assistant, assembled most of the bibliograph-
ical material used as background for the project, as well as helping with
other aspects of the work. Lawrence Brpwn, Consultant to the Center,
advised on the statistical test of the ratio-estimating procedure. Most of

the physical preparation of all reports and other project materials was
in the capable hands of Blonnie G. Reaves with the assistance 'of Sandra

Sachs and Benda Notokoesoemo.

Needless to say, this project could not have been carried out without
the support of the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.
We are especially grateful to Albert Ettinger, HUD Government Technical
Representipve in the'first part of the project and to Ruth Clark, Govern-
ment Technical Representative in the latter part, for their achiice, encour-
agement, and patience. Sol Robinson, fprmerly speCial assistant to 'the
Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity, played an especially vital role
in the initiatioxuand conceptualization of the project; and .loyd
Director, the Office of Voluntary Compliance, ,saw it through to the point
of funding.

Atlee E. Shidler
President so
The Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies
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HICIHLIGHTS OF MINORITY HOUSING MARKETS IN SIX MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREAS

This section presents brief highlights of
minority housing markets in the mid-1970s
for six major U. S. metropolitan areas.

The Washington Center for Metropolitan
Studies produced data on the black and/or
Spanish-speaking markets in six areas in the
course of developing and testing the market
estimating method presented in this report.

The data hal:re been combined, where
appropriate, with information drawn from a
review of the available literature bearing on
the housing preferences of minority groups,
and with data from extensive, studies by the
Center of chimging racial patterns in metro-
politan Washington, D. C.

A metropolitan area includes both the
central city and its suburbs. The six areas,
selected for-this project were chosen in con-
sultation with 'the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. They are:

Atlanta, Georgia
Boston, Massachusetts
Chicago, Illinois
Los Angeles. California
San Antonio, Texas
Washington, D. C.

Of the six areas listed, all but San
Antonio have substantial concentrations of
black households. Three of the six -- Chi-
cago, Los Angeles, and San Antonio -- have
considerable Spanish-speaking populations.
The specific Wile period for which the mar-
ket 'estimates were developed is the one-year
span from Spring 1974 to Spring 1975. How-
ever, the data can be consider4approxi-
mately correct for any othel5 one-year time
period in the mid-1970s.

Size of the Mei itan Markets

In each, of t six areas, the minority

vii

housing market is now large enough to war-%
rant serions attention from the housing in-
dustry. The number of black, and Spanish-
speaking households which can be expected
to enter the housing market in these afeas
during a one-year period during the mid:-
1970s is sizable -- usually amounting to tens
of thousands and in one case totalling over
100,000. The numbers for the six metro-
politan areas are as follows

Atlanta About 18,000 black households.

.l3oston -- About 9,700 black households.

Chicago About 66,000 black and about
25,000 Spanish-speak house-
holds -- 91,000 in all.

Los Angeles -- About 56,000 black and
88.000 Spanish-speaking house-
holds -- 144,000 in all.

San Antonio -- About 17,500 Spanish-
' speaking households.

Washiuton -- About 46,000 black house-
holds.

Whez(i.mbers are not given for black
or Spanish-speaking households, it does not
mean that there are no households 9f that mi-
nority 'group seeking homes or apartments in
the area in questiOn. It does meanq,fiOwever,
that the dataavailable for the purpose do not
permit reliable estimation of their numbers
or charicteristics.

Tenure of Houaini Sought (Rental or Owner-
ship)

In all of .the six areas, considerably over ,

half of all minority homeseekers ,are ex-
pected to seek rental accommodations. The
proportions vary significantly from area to
area. The estimated numberi and percent-



ages of minority households likely to epter
the rental market in each area annually in a
one7yeaf _period during the mid-1970s_are
follows:

Atlanta About 13, Spo black pkspeciive
renter households (75 pe.vccht
of the total).

BoSton About 8,700 'black households
(90 percentr.

Chicago About 54,000 black house.holds
(82 percent), and about 22, opo
spapish-speaking households (88

Los Angeles -- About 46.000 black house-
holds (82 percent), and about
72,000 Spanish -speak ing house-
holds (82 percent).

San Antonio 7 About 11,500 Spanish-
speaking households (64 per-
Cent).

Washington, D. C. Abou10,000 black
households (87 percent).

Although renters predominate in the mi-
nority market, the numbers of minority
households seeking to buy homes are also
estimated'to be substantial in all areas. For

44 one-year period in the mid-1970s, these
numbers arc:

Atlanta About 4,500 black prospective
homebuyer households,

Boston About 1,000 black households.

Chicago About 12,000blaek and about
3,000 Spanish-speaking house-
holds -r 15,000 prospective
minority homebuyers in all.

o's

Los Angeles .About 10,000 black and
about 16,000 Spanish-speaking
households -- 26,000 in all.

San Antonio About 6,000 Spanish-
apeaking households.

Washington, D. C. Aboui 6, 000 black
households.

Income's of Minority Homeseekers

Many potential minority homeseekers re-

main in the low-to moderate -Iiironie bracketS
which are difficult to 'serve in the unaided
private housing market. Vut growing numbers
have achieved ineomes in the middle and
upper brackets in each of the six arcris. 'Mi-
nority households expected to enter the housl
ing rnarkets in tht- six me.,04)politan arca:-f
during a one-year period of tile mid-.11j70s
who will have incomes above $10,000 include:

Atlanta Abotit 4,400 black households,
of which about 500 will hav(' in-
con'ies over $15,000.

lloston About 2,100 black households,
about 500 of which-will have in-
comes above.$15,000.

Chicago -- About 25,400 black' jand about
8,800 Spanish-speaking hoyse-
holds over 34,000 in- alt.
About 11,800 of these will have
incomes above$15,000.

Los Angeles About 15,800 Mack and
about 31,90 Spanish-speaking
households over 47,000 in
all, of which about 14, 000 will
have incomes above $15,000.

San Antonio --- About 2,500 Spanish-
speaking households, of which
about 600 will have incomes
above $15,000.

Washington, I). C. -- Abot 17,200 black
househOlds, of which abOut
6,000 will have incomes above
$154000.

Ilouschold Sizes

Prospective Minority homeseekers have
. .

pPedominantly 'small households( hence most
of them will be seeking small unit's. in all
Six areasNwell Over half df all minority,
hoyscholds ekpected to be, actime in the hous-
ing market during the mid-1970s contpin
th7ee persons or less. The estimated num-
bers of homeseeking households having three
,persons or fewer are:.

Atlanta -- 10,800 blali households, or 60
percent.

Boston 5,900 black households, or 61
percent.

Chicago -- 37,300 black Liouseholds (57



percent), and 13, 700 Span Ish-
speaking hoUseholds (55 per-
cent).

1,o1 Angeles 38, 100 black hQuse,liolds
(68 percent), and 56, b04) Span
ish speaking households (61

poi-cent),

an Antonio -- 9,600 Spanish -speaking
households (53 percent).

Washington, D. U. 31, ion black house
holds (-6) percent).

Typically, prospective ipinoray hornebti-
ers have considerably larger,hous.eholds than
prospective renters: For example, in met-
ropolitan (Thicago, 'about 66 percent of black
households expected to be in the hotne
chase market in the m1d-1970s contain
persons or more, c8,ffared to 38 perce
the 54,000 black potential rcUiters.

Ages
Ja.

pur
four

nt of

Minority hoUseholds w,hich are active in
the housing market tend to'be quite young, on
the a Ve rage. The proportions of minority
homeseeker hsiugeholds hecaded by persons
under-age 35 in the six areiis are as follows:

Atlanta 8,600 households or 64 percent
of black potential renters and
2,700 households or'.59 percent

of black potential 'oMill!r.S.

Boston -74,,700-househ6lds or 54 percent
of black ' potential 'renters and
600 households or 60 percent of-

black potential owners.

Chicaso Among blacks, 29,000 house-
holds or- 54 percent of potential
renters and 4,300 households
or 37, percent of potential
owners. Among Spanish-speak-
ing; 14,000 households , or 62
percent of potential renters and
800 households or 26 percent of
potential owners.,

Los Angeles Among blacks, 28,000
1 households or 60 percent orpo-...

tental renters and 5,000 hbuse-
holds.or 50 percent o( potential'
owners. Among Spanish-speak-
ing, 44,000 households or 61
percent of potential renters'and

ix

6, 400 households or 40 percent
of potential owners,

Sari Iintonio 7, 000 househol4 or 61

. percent of Spanish-speaking
potential renters and 2, 900
households or 47 percent of
Spanish -speak ing potential own
ers.

Washinon, D. C. -- 27,000 households
or (17 percen't of black potential
renters and 2,400 households
or 40 pc tcvnt of black potential
owners.

S'ince so man3 aro young, minority hoin--
seekers can he expected to be a vigorokis and
'aggressive segment of{ the market, intent on
seeking new okpportunities and not likely to be
satisfied with the restrictions formerl y? im-
posed on thei r freedom.of movement by tradi
tional segregated practices which 'Have now

outlawed.

Ijocsational Preferences

In most of the areas studied, minority
househOlds have recently shown a pronounced
tendency to.move into "non-traditional" loe-
ations, particularly in the suburbs, where
few had been'able to locate homes previously.
On" in metropolitan Washington, D. C.,
however, has it been possible to determine
the rate of minority movement into. "non-
traditionar! areas since the 1970 Census.
There,. late 1974 data from an area-wide
census updating project undertaken by the
Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies
and based on a household survey indicate that
the suburban black -population has increased
by 61 percent or 110,000 persons since the
1970 Census. This is a larger gain in only
four and a half years than in the preceding
two decades.

The largest percentage increases have
occurred in suburb.s which previously had the
smallest black populations. Fairfax County,
Virginia ---,one of the most affluent subiirbt;
of Washington, and one long closed to new
minority residents saw its black popula-
tion.nearly double, increasing from 15,859 to
30,100 in four and a half years. Most of this
movement was clearly into neighborhoods
which had had few black residents before.
The, movement to the suburbs was so rapid
that the black population of the District of
Columbia, the area's eentral city, decreased



for the first time in its history. These tacts
indicate that, under favorable conditions, mi-
hority homeseekers will move rapidly to take
advantage of the broadened options made a-
vailable to them by the protections of the Fed-
eral Pair Housing Act.

These statistics are in concert with the
findings of a thorough review of the research
literature bearing on minority housing pre-
ferences. The available research evidence
shows no indication of significant overall
differences in the housing preferences of mi-
nority and majority groups. Some studies
show a distinct tendency by minorities to de-
sire the superior housing accommodations
and amenities most likely to be found in
neighborhoods where the majority predom-
inates.

In some other metropolitan areas besides
ington, analysis of patterns of, minority

movership, as lievealed by 1970 Census data,
shows a rapidly growing trend of minority
movement 'tt the suburbs during the late
1960s. In areas where one "or more major'
suburban localities already had minority
populations of 25,000 and over (individuals,
not households) in 1970, it is also possible
to measure the trend of minority 'movement
into the remaining suburbs.

In most of the areas studied, an acceler-
ating movement to the suburbs %vas clearly
evident in the 1970 Census results even
though the Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968,
which was implemented in stages, had only
partial coverage "uhtil a few months before
the Census was taken.' The Census results
do not make it -poSsible to distinguish how
much of this movement. was into suburban,
areas adjoining traditional minority concen-
trations. However, the Washington data in-
dicate that minorities will move rapidly into
"non-traditional" areas if conditions are

)favorable. Thus, where there is no move-
ment out of "ghetto" concentrations, urban
or suburban, the presumption must be strong
that it is discrimination not free -will --
that keeps them there.

A straightforward projection of the trends
revealed by the 1970 Census to the mid-
1970s, by the procedurei recommended -in
this report, yields the following rough figures
for the numbers likely to choose suburban
housing in the five othet metropolitan areas:

Atlanta - - About 30 percent of black pro- .

jcctivc homcbtlyers (1; 209
households) will prObably locate
in subyrban.areas annually, and
about 12 percent of black Rro-
pective renters (1.600 house
holds) will do so. Among
black homebuyers, there was a
marked upturn in Suburpan
residence toward the end bf the
1960s. Among black renters,
however, there was no clear
trend toward increased sub-
urban movement ,in the ''period
before the 1970 Census.

Boston About one-fourth ,of all black -

potential homebuyers,. or 250
households annually, "1' will
choose the suburbs; rind about

'20 percent of all black poten-
tial renters, or 1,700 annually.
Wilt do so as well.

Chicago Among blacks, the suburbsi
win receive about 20 per-tent of-II

homebuyers, or
2,400 households annually; and
about 10 percent of .all black
potential rent4rs, or 5,400
annually.

-
( Among Spanish-speaking

households, about half of all
potential nomebuyers, or 1,500
households 'annually, will
choose, subui:ban residences; as
will about 20 percent of all
potential renters, or 4,400
-annually..

-Los Angeles Among blacks,- saburban-
ites will number half of all pt5-

' tential homebuyersyror 5,000
households annually; and,about
)ial5 peioent of all.black pbten-

t renters, or 11,500 house-
holds annually.

Among Spanish-speal0112
about two-thirds of all poten-
tial homebuyers, or 10,500
hougeholds annually, will move
to suburban locations; and a-
bout 45 pe-rcent!,of all potential
renters, or 30,000 annually,
will do so. Throughout the
1960s, large propo tions. of
Spanish-speaking hseholds in
Los Angeles were choosiqg



suburban residendes, ljut the
upwaid trend in these figures
over that period was tipi great.

San AntOnio -- About one -foUrth of Span-
ish-speaking potential home-

r
ti9

*,
I.

,
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t-

buyers. or 1,500 households,
will choose suburban locations;

. and about 10 percent of -Span-
ish-speaking potentialirenters,
or nearly 1,290 hoth:eholds,
will do the sart(e.
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SUMMARY

The Market Estim'ation Procedures in Brief

This report presents a set of tested pro-
cedures designed to yield current estimates
of housing demand potential among minority
groups (Black and SRnifh-speakirt) in U.' S.
metropolitan housing market areas during the
periods between Federal .censtisep. The es-
timates for one major housing market, area
(metropolitan Washington, D. C. ) have been
-checked against 'data from an independently
conducted census updating survey and have
proved highly relia14.

These procedures ave intended specific-
ally for use with minority groups, ando.there-
fore have been designed to be appropriately
sensitive to tlr current \ r a pi d shifts in the
housinedemand picture among these groupS.

vkloweven, they should be equally useful and
accurate as techniques for estimation of mar-
ket demand among the total_or majority popu-
lation. As for minorities, they have,been al-
most totally ignored in the literature of hous-
ing market analysis. The procedures are thus
intended to -fielp fill a major gap in-knowledge
with regard to one ot the most dynamic seg-
ments of U. S. housing markets today.

The techniques recommenCled here are
designed to produce results 'for any metro-
politan housing market area with it signifi-

" cant 'population of black or. Spanish-speaking
households. They can readily be applied by
av conventionally-trained housing market
analyst. In fact, they can be used by almost
any reasonably intelligent adult. The required
data sources will be found on the reference
shelves of most welllequipped municipal or
unii>ersity libraries, and in the appenslices
.of this report.

'A simple 'pocket calculator will be a help-,

ful tool in the calculations, but all of them
can actually be performed with pencil %rid
paper alone. The procedures may akape,ltr....
complex at first glance, but a careful read-
ing of the examples will indicate that nothing
more elaborate than simple algebra is needed
to master them. The complete estimates for
any rnetroloolitan housing market area can
usually, be developed with no 'more than a.
week's work.

Knowledge of the local holeing market
situation will be helpful to the analyst in
interpreting and refining the estimates, but
it is not e-esential. While the procedures are
basically the. same for all groups (including
the majority), variations are required for
black and Spanish-speaking households be-
cause of differences in the quality oi the
available data far the two groups.%

The first major stage svin producing esti,-
mates for the black homeseeker market is to
produce updated estimates of the number and
characteristics of the total "universe" of
black households for the market area and
time period under study. To do this, the
analyst uses standard population estimating
techniques in several steps,. applying' them
with exceptional, care and precision using the
-most reliabllied recent data available (all
data are frotandard Federal sources).

First, the analyst "ages" the black popu-
lation as of the 'last census, bringing it for-
ward by age group to .the year for which the
estimates are required. Next, he estimates
how many will have survived in each age
group, using standard actifarial tables.
Third, he estimates how many win have
moved into or out of the, market area under



study, using the most recent data on mi-
gration. Fourth,. he applies.household "bead-
akip rates"by age to dete'rmine the number

:of households which will result_ The age ,dis-
ttbu tion of these households is produced
automatically by the procedure. Their house-
hold size and income distribution are then
estimated in succcisive Steps,

Not all of these households will enter the
housing market during, the period for 3.9ich
the estimates are pret5ared. Therefore, in
the second stiige of the method, the analyst
produces estimates of the potential black
homese.eker 'population applying data from
actual' experience _on the relationships be-

. tween numbers:and characteristics of black
homeseekers and all_ black house,holds in the
recent past. lie then esiiMates the extent and
rapidity with which these, black homeseekers,
under the new protections afforded by the
Fair Housing Act, are likely to depart from
"traditional" or * "ghetto" patterns of resi-.
dence again using the most recent tre_nd
data available. Finally, he estimates the
probable effects of current housing supply

0constraints such- as increasing sales
prices and rents on their market_Ntential.

The procedures. fOr Spanish-speaking
households employ the same basic principles,
bu; variations are required because the data
for this group although greatly improved
in recentyears are riot as adequate. Less
precise methods 'must sometimes be used as
a result; and the reSults-cannot be as precise

a8 for black households._ Nevertheless, they
will serve to provide/usable, though n-eces-
sarily rou0, estimateii of market potential.

xiv

The basic source data required are:

U. S. Censuses of Pppulation, 1960 and
1970. State Reports, Series PC(1)-B,
PC(1)--C,. and PC(1)-D for the state in
which the partieufar market area is
located.

U. S. Census of Rousing, 1960 and
1970. State Reports, . Series HC(1)-A.
and LIC(1)-B, and MetKppolilan Housing
Repcirts. Series HC(2),' again kir the
partictflar 'state and metropolitan area
to be analyzed.

U. S. Census of Population, . 1970.
Subject Reports, PC(2)-2E, Migration
Between State Economic Areas, and
PC(21)-1C, Persons of Spanish Cirigin.

U. S. -Census of Population, 1960.
&thject Reports, PC(2)-113, Persons
of Spanish Surname; PC(2)-11): Puerto
Ricans in the United States.

The Appendices of this -report supply all
the remaining data, except for data on cur-
rent housing prices which must be obtained
locally.

15



CHAPTER 1

The Minority Hotising Market Analysis Protect: Need, Purposes and Assumptions

The Need for Analysis

Households of blaCk add Spanish-speak-
ing minorities are potentially one of the
HIV dynamic segments .of the housing mar-
ket in marw U. S. metropolitaareas today.
At the same time, the)} are one, of the
most overlooked,. Whilg membets of minori-
ties-are still 'found in disproportionate num-
bers among tale pOor and near-poor, minor-
ity gtoups have recently made impressive
gains in purchasing power. These gains are
large enough to place many in the market for
privately-developed housing.

In the Washington, D. C. metropolitan
.area, for example, the number of black fani-
Hies reporting incomes of $12,000 or more
increased by approximately three times be-

en 1959 and 1969 1/ after adjustment for
inflation: In other words, this figure repre-
sentig real gain in purchasing power -- not
an artilicial increase due mainly to the chang-

ing value of the dollar.' The $12,000-and-
over income bracket represented more than
48,000 black families in ,inetropolitan Wash-
ington by the 1970 ceasus. 2/ In metropol-
itan- Atlanta, the riamber of black families
with $12,000-plus incomes increased by 670
percent in, the' same decade; in metropolitan
Detroit, by 400 percent.-

Spanish-American families /in many
areas registered similar gains. In the city
of San Diego, California, for example, the
number of Spanish surnanie families with in-
comes of .$12,000 Or more grew by-almost
five times between 1959 and 1969, again mak-
ing an alloviance fo; inflation. Families with
$12,000-plus incomeg numbered more than
5,000 or one-quarter 'of all families of

p.

=1,

_

Spani8h surname counted -in San Diego in the
191b census.

The.economic level of the majority pop-
ulation was also on the increase during the
.1960s. Yet in many metropolitan housing
markets, the percentage rate of increase of
middle -and,u pper -income familieS among m i-
norities was greater than in.the total popu-
lation. Minority 'homeseekers thus haVe a
considerably greater potential foreparticipa-'
tion in the private housing market than either
their total numbers or overall rate of growth
would -suggest. And measured in terms of
households, the demand 4nit for housing,
minorities have been growing more rapidly
than the majority population in many areas
throtigh a faster rate of inctease in household
formation: fte

Yet these groups havraditionally been,
and remain today, laiiely overlooked by the
U. S. housing industry. This fact is reflected
in the sparse attention given to minorities in
the literature of housing market analysis. In
a rather extensive review of the [iublished lit-
erature on hou-sing needs and housing market
analysis over the past quarter-century, the
Washington Center fbr Metropolitan Studies
found few references to the size and private
market potential of black or Spanish-speak-
i,ng households.' Any references to these
groups were usually in terms of their poverty
and hence their need for subsidized public,
housing -- not in.terms of their potential for
participation in the private sector.

Meyerson, Terrett and Wheaton, in
their classic 1962 analysis of Urban housing
problems, Housing, People and Cities,
stated the view prevailing just about a decade



Ago: "I.ow -income families, Negroes and
other racial minorities are inlaid, to compete
in the housing market, ''3/ And the Ha
mare (Md.) Regional Planning Council, in a
1960 housing market analysis, .Iumped minor-
ity familbfs with other 'I'problem" groul):; for
which public aid was a prerequisile to meeting
housing needs: "Much federal housing legis-
lation has been enacted in order to provide
va rious t3f pes of assistanev and stimulus in
the housing of These groups low incoMe
families, minority group families, and fain
Wes displaced by urban renewal). " 4/

Rapk iii ind ( irikgsby, in their P)60 anal-
Y:4is of the demand for housing in the East-
wick urban renewal area of Philadelphia, put
the problem' in a more accurate perspective:
"Since Negro demand has never had the op-

_ portunity to express itself in a completely
free housing market, it is not possi )1e to
offer definitive (iota n' past -Oxperience. 5/

A 1967 manual on urban housing mar-
ket analysis, published by the U. S. Depart-
ment of !lousing and Urban Deyelopment,
gave only very int.nor attention to the minority
market in urban areas even Though mi-
norities at. that time constitilted one of the

.largest and most rapidly-growing sugments
of the U. S. urban:population. 6/ Most of the
attention is.containvd in a section dealing with

...,---
"Estirriatinkr.: -Relocation ResourCes":. This
sugg-eStls, that even in 1967 -- whert, 22 states
alrdatti 'possessed fair housing laws the
roinority horneseeker was not generally view-
ed as posses:ting much pri,,ate market poten-
tial even in urban areas. The manual states
impassing that "a sub-market analysis for
this group .of families , minority fami-
lies) may (lemonstrate ihat, contrary to pre-
vailing e).cpressions, a significant Mark.et For
neir cop.r4truction may exist among this group
at various price ranges".. Having 0,fiunciated
OA'S possibility, however, the illkpaal does

.--'not provide specific guidance on 116\ifi to-per-
.

form such a sub-market analysis.;

0.

Minority households were, of course, a
- substantial proportion of the urban housing
Market. In 1970, the U. S. Bureau of the
Census counted almost 6.2 million house-
holds headed by blacics, or one out of every
10 households in the United 'States. Almost
four out of five of these black households
lived in the nation's 243 metropolitan area*K*'"N

The census also found sbnw 2.3 million

2

p. 11 .; 11 -lwaking hi,'i',ht,'Il' nil 1970.
w « r;i1r,) in New York, .;tate
and un the 11 ve southweste un k-i-tatiNa ol Cali-
fornia, Arizona, New "Mexico, Texas, and
Colorado. However, there Were also signif-
1,,,ot of Spanish speaking house-
holds; ill suthi Widely -SCattCrl'd states as
Florida, Illinois, New Je r ;(Ly Michngan, and
Ohio. Most ofthese households also lived in
met ropolit

The 1970 revise(i edition of 01A Tech T
niques of llousiiig Market Analysis, the most
recent version of this official handbook
published by 11111), gives slight attention to
minorities, and in a manner that suggests
their inclusion is almo.:1 an afterthoyght. 7/
"Distributions by color and race" are stated
to "provide an important qualitative segment
of the population for anal y ti cal purposeZs, "
and the handbook acknowledges that "in sonic
cases, perspns of Spanish surname consti-
tute a significant portion of the population".
This is virtually the only mention of Spanish
Americans in the 299-pa.ge volume.. 'Non-
white hokiseholds (generally with no`distine-
tion made betwe('n blacks, Asian Americans,
and others).P.are a little better, but not muCh
so. Occasional brief references are made in
the text to nonwhites as warranting separate
estimatst, .1)-Ut` specific instructions fefr mak-
ing such-estimates are seldom included.

Little or no r9ntion is made of minority
demand either honwhite or Spanish-speak-
ing -- as a factor in the total demand picture
for housing, even in regard to subsidized and
Military hoUsing. Although specific instruc-
tions are furnithed for makih a number of
types of "sub-market analyses," no analyses
of minority demand are among them. .The, de-
tailed worksheets for estimating economic
capacity at the end of the volume do include
"adjustment foctors",- and separate columns
Wei nonwhite-households. These are to beused
in conjunction with overall estimating proce-
dures that are the same for whites and non-
whitiL's. Spanish-American t.liouseliCids re-
ceive no Mention at all in this part of the
volunfe.

Given this general framtFwork of inatten-
tion, it is nat!siirprising that a 1972 FIIA
housing niar214 analysist of metropolitan
Washington, a."' C. where blacks are one-
fouslk of the population -- does not mention
MitWities at all although they are oBvious-
ly included in' the total figures. 8/ \Whether

15 ,
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or not tireir role in the market was ,eogni7.-
ed, minorities were a definite force in met-
ropolitan Washmgton's private_ housing mar-
ket by l972. Unpublished census statistics
analyzed by the WastAgton Center forMet-
rOpolitan Studios indicate that bet wilen 19(ift

and 1970, 55 percent of all black homebuy-
ers in metropolitan Washington were Finding
homes in the suburbs. irf this period, the
number of black home purchasers in- Wash-
ington's suburbs averaged over 2,000 annu-
ally.

The fact that minority groups Were given
so littlespecifie attention by housing market
analysts has sehllina been a matter of great
cOneern to the priivate housing industry in its
quest for eust,omers. Until only a few years
agO, homeseekers of racial and ethnic mi-
norities received little or no rOnsideratio,n In
the product deyelopment, site Iielection, and
marketing activities of ,the vast majority of
the nation's private homehuilders. What was
sold or rented lo thein was usually in areas
where they had traditionally lived, or in
',areas no longer of prime interest to the white
majority. With few exceptions, almos't vary
thIng offered to minorities in the new private
market sold or rented readily -- and some
shockingly poor locations and construgtion
became commercial successes in the decades
following World War 11 because there were
so .few options ayailable to the nnnority
homeseeker, Even so, most developers
ignored the market completely, even on a
segregated basis, and very few granted mi-
norities equal access to their products.

One of the better-publicized early ex-
amples of a Suburban commercial subdivision
offered without discrimination to both minor-.
ities and. the.majority was Morris Milgram's
"Concord Park, " a 140-home anch-house
tract opened for sale on the mgeh of the
Philadelphia suburbs in the mid-1950s. It Was
miles distant from the nearest minority con-
centration of any substantial size. Despite
this fact, the moderately-priced ($12,000
to $15,000) houses sold readily to minority
homeseekers, mainly black. So quiciby did
they 'Move tPat the developer -- whose goal
was to demonstrate the commercial feasibili-
ty of racially-integrated housing -- imposed a
quota in order to prevent selling out entirely
-to blacks. After two yeara of marketing pc
achieved a proportion bf Ir5 percent . Ilack
55 percent majority; but he could pi(otiably--,.
.have sold the development u t completely On

e

a segregated hasis within less than 'Int

months. 9/ This and n ninnher oh otner sin-
k-I:66611 d(.111011:-it i,.itiuui ol the nom,/ ty r

ket potential did not, however, encourage
many developers to folluw Hint

The Pederal Pair !lousing Aet et 1 968.
in combination with other- rck cnt eights
advances, has drastic-ally altered the "rules
of the game" regarding minorities' participa-
tion in the private housing market. It is now
against the 1.0w for developers, brokers,
managers or lenders to discriminate in ,ad-
vertising, renttitg, ov financing
homes cit. apartments. IMO. has moved in-
creasingly to seek cooperation by the housing
industry in affirmative parketinlg policies
that go beyond the mere reqiiirement of com-
pliance with the letter of the law and encour-
age minority participation. Many membero of
the housing industry in? many metr(Ipolitan
areas, however, remain uneonvineed that mi-
nority homeseekers constitute a viable mar:
ilret for their products. If tuiey turn to housing
market analyses prepat-ed by traditional
mythods, they will, find little to persuade
them otherwtt,c`. They will, in fact, find little
information of \any kind on the subject.

The Pirrposes of this Project

This 153'oject, di4e1.oped by the Washing-
ton Center for Metropolitan Studies at the re-

-quest of HUD's Office of the Asaistant Secre'-
tafy for Equal_ Opportunity, is intended to
help ov;ercome the existing gaps in knowledge
regarding the size and structure of t1c hous-
big market potential represented by the na-,
tion's two largest minority groups blacks
and Spanish-speaking Americans. Briefly,
its purpose has been to detelop and test mod-
el procedures for estimating the housile
market potential of black anti Spanish-speak-
ing homrseekers. . These procedures have
been tested with actual data for six major
metropolitan .housing marker areas, chosen
in oonisultation with BUD to represent a wide
range of pertinent m'arket variation.

Tht model proi:édures must be capable
of estimating as acculatoly as possible the
size and characteristics of the black and/or
Spanish-speaking housing Markets at any
given point in time for any metropolitan mar-
ket area with significant concentrations of
either or both; groups. The procedures must
be usable by analysts trained in conventignal

1 6
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market analySis techniques.. In faet, .the
Center's goal in this effort hasbeen to develop
proceddres that could be applied by any rt.:a,
sonablyi. intel.ligent person, including federal,
state or local equal opportunity specialists,
houqing developers. or members of private
civil rights groups. The procedures employ
available data from reliable Aources ki nd
not call for sptcial surveys or reqnire the aid
of a compiele\r.

A key tequirenient is that the proce-
dures be adequately sensitive to the important
differences between the majority and minori-
ty marIvitiet a point in time when minority
market pofential is in a st-age of rapid flux.
Specifically, the muthod has been designed
to take account of differentialrates of growth
ii demand i)obential, and particularly of the
exceptionally rapid:, recent increase iii I he

minority market's economic capacity-

In addition to eConomic growth, the mod-
el procedure is designed to take into account
in its estimates the special factors stemming
from the history Of past exclusicin which may
either motivate minority grcAps to cornpete
with especial vigor for opportunities now' a-
vailable on an unsegregated basis umler the
Federal Fair Hopsing -Act; or .may continue
to inhibit their free participattit'n in the hous-
ing tiarket and restrict - minority home-
seekers to "traditional" areas. Minority
home8eek4rs' significance' in the housinr*
market at this poirti in ttpae, and probably for
years to come, is unquiestionably _enhanced
by pent-up demand for fiousing options pre-
viously unavailable to them. The long hitory
Of exclusion of .minorities from the "main-
stream" of.the housing supply tuts also con,-
tributed t9 a legacy of crowding, price goug-
ing, substandard housing conditions, and in-
equitable provision of public facilities and
services -- all a which- may well add to the
incentives for minority households to put
themselves in the market for a dflange in their
housing situation.

Counteracting these positive motiva-
tions, of eourse, are 'others which may in-
hibit full minority participation in the hous-
ing Market. Expecience with discriminatory
treattnent ih the past (as: well,. as- lingering
vestiges of discrimination in the present) may
well limit minority horueseekers' perceptions
of the housing supply and the operation of the
market. These perceptions may range from
outright fear of moving into neighborhoods

4

Occupied predominantly by the majority to
simple unawareness that the oratorio open to
them in the unsegregated market may include
substantial numbers of homes in neighbor:-
hoods fitting both their wants and ability to
pay, as well as cultural institutions meeting
their needs. The Method recommended here,
therefore, includes special procedures in-
tended tki estimate the probable -gedgraphic
.patterning of minority housing market parti-
cipation in the short-term future based on
tho mnst recently available data on the char-
acteristics and behavior of mtnorsity hbme-
seekers not on long-term and traditional
patterns which may now be changing.

The Procedures-

The market estimating . procedures
recommended here are straightforward.
Though requiring a degree 'of care and effort
on ttie part of the analyst, they do not require
any specialized knowledge or technical train-
ing. Naturally, liclwevetiN- the better acquaint-
ed the analyst is with the housing cChiditions
and the situation of minority groups in the
area for which he is estimating, the better
e'quippedjie _will be to apply the techniques
and to interpret the results.

Most of the data sources used to esti-
mate housing demand arey5tandard publisheri
sources (mainly from, the r. S. Burtau of
the Census and the U. S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare). 'Where, in
one key part of the method, it 'has been
necesSary to turn to unpublished census data
available only through special analysiS of
census basic records, the Center has devel-
oped and supplied es4itnating ratios bawd
upon arita,lysis of the relevant data for areas
with:. substantial black and/or Spanish-speak-
ing populations.

For informalion on price ievels and
other characteristics Of the housing supply,
sources are suggei3ted which are usually a-

. vailable in one form or another at the local
miarket area' level. In addition, we anticipate
that analysts who utilize this methodology will
often know a great deal about the local hous-
ing scene, and will temper :the interpretation
with their own insights and knowledge.

Assumptions an Guiding Principles --
The method elies Aeavily upon a key as-
sumption, which iy4rell supported by the a-
vailable evidence, It is that there are a few



tralc variables which largely determine lions
ing options and decisions for ;AM' household,
regardless ut its race or ethnic origin. Thwie
are the size of the household, its income, and
its stage in the life cycle. For .example,
household 817C deterinines the minimum mini -
ber of rooms thr hoitsehold will need; house-
hold income determines how much 1t can'pay;
stage in the life cycle determines the liken-
hood that the household will wish to move at
all, 'and the tenure (ownership or rental) it
will likely choose. Stage of life can also in-
lfluence choice of unit size and its 'location.
Thus, the age of the household head becomes
a particularly important fat-tor Ill housing
markej iinalysis. Within the limitations im-
posed by tt*se characteristics, the individual
household can exercise a certain amount of\
chotqel, from the range ot, suitak)le housing,

'made available to it in- the\tnarket. There-
fore., the procedures recomThended here
place.a great deal of stress on accurate esti-
mates of the current minority household
population, broken down by age of head, in-
come, and household size, as basic market
determinants.

r 3A second major assumption is that the
characteristics and choices of households
likely to be in the-housinki market in the pear
future are best determined by examining-
those who have been in the market in the SC-icent past. Particularly in regard to "bis-
ticket" purchases like 'housing, surveys of
consumfr opinton have not proved s'reliable
index to behayi r in the market place. Datar''''
on Characterist cs and choices of households
which have mo d -recently can be obtained,
lipwever by spe far computer dialysis of-un-
published censu magnetic tape files. These
recent mover ho 1.\ Beholds are used tit a sur-,
gogatZ' for those ikely to 'enter the _market
in the near future.. This data sOurce, which
has not hitherto '133:\:!ri widely usedjii-Ti!ousing

---

market analysisAays been utilized extensive-
ly iri(this project to kain better underManding
of Ahe minority market. .

tive demand, however, mily if housing is ik ..
vailable in vadequate quantities, of ullitable
sizeS and types, and at price leVcis reaHon-
ably well matched to the characteristics of
the potential market.

t
For minoritfes, hmising has r ot been in

tin. past, and almost e.ertainly it3 not nOw,

equally available as to the majority popu-
lation. In addition, many of the restrictions
imposed on availability of the housing surly
to minorities are increasingly subtle -and

et)covert ones, ar -for this reason are virtu-
ally impossible t measure. The minority
homeseeker's perSonal response tb this sit-
uation, and his own perceptions Of the various
alternatives.availabl to him as well as their
relative attractivenes, may cause his mar-
ke.t behavior to differ sii\bstantially from those
of a majority homeseeker for reasons alluded
to earlier. Under these restraints, the con-

4.- cept of "effective deman " would seem to have
less utility in regard to ie minority marker .
than to the majolity,

in the jargon of housing market analysis,
the procedures recomrnended'here deal main-
ly with the "demand side" of the market equa-
tion. As such, they provide data on the po-
tential demand 'present in the'minority mar-

. ket. Ilousing market afialysts more common-
ly 'deal with "effective demand" or "actual
demand" a concept which incorporates data'
from the "supply side" of the "equation. Po-
tential dethand will be translated into effec-,a

We have therefore concentrated in this
project largely on methods to obtain the most
accurate estimates possible of the mInority
demand potential. In these LIstimates we are
particularly careful not to incorporate supply
considerations' until the final stage of the
method after potential demand ha.s been
gauged. For example, additions to th\occu-
pied housing stoek have often been uped in
housing market work as a major data source
for estimaing the_ in-rease in number of
household0 It is quite true that,by definitkork

a household corrsists of all occupants of bi

hottsing unit. Therefore, this approach biay
appear justrfied. But by mixing into the
analy,sis the ,effiicts of current supply con-

') ,straints ar such as an inadequate rate of con-
struction, excessively high prices, or (in the
Tii-g-kT-Trt-rn-incrritir-st--exelu-Etion from significant
portions of the supply, this approach fails -to
talse proper acèount of /the fact that house-
holds which would potentially be formed and
would potentially become demanders of hous-
ing may nOt be able to do so under existing
supply conditions. This is pqrticularly true
in the time period when this method is being
developed. Since this potential demand would
becpue effective demand if the supply were
able to ,accanmodate it, we believe that it-
should be dealt with separately and directly.

Analyses of local employment 'trends and
prospects, with special regard to key indus-
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tries, traditionally have also played a prom'
wilt role in housing market anslvtni w()rk.
There IS nu denying that employment luau
enees, hpusing markets. however, over the
past several decades an increasing amount of
evidence haA accumulated to Indicates that the
influence of l'n1ployment trends or indmi
trial CIII ploy Mc Ilt trends, at any rate upon
local housing markets is partial and largely
indirect. Employment does play a cole in
generating demand for housing through its in-,.
fluence on migration, although the relation-
ship is not simple. Areas like Seattle. Wash-
ington and South Bend, Indiana, which have
suffirred major setbackS to their local indus-
trial base, have continued to show growth in
poeulation, household inecimes, and housing.

With regard to the housing market among
minorities, the influence of overall employ-
iuent trends is even more problematic, since
minorities do not yet share eqleally in the
opportunities afforded by the employment
base despite recent gains. For these rea-
sons, .we have not incorporated oPecific anak-
ysis of empiloyment in the procedures we
have developed. Howeverf the migration
factor is estimated separately itt thi': method,
and its contribution can be adjusted to reflect
different assumptions as to employment
conditions. Flou'sehold incomes are also dealt
with separately; and.again the estimates can
be adjusted to reflect changing local employ-
ment conditions, should the analyst believe
that this is war:ranted.

Stages in the Analisis The market
analysis procedures recommendei -here begin
with a stage that atteukts to produce the best
available estimate of the total minority
household population of the local hoUsing
market area as of the datt Of estimate, sepa-
rately for..blaelc and Spanish-speaking minor-
ities..Housing_market_areas are defined for
our. purposes (11) terms of "standard metro-
politan statistical areas" (metropOlitan areas
or SMS4.A.s, for short) for which local data are
produced by the U. S. Pureau.of the Census.

The methods specified for intercensal
estimation of the total household population
entail very detailed breakdowns of that poou-
Rtion Gy age of head and nuMber oChousehold
members. The additional effort required is
justified, we feel, by the fact that only
through such precision ean the method take
accurate account of the diost vital and dynani-
4e components of change In the minority

1

houtwhold population. Atzt. :;frui hiri out. of
.those; and Ow unprci-edeffiedlv larre numbers
of young pc; sum, now reak !ling the pi ages
for household formation require an estima-
tion- metliml that is appropriately sensitive to

'their ext St ern-0 i g r:11 km and household
headship rates itIsti Van' ,i114111ficantiv with
itge, alid for this reason they are apphed
an age-specific basis. All rates are on a
color or rafp,specifie basis in the case of
hitt eh s, a nd where possible on an equally
precise basis for .-,Mpanish-speaking Ameri-

, cans. Unfortunately, serious limitations in
the available data sources waive it impossible
tu ;ts hirec9e ;Noth regard to estimating

\ methods for rh'e Spanish Arn e ru-ian popu lation
\.as we.would wish.

In the follOwing stage') After the size and
structure. of tlhe current household .populaticep
have been determined, we apitly estimating
ratios to determine the size and probable
st ruetu re of that group of households who will
probab,ly be in the ma -ket for housing in the

- period for which estin tes are required.
Quite commonly, housing market analyses
aru prepared for two-or. three-year time
spans. We have chosen here, howevor, to
estimate for a one-year period- since many
people find it easier to think of the market;
in single-year terms. If the analyst feels that
a two-or three-year maricet estimate would

more appropriate to his needs, he can
rea'dily adapt the method to produce it.

In preparing,these 'estimating ratios we
have used the 1970 Censut Clite illtreent Pub-
lic Use Sample riles, ..vCrhich are now available
for county groups within major SMSAS. These
data files are, in effect, coded transcripts of
the resi:ponses of arepusentatiy sample of
households to the ,eensus questionnaires-. The
responses have been scrubbed of all identi-
fying data to preserve cdnfidentiality,.,but are
otherwise complete.. 'Any census item may
thus be cross-taliulated against any otheir-for
a virtually limitless rangy of analytical pur-
poseS, providing access t6 far more data than
are available from thc published l-epoijs.

We have made extensive use of these
tapes in this project -- through spial.corn-
puter printouts designed to th0 Center's spec-.
ifications -- to analyze unpublished data on
the. characteristics .of minority households
which have recently been in the housing.mar-
ket, and to, relate their characteristics to
those of the total household universe. 'rho
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tapt S themselves cannot be read or analyird
wirnout..4 complin.r uapability, however,
which 'may not be within the rearh of every-
analyst. 'Because of the large amount of data
contained in them, they art. also quite expen-1
sive to run. Vinally, HWY are not availal
sopa rah ly 101' .1 r r:1!-; hctow ?mt, 000 pipit ,

Unto ii.

For these reasons, the Center has du -

velopet) an approach to market estimation
.\which dock,' e't require the analyst to have

di Ft:Ct. :.1121.:(5 .-:, 1(1 11111)111/ft-dled rimsim riii.,-; .

O j.&'illit V(111111111er Ca1):11)111h' re(PI I r ed 10 11!;-.

t.11 11. Estimat 1 1...I.611 ratios !hive been pret),It'ed
by hc Center based on regional avvragyzi fol.

-.- key market variables in -17 ina-jor niotro-
politati areas. with sizable oonk-entrations
(100,000 or more) of either black or Spanish -
speaking M1110rities, or both. These av-orage
atios are furnished in thP.i report. and way
be used by the analyst in estnnatyg for any
market area.

Methodolopcal Differences for Differ-
.

ent 1\ilinority Groups Although the basic as -
somptions underlying the methodologi, are the
sanr for all etimic groups (inchding %Onto
homeseekers, for that matter), oi1i nu.iih-
fii-ations in the overall procedure have been
required for different minority groups:. The
procedures ,for Spanish-speaking househo(ds
are different from those for black house-
holds. In ttact, differences in method are re-
quired for the Span i -speak ing population
depending on- whether the market area is in
the Southwest and largely Chicano or whether
it is an arOa where' the predominant group is
Puerto Rican or ofpome other Spanish origin.

kliajor part the problem is-one of dif-
ferences in the availability of ryasonably re-
liable and consistent-data for both 1960 and

.1970so tha4t trend lines are hard to develop.
:The data On.:.the Spanishrspeaking population
in the 1960 census were. especially weak,
.and often based on highly questionable and in-
consistent definitions of terms. Further-
more, the Spanish-speaking population was
largely ignored outside the states of the
Southwest exc.ept for a few areas Where some
information on puerto Ricans' waS published:

1..

For 1970, the published census-reports
contain more information on SPanish Ameri-
cans throughout the United States. Even in
the Southwest, how'ever, comparability with
1960 data is often limited because pf changes
in definitions and -other data proWerns. For

iii 1 '110 111 Vet' lit jtitiit Ille.1:.;111-ei

werr 117;rd tt) identify erie:in!; in
the five_ ilouthwestern states titi th or par
tnliige, mother tongue, and Surname, In 1970

anotlic I measure was added etm tit ry of

.tdditit,h h. .111 111(-;( limit:111(ms uf

rr(Irt..tpluc .und ct)11:11:driti V (I thU

1111111H:, ii i ike, cer taint y that
:ipanish -spvalchig /*le wi(an,t; have hten 6ci
2t)usly under -ennnted in all deccnnial tOiT-
Huses , including the latest_ 10/

A inr ;ihulitv Itt 111110e Otlfi.ltt tsi mat es
for Sp.1114.;11 !,1)1.;11, liow%.hol,h; u 11.1inpercd

.1 ko 11% I In fficl HIM I.t.v data ae not
available tor this grunp. 1..tn' example data

siirviVa I rates a re not for
Thanisti-:-;poahing households. Neither are

igrat ion WILL inake it ncees-
:-;ary Itt employ dirrt.r...nt, iiitl III.

t:-0.1111;11.111g iiitiitttI

tor this group than tor blacks.

Finally, the Spzinish-speaking population
arequires quite different sets of generally ap-

plicable parameters for u,-;e in estimating the
finure size awl characteristics:3 of the hous-
ing market. Although those parameters are
drawn in all oases from data on recent mov-

.
ers as given the 1970 Census Ifublic Use

'-Sample Files and ma niplulatcd in the same
fashion, they differ' significantly frOm one
ethnic group to.another as a result of Ow
groups' different ellintrai and historical ex-
perience.

Testing the Procedures -- The 'first
phase of this project involved the develop-
nient and i nit iul testing of a first-cut proce-

.
dure on the basis of data for the black popu-

,

Lawn of the Washington; D. (%. metropolitan
area, and es tttii a ting black homesceker poten-
tial and- behavior for the time period from
Spring 1974 to Spring 1975. This procedure
was then refined and adjasted using data for
five ,additional niefropolit6n ari.!as across the
country chosen in conSultakion with 111.10. In

two of the areas,' data Were utilized to esti-
mate both bla'ek and Spanish-speaking horny -
seekor potential. (Chicago and Los Angeles
Long 13each); in two moi:e- areas for the black
population only (Boston and Atlanta); and in
one area for the Spanish-speaking population
only (San Antonio).- The five areas were in-
tended ui provide the widest possible range
of variation with regard to the minority
horneseeker market in order to "shake down"
th4 methodology aa thoroughly, as posst6le.



Since the method used here t\i estimate
the Characteristics of the mover j ipulatton
represented a new and previously untested
departure from the standard' appro ches to
housing market estimation, the ren er was
concerned to test the general relial ility of
this a pp roa h 'beyond the limits of the six
primary test areas. For this reit un, a
special statistical analysis-was per I-rued
using data for 34 additional areas. in order
to determine the feasibility of pre,licting
overall movership from published census
data on the household universe. The test
demonstrated exceptionally high and strble-
relationships, thus lending considerable on-
fidence in the feasibility of the ratio proc.e-
dure we have devised to estimate character-
istics of, the mover population from eharax-
ieristies of all households.

The prmcdures wc.tre also evaluated by
comparing the projections produced for the
Washington, D. C. market area with the re-
sults of an, area-wide sample survey of
housetolds conducted by the Washington Cen-
ter,for Metropolitan Studies under separate
sponsorship to update the 1970 censt re-
sults. The two sets of figures o e pro-
duced by a projection methodology and the
other .from "hard" sur.vey data were re-
markably cloSe. in most cases. This ga,..re

further support to the reliability of the pro-
cedures devehiped in the project.

Organization of this Report

The remaining sections of this final re-
port to HUD on the development Of a model
procedure for estimating the potential home-
seeker market in local market Itreas through-
out the United States Present, first, the
methodology for estimating the black home-
seeker market (Chapter II), and, second,
the methodology for estimating the Spanish-
speaking homeseeker market, "both in the
Southwest and in other parts of the nation
(Chapter 111). Finally, Chapter IV reports on
the Validation of the method by comparing
its results with those from an independent
household survey.

Furl ier details of the process by which
this mot 1 methodology was produced have
been givc iN. in the various preliminary reports
submitted by the Washington Center for Met-
ropolitan Studies to the U. S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development. Copies-.

. are availabrt in the library of the Washington
Center for Metropolitan. Studies and the
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Equal -
Opportunity of HUD..

8
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Chapter 1 Notes

- 1/ In theAecennial census tncomes are re-_ ported for the year preceding the taking
of the census.

42/ Figures on incomes are from an unpub-
lished study_ of family income changeS
from 1959 to 1969 in 21 American metro-
politan areas by the .Washington Center, for-
Metropolitan Studies.

3/ Meyerson, Martin, Barbara Terrett, and
William Wheaton., Housing, People and
gates. (New York: -McGraw-Ilill, Inc.,
1962).

4/ Baltimore Regional Planning Council.
housing Market Ana sis. (Technical
Report No. 6.. Baltimore: Maryland
State Planning Department, 1960).

51 Rapkin, Chester and William di-igaby.
The Demand for Housing ,in 44Fowtwick.
(Prepared for the RedevelopmeniAAor-
ity of the City of Pbiladelphia, -In6titute
for Urban Studies, Univer:sity of Pennsyl,-
vania, 1960).

6/ U. S. Department of housing and Urban
Development. Urban Housing Market

.

0

Analytfis, by Richard Lippold. (Washing-
lOn: Government .Printing Office,' 1967).

7 / Ii . S. Dena rtm ent of Housing and U rban
Development. FHA Techniques. of Hous-
ing Market Analysis. (Reprinted and re-
vised, August 1970. )

8/ U. S. Department of Housing and Urban
iDoen. v nle oisftiht,3e0 Waphi

1, 1972, (Washington: August 1972.)

9/ Grier, Eunice aYid.George. Buyers of In-
terracial Housffig: A liStudy of the Market
for Concord Park. (Philadelphia: Institute
for Urban studies, University of Pennsy-
lvania, 1957. )

10/ For a detailed discussion of policies and
procedures of the U. S. Bureau of the
Census in enumerating thei Spanish-
speaking population in the United States.
see U.- S. Commission on Civil Rights.
Counting the Forgotten. The 1970 Cent:ins
Count of Persons of SpaniSh-speaking
Background in the U. S. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, April 1974.)
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CHAPTER 2

Estimating The_Black Homeseeker Market

While some aspects of the procedures
are the Saine for black and Spanish-speaking
households, it has been necessary to modify
the methOd for the two groups for the rea'Sons
specified in Chapterl. This chapter presenfm
the prbcedures recommended for-use in esti-
mating the blacl homeseeker market in step-

zby-step fashion, 'with examplfs.

Stage 1: Updating tlue Household Base

The first stage in the procedure is in-
tended to prochfce a "p4ofile" of the overall'
minority household population 'for the area
and time period under examinatipn. Not all
households will be in the housinmarket, of
course. However, it. is from this overall
household base that.the p-ptential homeseekers
will come. Thus, its sitiis and characteristics
are important in determining market demand.

For the great majority? Of U. S. metro-
politan areas, no- accut4ate counts of the mi-
nority plapulatidn are currently available ex-
cept at the ten-year intervals of the' l'egular
federal census. ,While interim estimates of
the total population are produced for many
local areas by state akencies'using proce-
dures prescrilied by the U. S. Bureau of the

- Census, _most states do not produce local
)area estimates for Minorities. Even when
available, these'estimates seldom break down
the population into households y age and in-
come -- variables of great signifiCance to the
housing market.

Thus, the analyst must usually rely on
his own estimated. To do this, the proce=
dulre employs modern demographic projectiOn
techniques rigorously applied in conjunction
with the most recent and reliable d4ta

sou roes . A considerable ;,linount of effort is
-required to produCe thqse estimates. When
the work is finished, however, the analyst
will have quite a complete picture-of the mi-
nority household population -Eta of the year of
estimate which is as accurate as currently
available techniques and data sources permit.

For the black population, the analyst
first produces an updated esti,mate of the to-
tal number and distribution of hou'seholds by
age of the head. The recommended method
.involves:

1. bringing the area's resident popula-
tion of black individuals- as of the
latest census forward in time to up-
.

date its age distribution to the year
Of estimate. This step IS necessary
becatise changes in the age structure
of a population over time have an im-
portant influence on household form-
ation.

2. 'applying 'survival rates by specific
age groups to determine changes in
the.resident bopulation due to mor-

. tality in the intervening period.
'Deaths have -significant effects on
houSehold4 at upper age levels.

3. applying migration rates by indivi-
dual age category to account for mi-
gration either into or ouyof the area.
With occasional' exceptions, Migra-
tion tends to be concentrated in the

,younger age groups where household
formation is greatest.

4. finally, applying household "headsliip
rates" by age to obtain an updated

z



nu Inbr r of houtieholdo iii ea.ch indilfi-
dtial age categor*.

This procedure is Illustrated in Table 1.
using data for Washington, D. C. and the

..year 1975. The steps are described below.

Step 1: "Aging" the population If the
year of estimate is a multiple of five,ithe an-
alyst may draw 1970 base data by five-year
agp groups directly from published census
reports. 1/ He then merely moves each five-
year age category up to the next hlghest
level: 20-24years becomes 25-29 years, etc.
This i:ry the procedure illustrated in Table 1,
Columns 1 and 3. If an estimate for some
other year is required, the work will be
somewhat more involved strice published
census tables at the metropolitan area level
do not contairi data for minorities by single
years of age. The analyst must then turn
either to unpublished census data by single
ypars, or to an allocation procedure.

If the analyst wishes to use the unpub-
lished data, they can be obtained from corn-...huter printduts of the 1970 Census Fourth
Count Summary magnetic tape files. These
printouts may be available in local planning
agencies, universities, or other data repos-
itories. if not available, a number of census
summary data processing centers throughout

1the nation are also equipped to provide such
printouts at 'reasonable cost. Alternatively,
the analyst may use "an allocation procedure
to obtain single-year data. A recommended
set of allocatton ratios, which are likely toti,
br sufficiently accurate for practical pur-
poses, is shown in Appendix

The user will note that no effOrt is made
to estimate the current size of the age group
under five. For our purposes, this group is
irrelevant since small children do not at
this point in time, at least --. form house-
holds of their own. If single-year data have"
been used, they should be recombined into
five-year age categories, equivalent to those
used in the census, after the "aging" proce-
dure has been completed. This will simplify
later steps in the analysis.

Step 2: Applying survival rates The
next step 'is to adjust for deaths in the resi-
dent population. This is done by multiplying
the numbers in each age category by the most
recently available survival rate for the same
age group. These rates for five-year..groups
of the black population are found in" Table 1,
Column 4. 2/ The age-specific survival rates

utozPd here are (Irawn Irmo national data I ()I.
15170. Nurvival rAtes at the level of metro-
politan areas are unavailable, but would not
usually be exlpocted to vary significantly from
national levels. Nor do these' rates change
greatly Act' short periods a t

("l'A--,Mep 3: Appying migration rates
next step is to adjust the surviving black pop-
ulation in each age group to take account of
migration by blacks into or out of the market
area since the last census. Here, data for
local areas are available and should be used,
since migration patterns vary greatly from
one metropolitan area to another. 3/ -)

- v

Migration rates can also change substan-
_tiAlly over time, but the most recent avail-
able data are for the period 1965-1970v The
procedure used here attempts to minimize
any errors due to the time lt-g by applying
inigration rates on an age-specific basis. The
migration data shown in Table 1, Column 6
for metropolitan Washington, D.' C. illustrate
one paramount fact about migration: it is
highly age-specific. The rate for blacks aged
20-24 in metropolitan Washington -was'. 1511,
while that for blacks ageti 45154 was only

0078. Put more simply, 15 percent was
added by net migration to the black population
of metropolitan Washington in the 15-19 age
group/during the 1965-1970 period, while
less than 1 percent was added to the black
population aged 40-49.

These sharp differences with age are
likely to exceed any shifl in overall migration
levels over short periods of time. If the an-
alyst nonetheles's remains unhappy with using
net migration data'for a different time peri-
od, he may develop alternate estimates of
households based on differing assumptions
as to .migration. However, we expect that
he will generally find that such assumptions
make comparayvely little difference under
the population conditions whiciA.4., ptevailed
during-the early 1970s. For example, if no
net migration by blacks rook place into the
Washington area during the 1970-1975 period,
this fact would reduce the estimated total
number of black households in 1975 by only
4 percent below our estimate.

itsThe 1970 census report on. migration
gives the _number of blacks in each five-year
age' group who migrated' into and *out of State
Economic Areas between 1965 and 1970.
From these figUres, it is possible to calculate
net migration for each such area. The
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Table I.

Projection of Black Households, By Ago of Head
Wa.shington Metropolitan Area. 1975

Col. 1
black Popo -
lation Age
Categories

1970

Col. 2
INumbers

in
'1970

Col. 3
Age

Catekories
In

1975

Col. 4
Survival

Rates

Under 5
5- 9

10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54.
55-59
80-64
85-69
70-74
75 and over

'Total

Col. 5
Numbers
gurviving in

1975
(Co). 2 x Vol. 4)

Col. 6
Migration
Rates

Col. 7
Net

Migration
(Col. 5 x Col. 6)

Col. 8
Population
in 1975

(Col. 5 + Col. 7)

COL 0 COl. 10
Headship Households
Rates 1975
1075 (Col. 8 x Col. 9)

73, 246 5- 9 994975 72, ii78 . 0213 1,552 74, 439
80, 724 10 --14 997564 80, 527 . 0100 1, 450 81, 977
79, 045 15-19 9951.06 78, 658 0359 2, 824 81, 489 9342 2, 787
67, 850 20-24 989472 87, 138 . 1511 10, 144 77, 280 . 3347 25, 866
68, 560 25-29 985591 67. 572 . 0907 6, 129 173, 701 . 5$72 40, 32.9
59, 707 30-34 982733 58r676 . 0286 1, 678 60, 354 . 5823 35.144
48, 392 35-3.9 977173 47, 287 . 0233 1, 1021 91, 009 5974 :54 369.
43, 311 40-44 967491 41, 903 . 0171 717'
41, 100 -413 954754 39, 240 k . 0078 587 75,788 . 5925 44, 904
38, 368 '50-54 937261 35, 961 I
32, 575 55-59 913910 29, 771 k . 0031 168 54,209 5958 32, 298
27,443 60-64 . 884367 24, 270 /
20, 535 65-69 . 846415 17, 381 . 0089 336 43, 710 5883 25,1715

14, 932 70-74 793706 11, 852
9, 729 75-79 . 736026 7, 161

11, 523 80i- . 601402 6, 930

717, 040 687,203 26. 737 713, 940 261,412

.1

26
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boundaries of the areas do not always cor-
respond to the boundaries of metropolitan
houeing market .areas. however. For ex-
ample, they never cross state lines. Some-
times, also, several counties are lumped into-
one State Economic Area; yet not all of thel3e
same counties are included in the, metropol-
itan area definition. hlowevet-, a reasonable

_correspondence can be achieved in the great
majority of cases. Jurisdictions which do not
correspondusually hE,re relatively small pop-,
ulations, so the numbers miss(41 or added
would not affect the rates significantly. In
addition, where metropolitan areas cross-
state lines, State Economic Areas can usually
be combined to achieve a good approxima-
tion. (Table 2 shows the State" Economic
Areas, Used 'in calculating migration for the
six housing market areas in whiich minority
market potential has been estimated as Part
of this project. In no ease were the results

.unusable.)

Finally, published figures for migrants
are given separately for males and' females
and fot those who moved into and out of the
area, This is excesbive detail` for our rinr-
poses if,estimatinghouseholds. The probleM
is solved, however, simply by adding the
figures for -the two sexes to obtdin a toV,
and then subtracting the, out-migrants from-
.ttfe in-niigrcknts to obtain' A count of .net ml-
grants. (This 'figure maj.be either pesitive,
or negative. )

The detailed prticedure for deVeloping
and applying rnigratiOn rates, to the projected
population is aa follows:

.'(1) Combin e. the data for the, sexes- of
each age level.

let"

(2) Compute CM get number of migrants
in each age category IStween 1965
and 1970 by subtraCting Out-n[110d:
tion from in-migration.' If the num-
ber resulting in any age group is
positive, there was a net in-rnigra-
tion to the area of that particular age
group. If negative, net migration
out of tlw-acea occurred.

(3) Calculate thy migration rate forh*ach
group for tbis period br dividing the
number of net migrants. in each a,ge
category by a mid-inferIcal pepulaz
'tion for that age category. Since the
period for which migration data are

-

7

-.

J

available t live yearn prior to the'
census, in this case 1965-1970, the
mid-interval Statistica required are
for year 1967. In ortier to deter-
mine the mid-interval population, an
inrerpolation is riirformed for the
year 1967 using censun data for.1960
and 1970 4/ by indlrruhial age cate-
gories..

-

a. \Sub,traet the nutnber in the in-.
dividnal age category 'in 1960
from the number in 197Q.

b. Multiply the diffi:rencl.c by 0.'1_

c, Add IMs result to the nuniber, fpr
1960 to obtain the estimated pop-
ulatioh in ihis age category -fat-
1967.

To determine the net nfigration
rates for each age category, the
estimated ;populatiqn, is dividod.-
4-by4he number of neemigrants in
'each age eittegory.. (Table 3,

shows'the calculation of migra-
tion rates for blacks in th
Washington area. )

(4) These age-specific raCes are then
MultiPlied by., each age category of
the "aged" population disttibution as
adjuWd for survival to the year of'
estimate. This produces the num-
bers shown in Table 1, Column 7. 7-
These figures are 4dded to the same
categories of the adjusted distribu-
lion, to yield a new popalation dis-
tribution adjusted for both survival
and migration.

:the resulting distribution is_th projected
bverall popillation by age 'for the period of
time-for which hiarket potential is to be esti-.,mated.

Step 4: Apply-ing- headship rates Sincie
households, net individuals, -are -the market
unit for .housing, it es then riecessai'y to eon-1
vert the projected population thstributioriirito
a projection 'of households distributod'by age -
of the 'head. This is- achieved by. -applying
"headAhip mites" to each 'population agecate-'
gory in the distribution, using data from 'the'
1960 a:_qd 1970 censuses., 5/

As Wfth the migration rates, (pita for de-
riving headship rates en the, proportion in

-14 . 1.
--mf

t).-'

-

,
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Table 2.

STATti,VCONOMIC AREAS USED IN CALCULATING MIGRATION FOR
SIX HOUSING MARKET AREAS

AilantA, Georgia Metropohtan At-ea:
Area I Clayton )

Cobh )

Dekalh ) Counties
Pulton )

Gwinnett )

floston, Massachnsetts Metropolitan Area:
Area C: Essex )

MId(ll(sex ) Counties
Norfolk )

Suffolk )

Chiciigo, Illinois Metropolitan Arm:
Area C: Cook )

DuPage )

Kane . ) Counties
Lake )

McHenry )

Will - )

Los Angeles Long Beach, California Metropolitan Area:
Area F: Los Angeles Cou9ty

Orang'14 COunty

(Since Orange County is not part of this SMSA a slight adjustment
factor was applied to delete Orange Cdunty

)San Antonio, Texas Metropolitan Area:
Area F: Bexar County

(Guadalupe County is part of this SMSA, but is one of the six coun-
ties which constitute another SEA. In 1970, it contained only 4

, percent,of the an Antonio SMSA population.)

Washington, D. C. - MarOand Virginiii Metropolitan Area:
Areci A: DistriCt of Columbia Washington, D. C.

/ Area B: Maryland -- Montgomery County

/

Area B:

Prince George's Coynty

Virginia --. Arlington County
Fkirfax County
Alexandria )

F'alls Church ) Cities
Fairfax

,
1

-.4

(Pringe"Williain and Lou:doun Counties, Virginia, also parts
of the 'me,iropolitan area, are constituent portions of Area 5,
a'13-county SEA; Charles County, Maryland is-part of Area 3.
These three counties contained 1 percent of the SMSA population'
in 1970. )



Table 3.
-

1

Calculation of Age-,Specific Net Miration Rates for Black Population
of Metropolitan Washington, 1965-1970

Age
Category

Net
'Migrants

Population
in 1967

1,539 72,211
10-14 1,211 0,172
15-19 2,016 56,165
.20-24 8,769 58,022
2529 4,775 52,634
30-34 1,295 45,233
35-39 976 41,809
40-44 658 38,553
45-54 515 , 65,425
55-64 136 .42,665
65 and over 288 32,080

Net Migration
Rates

`(s

v

0

. 0213

. 0180

. 0359
. 1511
. 0907
. 0288
. 0233
. 0170
. 0078
. 0031
. 0089



each age group who are heads of households)
are unavailable past the last decenhialit cen-
sugi. However, long-term population and
economiC trends have resulted in increasing
household headship rates for several de-
cades. There is no reason to believe that re-
cent developments have altered these fqnda
mentftl trends at this point in time. Thus, we
recoMmend using a prOt-edure which extra-
polates the trend in headship rates for each
individual,five-year age ,q,ategory between the
/1960 and 1970 censuses ahead to the,year for
which tbeestimates are required. This pro-
cedure is governed by a mathematical extra-
polation forniula which appears complex, buf
is fairly simple toapply.

rc,he -general ,extrapolation formula 'is :

f(x) =a(a) (b-x) f(b) (a-x)
(b-x) (a,x)

Wbere: f is the headship rate

(x) is the 'rear for which the head-\ t ship rate is to be extrapolated

(a) is 1960 or the
1
elurlier of the two

most recent cells s years

(b) is 1970, 'err the later of the two
most recent census years

,

For _the year 1975, this formula reduces
to:

1975 Headship Rate =

(-5) p60 Heads-hip Rate - (V5) 1970 Headship Rute
10

peadship rates must first be derived sep-
arately for each age category {aid each .year
by dividing the number of individuals in the
population,of each separate age group by the
number of households wiiti heads ot tne same
age. Usingdatafor blackfflaged 20-24 in met-
ropolitan Washington. this procedure is:

Headship Rate for 20-24 age group in 1960

Household's witii Heads 20-24 in 1960
lkopulation Aged 20-24 in 1960

6,449
- '35,449

.1819

.4.

r

Head:311i1) Rate far 70-24 age group in 1970

Ihmseholds With Heads 20-24 in 1970
Population Aged 20-24 in 1070

19, 215
67, 697

. 2838

The estimation of the k975 headship rate
for the -20-24 age group, using the 'extrapo'-
lation formula given above, is as follows:

1975 144eadship Rate

(-5) (. 1819) (-15) (. 2838)
10'

9095,-1. 4, 2570
10

.3347
,t-

As the final step, the headship rates are
multiplied by the numbers of individuals in
the same age categories to obtain an updated
distribution of households by age of head.
(Table r, Columns 8, 9,10. ) The sum of the
numbers in this Aistribution is, 'of course,
the total estimated number of black house-
holds as of the year for -which the estiinate
is Made.

Separate procedures are followed to pro-
duce updated household size and income dis-

.
tributions. These are deAribed in Steps 5

and 6.

Step 5: Distributing Households by Size --
The number of persons in a household is an
irnportant ingredient in hotising market anal-
ysis also, since they phy a role in determin-
ing relative demand for dwellings of different
sizes. Our nextsstep let therefore to distri-
bute the projected hous holds by size cate-
gories. The procedure fllowed here is the
same as for the dietribu ion of households
by a e of head, i.e. , extr oilktion of recent
tren s using data from the 1960 and 1970
cens ses. 6/1 Each size category is projected

%separately.

This reliance on recent trends is justified
.not only by the fact that pore recent data are
nett aVailable at the local level, but also by
the fact thEit thp same demographic factors
which were operating during the latter part

17
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of the 1960s to affect current houHd101(1 !;17c
(declining fertility, rising age at
illcreasi mctdence of divorce.
known o the basis of national data to have
continu( d well Into the decade of the 70s.
Thus, the recent decline in the propo'rtion of
households in t4 'larger size categories and
Ow increase in the proportion of smaller

)units can be assumed to h ave co Untied.
For each census year th.e pe -cvntage dis-

tributlon of households must first be com-
puted. Then, the percentage -for dach house-
hold size category is mathematically extrap-
olated to the period for which market esti-
rna 't3 are being developed. The extrapolation
for ula is the samh as that used to determine
headship rates. For 1975, and one-person
households, the tormula is:

marrtage,t_
etc. ) art:

Proportion of 1 Person Households in i_975 =

(-5)1(ProporlIon 1 -1'crsonl- ( -15) l(ProportIon 1 rtton
floustholds In 196o Aouseholds tin 1970

10

Using actual data for the Washington metro-
politan area:

1 Person Households 1975

(-5)(.145) (-15)(.198)
10

= 72450) + (2. 9700)\ I10

= . 245 (22..45 percent)

The resul ing percentages should.total to 100
or close Jo that amount. If thiey do not, the
work sho Id be rechecked.

Each percentage is then applied to the to-
tal number of projected households obtained
imrstep 4 for the year, of study to produce a
numerical distribution of households by size.
(Table 4 shows the extrapolation of -black

.households.by size for 1975 in the Washington
rnetrOOlitan area.)

Step 6: Distributimg Households by In-
come -- The next step is to develop an in-
come distribution for ).1l households in the
niarket area. As with ttge of household head
and household size, each income group must
be projected., separately since the various
categories aye likely to be changing at dif-
ferent rates.

,Apt. in, tIle hnsiu Inethod I'm- emtimating
honsehnh in mcoe einvolvs short -range pro-
4reVomi u.iing thc experint:t.: qf the 1 9(H)
1970 decade, using data from the 1960 and
1910 censuses. 7/ At the time this repolit b3

........
_prepared such a procedure still seems yea ,-

onable , since the rising money \income
tends of thu 19608 apparently contained at

lileast into'the fir:it part of thc 1970:3.

Before 1959 (1960 census) incomes can be
.matched with 1969 (1970 census) incomes,
howeverA some adjusiments are requilt-ed due
to differences in census procedures for the .
two dates. 8/ In the first place, the 1959
income c4tegorie* reported in the 1960 cen-
sus volunlvs are not the same as those iised
for reporting 1969 incbmes in the 1970 re-.ports. A problem of some concern iti this
regard is the fact that the highest published

. income category for black houAeholds itt-.1959
was $10,000 tUtd- above. Secondly, the hduse-
hold income count for 1959 was given sepa-
rately for owners and renters 'in the pub-
lished ce9sus repQrk, thus requiring that the
two columns be added together to get an in-,
come distribution of all houfiehords.

Another littation, which causes serious
pmblems in some areatois the fact that 1959
household incomes were...Rublished by the
Cens Bureau fors irousehads, of all "non-?
white ktces combined, and not' for black
households separately. icmost major tnar-
ket areas in the jUnited States, this makes
little practical difference in ttie calculations.
Blacks constituted virtually all of the "non-
white" population and any hror introduced,
by substituting "nonwhites" for "blacks" will
be Insivificant. In a areas such as Lose
Angeles or San Fran sco, which have }arge
Asian Amerie,an popul tions, the eri.or would

be too large to ignore. Special adjustments
to the income data are required for these
areas. The method recommended for sual
adjustments is prescribed in Appendix A-2.

s.

The steps for deriving projected .house-
-"N hold incomes from the distributions given4n
4 the 1960 and 1970 census rePoris are de:

scribed below. (Table 5 illustrates the pro-
cedure, using data for the\ Washington _area
and for incomes in 1974).

.18

(1) To make the computations more
manageOle, re4oup the two income
distributions for combined owner-
renter iiouseholds into fewer clas-
ses. The following size categories
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Table 4.

Projection of Black Households By Size,
Washington Metropolitan Arez\. 1975

Number of 1960 1970 1/ 1975 Diqtribution
Vrsons Per Percent Percent Extrap- of 1975

Household Distri- . Distri- olatyn 'Households
bution bution Distri-.

bution

1 Person
2,Persons
3 Persons .

4 Per'sons
5 Persons 1
6+ 'Persons

Total
s

14.5% 19.8% 2245** 58,689
23.1% 23.3% .2340 61,472
17.6% .1820 47,578
14,5% 14.5% .1450. 37,906
10.7% .0920 24,051
19.4% .1225 32,024

99.8%* 100.0% 1.0000 261,420

* Error du'e to rounding ........

**PercentEiges in this column have heri,etated as our-Pliee..
decimals kW, ease in,corri.putation:S. ........ .............

. ........ +,

....... ..............
.... ......

A

.
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Distribution
1.959
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Table 5.

orIllProjection of Black jho ld Income,
Washington Metropolitan Area, 1975

dol. 3 Col. 4 Col. 5 Col. 6 Col, 7 Col. 8
Projected .)
come Distri-
bution for
1975 House-
holds

ousehold
Income

Distribution
1969

(1970 Census)

1 70 Income
DistributiOn
Collapsed to
1960 Popu-
lation

I ate 'of C ange
1960. to 1970

Collapsed

Less than $ 4, 000
'$ 4,000 $ 6,999
$ 7,000 - $ 9,999
$10, 000 $14,t99
$15, 000 $24, 999
$25,000 and oVer

Total

57, 48
40,161 -

18, 531

10,883

127, 003

44, 505
15,924
41,664
44,068
26,355

.... 4, 461

206,977

Pro ected Income
Distribution
without Popu-
lation Growth
(1974 Incomes
for 1975
Households)

OP
27, 308 -.525 29, 400
28,179 298 39,954
25, 665 +.380 45,192
27, 040 54,387
16,171; 13.222 32,521.

2, 737 5, 508

IC
127, 000 206, 962-

1

VC*: Tres example, ;mall differences are to bg expected in the sums
j)quivalent columns (as, for instance, Col. 1 vs. Col. 3, Col. 2 vs.

CA 5, and Col. 8 VA. Col.. 10 of TAble 1). These differences are delke
to minor errors introdte,ced in the course of computation. If, teoWtver,
these column totale should disagree by one percent or more, the work
sITyld be rechecked.

,

Percent
Distribution
of Income--
1975 House-
holds /1

I

Additional
HousOhold
Growth
1970-1975

N

.1421 7, 737

.1931 10,514

.2184 11,891 v .

.2628 14,309

.1571 8,554 ;

.0266 1.448 ,

1.0000 0 54,453

37,137
50,468
57,083
68,696
41,075

6,95

261,415



are suggested, and lire compatible
with other portions of the method.

nreomplished by using two slightly
different formulae depending upon
the direction of the rate of change as

Less than $ 4, 000 shown in Column 4. While the for-
$ 4,000 to' $ 6,999 mulae and computatioys wtilch follow
$ 7, 000 to $ 9, 999 may .appear comvlex, the analyst
$10,000 to $14,999 will find that they can actually be
$15,000 to- $24,999 performed in a few minutes using a
$25,000 and above

The last three classes will, of \
course, have to be combined in the
1959 distribution. (Columns 1 and 2)

(2) The 1969 distribution is then "col-
lapsed" to the size ,of the 1959 dis-
tribution., This is accomplished by
dividing the total for 1959 by the to-
tal for 1969, and .multiplying each
class in the 1969 distribution (Colun
2) by the resulfing proportion to get
the restilts shown in Column 3.

(3) The grate of. increase or decrease
from 1959 to 1969 'is then calculated
for each tpcome class. This is done
by first subtracting the number in
Column 1 from Column 3. The result
is then divided by the figure in Columii
1. The resulting rates- are shown in
Column 4.

(4) These rates are then applied to the un-
adjusted 1969 figures to produce a.

projected income distribution for the
yeatiof study. The proportion of the
/1959-1969 change rate which is act-
ually used will depend on the number
qf yeaq in the future for which ttie-
projectitns -are sought. For "ex-
ample, if the projections are for the
nekt dlennial census, the full per-
centage change will be used. If the
,ojections are only\ to mid-decade,

of the factortis used; if for
2 years,. 7/10ths of the factor, and so
forth. The rtsultant distribution will.
be one in 4hich nO allowance has
been made for population growth or4 %
decline, either overall or in any. in-
,dividual income class since the
1970 cenvs. It will also be one iti
which aliVitseholds with incoy,
$10,000 r more are lunipid

te, '(other.

(5) First, a 1974 income distribution for
1975 households, .trithout allowing for
population growtff is prepared. Thifi

tz-
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hand calcula,tor.

If the raterof change in Column 4 is
negative, the formula is:

(Number in 1959) x (Percentage
change I x/10 of (he percentage
change) -1 (Number in 1959)

(Number in 1969 Collapsed
number in 1969)

For example:

The calculation for the "less than
$4,000" category in 1975 would be:

57,428 [-. 525 + (5/10 x .525)]+
57, 428. + (44, 505 27, 308) = 29, 372

If the rate of change is positive the formula is:

(Numbev in 1959)(Percentage
`change Tt. x/10 okthe percentage
change +1) +..(1'sKimber in 1969
CollapBed number for 1969) -

For example:

Tile calculation for the "$7,000
$.9,90" category in 1975 would be:

18, 531 x I. 380 + (5/10 x . 380) +
+ (41,664 - , 565) = 45,192

The resulting gures are enter-
ed in Column 5, The income cate-
gories over $10,000 in 1969 are
aggrekated and the resulting total
is distributed in Column 5 according
to the proportions' ini the same cate-
gories in Column 2.

The final .step is to produce a pro-
tected incoMe distribution which
takes account of tiiej increase (or de-
crease) in hopisOollis which was

;4.projected earlier. To do thiX.the to--
talprojectAd growth or decline in
houbeholds since 1970 is distributed
am g income classes in the same

oportions lis in the 1975 distribu-



non without population grow,th (Column
7). The.results for each income class

- are added to or subtracted from the
lino-growth" income projections (CO1-
umn

The 'projected change In households is
obtained by subtracting the -total of
Column 5, Table 5 frOm the total of
Column 10, Table 1. In this case,
the resulting difference to be distri-
buted is 54,453.

All lvi all, the income estimation proce-
g dure is rather conservative. It assumes that

the rate of incoine improvenwnt foc
ties during the 1976s has occurred at the
same average rate as between the 1960 and
1970 cen ses. There is good reason to
believe th t this improvement occurred at
an acc'eler ting rate curin the 1960s. The
method will _probably tend to err. if at all,
in the negative direction underestimating
the r!:cent rate of income growth. In thts
fashion, it tends to protect against overesti-
mation of the market's capabilities.

-Stage 2: Estimating the Number and Char-
acteristics of Households Poten-

r tially in the Market for Housing
3

The procedu re up to this point h s been
directed at estimating the- nurnbrer an" -Mbar-
acteristics of all black hbuseholds, and not
just of plack.households likely to enter this
"housinOnarket. The potential market makes
up a ,selective sub-group of the total house-
hold uaniverse" which will no't only be smaller
than the untyserse, but is likely to diffr froM
it in important ways.

Stage 2 of the procedure is therefore-di-
rected at estimating the number and charac-
teristics of those black households out of the
total household universe which are likely to
be seeking a change 'in their housing lituation
during the time period being stddied. These
households we may identify skthe potential
mover population. They rrtty)tfOt actually be-
come movers, of course. Whether or not a
househop changes its .place of.residence,
despite its desire to do sO, Fill depend also
on the°choices and options provided in the\
housing supply. In.this method, these supply
condtraintA are dealt wilth in a separate

.4
step.

. v

i BaseS of the Method The method em-
'ployod here uses h useholds which have

Moved in the recent p t as a trogate for
1.
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those likely to move in the near future. Their
characteristics and behavior are measured
and a ti iii-e(T-Tiiaripllytoaie:Tof-Jaiiiriii-o-ii-ef
population. In other .worda, the method mea-
sures actual market behavior rather than an-
ticipated market decisions. The major disad-
vantage in this method is that. it does not take
into account possible changes in consumer
behavior sjnce the most recent measurements
of that behavior were taken. The potentiali-
ties for error increase in proportion to the
amount of elapsed time between the period
used for baseline measurement and the peri-
iod for which the estimate is sought. It is al-
so likely that the range of error will be
greater for minorities than for the majority
population since recent changes in the legal
framework governing qual opportunity in
housing will have more effect on minorittes'
situation in,. the hbusing market. These
effects, however, will vary from onv market
area to another,, and the .local analyst should
apply his owninsights to the results for his
area.

We believe, however, that the likelihood
of error that is significaht from a marketing
standpoint is relatively small. While i is
quite true that homeseeking preferences and
behavior will change.2ver time, the period
over wilich projections must be made is usu-
atly relatively brief. Moreover, homeseek-
ins behavior is closely related to those char-
acteristics _of households for which detailed
projected distributions have been made.

In the recommended method, the analyst
determines the ratios between 1such charac-
teristics in the 1970 recent home.heeker popu-
lation and the same characteristics of the
1970. household universe. He then employs
these ratios as estiinating parameters to
deterniihe the "profile" of the homeseeker
popui4tion as of the year of estimate, taking
into account changes in the composition of the
total holisehold universe which have occurred
in the interim. This "profile" also includes
one key aspect of market behavior: whether
the homeseekter is likely to buy or rent.

') 1

Published census data on the mover pop-.
ulation are extremely limited, and it was
ther*fore necessary to turn to unpublished
,data from the 1930 Census Public Use Sample,
Tape Files to develop these ,ratios initially. 9/'
These files contain information on the char-
acteristics of households by the year the head
moved into the housing unit. Exlensive com:- '

---""inputer runtifro the files, lp ecially formatted
to the Center's specifications... were produced
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for each of the six housing market areas in
which the method was testy() in order to ob-
tain data on the characteristics of minor
households whose had moved in ther, 7
months prior to the 1970 census. Ratios 4er ,
then dfveloped, showing the relationship be-
tween black and Spanish-speaking households
which moved shortly before the census -and

all black and Spanish-speaking households
enumerated in l970 for the household distri-
bution of elich important characteristic.
These ratios were then applied to the tiro-
jected estimpites of the household population
for eiyi area, produced in stage 1, by each
category of the distributions in turn. This
process resulted in estimates of the size and
characteristics of the mingrity homeseeker
populatiouln the period of study.

On the batiis of the experience gained from
the six test areas, the Center next sought
a practical means by which the analyst not
equipped with a computer and a substantial
ambunt of funds could make Use of census data
on the mover population. This procedure in:-
volved two steps:

1. Testing the relationships First, th4
Center performed a statistical anal-
ysis to determine whether rates of
movership could be refiably predicted
using orily published census data on
the households and housing units of a
metropolitan area. In this manner the
Center sought to test whether the gen-
eral reptionships between the mover
household popMation and the total
household base were sufficiently
stable from one market area to an-
other to develop methods for estimat-
ing the 'mover population from uni-
Verse data. Correlation and regres-

,- sion analyses were performed using
data for 34 metropolitan areas, all of
whteh had black, or Spanish-American

411W' populations exceeding 100,000 at the
1970' census. Pubjished census data
oJiieholcls and houlting Stock were,
orrelated against published Mover-

ship rates for owners and renters
. separately in each of the following

groups: (a) the total population, (b)

the black population, and. (e) the
Spanish-bpeaking poptilation. The re-
su s provided ample justification for
pryceeding further. 10/ Briefly, the
findings were as follows.

a. Very high and stable relationships
4-kt

b.

a ppea red between file movership
rates and the published cells us
va riables for most of the. .

groups studied. II values (a
measure of strength of relation,-
ship) a? high -as .876 were estab-
hshed for prediction equations in-
eorporatitlg several variables.
Levels ibis high are virtually uni
known in social science data.

The prediction equation for mov-
ership among black owners was
the only, one which yielded an
It2 that was less than excleption-
ally high and here the R2 value.
waS .458, still a fairly respect-
able level. The comparatively low
predictability in this area, the
Center believes, is probably a
reflection of the dynamics of the.
market during the late 1960s
with many black households at-
tempting to move into home
ownership status and facing vary-
ing degreeS of difficulty in differ-
ent geographic areas.'

c. Among the variables which proved
moSt predictive of movership were
those on which the method outlined
/has plaCed particular stress -- in-
cluding popuhition size, rate of
growth, age structure, household
size, and income.

d. Also important in the prediction
equations for movership were
vacancy rates (which are not esti-
mated as part of this method-
ology, but 9.e.often available from
postal vacancy surveys ors- can be
estimated from local data). Re-
gion of the nation also proved sig-
nificant.' For 'this reason, the
ratio-estimating method finqlly
adopted uses average ratios by
region.

2. Determining the ratios The Center
then had a further computer run per-

, formed to oftain census data from the -
1970 unpubjished tapes on the mover
household/population in 47 metropoli-
tan areas,' with large black , and.
Spanish-sp'eaking populations. Most.,
of these had populations of one or both
groups exceeding 100,000 in c<0.
These 41ata covered the three key

23
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tareas of household chararte (sties
age of head. Size, and income. Ratios
were then computed for the relation-
ships between the mover household
population and the total household
population, by individual category of
age, income or size. These ratios
were developed separately for owners
and renters in the black and Spanish-
speaking populations of each area.
TheAistributions of these ratios were
then analyzed to test for the existence

4 ot common patterns. A considerable
degree 01 similarity was found in the
patterns of relationship of movers to
the household universe, especially for
black renters and forlboth owners and
renters in the Spanish-speaking pop-
ulation. There was considerably more
divetgenee, however, in the patterns
for black owners, as would be apect-
ed fromf the comparatively low pre-
dictability found in the regression
analys,iS for movership rates in this
group.

We believe that this \hole area deserves
considerable further examination with an
aim toward determining not only the precise
nature of the relationships between movers
and all households, but also the differences
among these relationships in different areas
and for different Minority groups. A thoroughi )adalysis of the less stable values found for/
black owners might prove of particular&lue
to HUD in its enforcement program, since it
seems quite possible that these variations,
result from differential kinds and degrees of
discriminatory treatment in the market.

However, these questions would require
considerable,further research. The purpose
of this proj4ect was to prbduce a workable
procedure for general us'e in market esti-
mation, and the resources available were
adequate only for that purpose. Thus, we
adopted an approach which makes direct use
of the empirical data developed by the Center
with regard to the relationship of movers to
the household universe in 47 major market
areas.

Apelication -- The method recommended
by the Center f9r estimating the size and keY
characteristics 2f tl* minority market for
any given metroTolitan area draws upon the
data developed in the analysis just described.
For each of the 47 metropolitan areas with

larg(' minority 1)(9)11111 iOtl:i h)1'
1970 data on mover 11(1)111MR-ins
tamed. thc Center derived rat1o:3
households to total households.

Were ob -
movc.r

Average ratios were then computed for
arras in four major regions. An examinatioa
of the ratws for individual areas indicated
that they clustered quite closely around the
regional averages in most cases. Where they
deviated, the differences appeared likely to
be due to Jocal market constraints which
might or might" not persist over time. There
were, however, some consistent differences
among regions, as could be expected from, the
results of the regression analysis discussed
previously. For purposes of estimating the
most robable characteristics of the mi-
nority homeseeker market in any given-area
during a chosen times period, therefore, the
average ratios for the region in which that
area was 4,located appeared most suitable.
These avirage ratios are reproduced in
Appendix A-3.

An example of the procedure, using data
specifically on black households from the
Chicago area, and estimating the potential
mover population for 1975, is shown in Table
6. Instead of the regional average ratios
these computations use the _ratios initially ob-
tained specifically for Chicago.rots one of the
six market areas in which thid methodology

_ was developed and tested. ..Tpe application
procedure is identical for )1LH1 other market
areas, except that the regionEd average ra-
tios shown in Appendix A-3 Ekr4 illrd instead.

In Column 1 of the table, thsaanalyst in-
serts the estimated updated inconie,distribu-
tion for all black households in metropolitan
Chicago. In Column 2, he inserts the 1970
ratios for black recent rentcr-movers to all
black hoUseholds in nietropolitan Chicago, by
income category. Multiplying, Colui in 1 by
Column 2 yiOds the figures in Co umn 3.
These figurrs give the estimated inco e dis-
tributipn for black households likely .1,2. be
,seeking rental actiomodations in metropolitan
Chkago in the 27 months prior pp the eng of

'the estimating period in this case, Sprkg

°

In Column 4 of the tab1e, the a' nalyst mA
se/1,s the equivalent income ratios for recent
black owner-movers .vs. th6 black household
universeln Chicago.' Again, these are multi-
plied by those in Column 1- to yield the distri-

\-/



Income

Less than $ 4,000
$ 4,000 - $ 6,999
$ 7.000 $ 9.999
$10, 000 $19, 999
$)5,000 - $24,999
$25,000 and over

Total

Col. 1

1975
Household-
Distribution

3 9

Table 6.

ip;lication of Estimatingyllutios to Provide Income Distribution of Mover Households
(Metropolitan Chicago - black Households, Spring 1974-Spring 1975)

Ratios
Renter-Movers

To Total

Potential Renters
(27-Mo. Period)
(641. 1 k Col. 2)

Ratios
Owner-ttlovers

To Total

Potential Owners
(27-Mo. Period)
(Col. 1 x Col. 4)

Adjustment
For 12 Month

PeTiod

80,448 4579 20,792 . 0162 1,303 .444
72,199 3535 25,522 . 0316 2,281 444

86,588 . 2906 25,162 . 0741 6,416 .444
101,289 2551 25,839 .1198 12,134 .444
-53,690 . 1656 8,891 1656 8,891 .444

7,578 0833 631 , 1111 842 .444

401 792, 114,837 31,867

OW,

Potentiak Rentel s
(12-Mo. Period)
(Col. 3 x Col. 6)

Potential Owners
(12-Mo. Period)
(Col. 5 x Col. 6)

12,784 579
11,332 1, 013
11,172 2, 849
11,473 5,387
3,948 3,948

280 374

14, }50

I.

4 0



button in Column 5. This is the estimated in-
come distribution of black households likely
to be seeking homes for sale in metropolitan
Chicago during the 27 monthg prior to Spring
of -1975.

To convert these distributions for 27-
month periods into annual (or 12-months)
figures, the analyst simply multiplies each
number- by the adjusting ratio 12/27, or
.444, yielding the distributions shown in
Cblumns 7 and .8 of the table. These are the
estinzated income distributions for potentiail
black renters and owners, respectively,
likelY to be in the housifig market in metro-
politan Chicago during the period Spring
1974 -4SpAng 1975.

The ratiOs given in the Appendix for gen-.
eral application, as indicated previously,
are -broad.rcgional averages computed by the
Center from the mover data for the 47 major
areas. Their application is identical to the
example. To use them, the analyst vicrely
determines the broad,region in which his arga

As' locateck,. inserts..the appropviate regional
average ratios .obtained -from thes, Appendix.
into _his working table, and _performs the
computations just described.

The same procedui-t (using different sets
of ratios, drawn froth Appendix A-3 in each
instance), is performed to .obtairidistribu-
tions of prospective .renters and owners by
age of head and-household size.

The total numbers of mover households
as obtai,ned, separately in 'this' procedure by
age', siz.e and income will not always'agree.
The inhin reason is that the procedure uses
di'fferen£ estimating*-piocedure's in-tandem,
and all of the results produced at any seage
of the" Procest,, are estimates. When a set
of e.stimated numbers for' the tQS,al. household

.population are multiplied by 'a set of estimat-.

ind ratios for the relationship of mover
heltiseholds to the tota,l, discrepancies will
almost inevitably, appear between the totals
for' different characteristics -- age vs. in,-
come, for example. These diserepancieS
wi --tisually be tfairly minor, and can be dis-
t ed for"practical Market analysis pur-

l.
po , In t e 'ease of_Chicago, the totals dis-
agree by oqdt ,six percent,.,tond this is a
fairly typical case. %, A

The differences may also reflect conflict-
ing tendencies in a dynamic market, and the

I

analyst may wish to examine them froufi this
standpoint. Vor ex;unplc, the estimated total
of potential holm-buyers produced from the
income distritsAtioa by this method will often
be larger than the totals prodveed from,the
distributions by age of head or household
Hize. It is likely that.thesc differences reflect
real but contradictory market. -forces. As in-
comes move up. which they have in recent
years, people are more likely to move into
honwownership status. On the other hand,
-small households and young households are
more.likely to be renters than owners, and
householfkave been getting both smaller .and
younger. Thus. the marlwt is heing pulled
in two directions at oncelust 'how the'se
epnclietink tendencies will be resolvQd is in
qti'estioni., bat .a' certain proportion of home-
seekers could move either toward ownersyp

., ----or toward' rental 'ilousing depending on the
alternatives provided in the market place.

If, however, the- 'serepancies are soN.
large-in any instance as o make the results
difficult to reconcile, which may sometimes
be th`e case, the numbers in the deViant dis-
tributions can be adjusted. This is done sim-
ply by computing the ratio of the total of
that distribution to the average of the tOtals
for other distributions which are deemed to
be satisfaTtorily congruent, and adjusting all
figures in the deviant distribution by this
ratio. These adjusted esymates will then
be fully compatible with the redt, All -will
still remain estimates, howeVer, and the fact
that the discrepancies have been adjusted
should tiot be permitted to obscure that fact.
In any case, the analyst should round all 4inal
results at least to the ne,arest 100 households
in any presentation of 'the rZsiilts lor use by
others. -

In general, _it the.analyst wishes to adjust
discrepancies, .we recommend adjusting the
age and distributions to the total for the
inconie ibution, since the income distri-
bytion is the more important from a market
estimation standpoint.

Stage 3: Estimating Key Aspects of Housing
Choice: Price and Size

In Stage 2 of the work, the analyst' has
determined several key characteristics of

---' potential black homeseekers for the period
,fOr which he id analyzing the market., He
knolvs their nin4ibe,r as well *-as thtnr distri-

26
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billion by age of head, household income, and
_household size. Ile also has estfinated one
attribute of their likely behavior In the mar-'
ket: how many will probably seek to buy or
to rent, also broken down by age of head,
hou6ehold,size, .irrid income.

At this juncture the analyst may want
taki a careful look at the results in terms
their market implications. In most area
he will probably find that a sizable 'number
and propoytion of black households who are
likely to be in the market have attained in-
comes that are in the brackets of $0,000
and above although a large number will
otten remain in the lower-income.categories.
The analyst will alqo find, in all likelihood,
that a majority of the black prospvctie mov-
er households arc quite 'snaall/in size, and
thus can be accommodated in i(although they
Inv npt always prefey) smaller uhits..Third,
he will probably find -that: ,a large proportion
are young households just starting out, and
thus likely to be in the-market more than once
before they finally settledown.1

In concert with these characteristics, the
figures will probably show that most are

to be in the rental market. Noilethe-
less, in many areas with substantial minority
populations, a sizable enough number Will
also be seeking homes for sale to make the
minority-market of. potential interest to de-
velopers of new sales housing.

For many purposes, this -amount of know-
ledge may be safieient. However, the ana-
lydt may wish to pursue Oe analysis fuether,
in. an effort to evaluate tI4Ive potential homeL
seeke s' likely behavior relative to prices to
be pai and sjizc of units to be acquired.

To stim t0-potential rrfaret behavior,
the Washingto 'Center again turned to the tirr-
published datain the 1970 Census Public Use
Sample tapes4'and used recent movers as a
surrogate for,potential movers.'First for.the
'Washington- Tiietropolitan area, then for the
five additional areas in which the procedure

4was developed, special computer tabulations
were obtained which showed the relationship
of the movers' housing units tW all units oc-
cupied by black_ households in tfirms of hous-
ing values, rent levels, and nuMber of
rooms. These were cross-iabulated with the
income distribution, in order to show hOw
various income groups behaveL The tabu-
lations were prepared separatAr for total,
black; Bed Spanish-speaking populations.
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Although there were some ipiportant vari-
ations, the ratios for the six individual areas
revealed a substantial similarity of patttrp
within each ethnic group. The relationships
between rent and incomes. for example',
tended to cluster as might be expeetedirom
the fact that many people tend to 'spend
roughly ffimilar amounts of their itteoneie for
honsilig; The variations from one area to
another 'were indicative of price differentials
in the hotising stock, and were also such as
to suggest differences in -availability of hous-
ing to minorities in different areas. Within
an individual area the variations betwaen
groups probably reflected differences also in
housing opportunities between the minority
and majority. A further.examination of these
relationships in a larger nuMber of areas
would not only have been useful in improving
our understanding of market behavior in this,
project, but might also prbve of substantW
value to HUD in understanding differences in
discriminatory patterns from area to area.
Such fn examination, howeVer, was beyond
the scope and resources of this effort.

For purposes of this project, matrix
tables weiv developed on the basis of the ex -
perience.of the six test areas, for black and
Spanish-speaking potential horneseekers.
(Examples are presented in Appendix A-4. )-
For each group, tkit tables show the propor-
tion of recent homeseekers within each in-
come category who acquired housing at the
sp'eci ied levels of value, rent or size:

To use these matrix tables, the analyst
merely multiplies eaCh cell in the first row
if the 'matrix by the previously gstimated
number of black 6r- Spanish-Amerian poten-
tial homebuyers or renters at the income
level represented by that roW. in the area for
which he is estimating. The same procedure
is followed f9r .-e,ach row or income level in
turn. The resulting figures are then summed
for each of the columns in this hew table. This
-prodtices stimated distribution of rent
levels (or e levels, dr number of rooiiis)
likely to be sought by the black. or Spanish-
speaking minority homeseekers in the area
in.question for the period in which, the esti-
mates are made. '(Table 7 shows.:the distri-
bution of black potential renter-movers in tile
Washington metroPolitan area for the period
Spring 1974- Spring 1975.)

The figpres which can be prepared using
the matrix procedure should be clearly re,-
cognized for what they are: rough esti-

:"

..
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Table 7.

Distribution of Black Renter Movers Spring 1974-Spring 1975 BY Income and Rent,
Washington Metropolitan Area

441

at

Income
Distribution--

, Less than $ 4, 0
$ .4, 000 - $ 6, 999
_$ 7, 000 $ 9, 999
$10. ood - $14,-999
$15, 000 - $24, 999
$25, 000 and over

t.)*co
Total

A

4

$80-
Linder $80 $99-,

$100-
$119

$120- $150-
$149 $199

$200-
$249

$250- axid
$299, Over

1, 957 1, 293 1, 363 1, 014 559 140 140 35

800 1, 905 2, 514 2, 399 876 267 38 0

580 1, 450 2, 031 2, 612 3, 095- 97 97 97

140 1, 375 932 2, 273 2, 824 524 281 0

77 153 153 768 1, 075 384 230 384

94 94 94 0 '64 0

3, 648 6, 270 7; 087 9, 066 8, 429 1, 506 880 516

,

4

AP`

411

6, 501
8, 799

30. 059
v8t,349
a; 224

470

37,, 402

a



mates based on .the generalized experiences
of minority home t3('11« rs In several key
market areas in various parts of the
nation duriAg the period jnet prior to the 1970

census. Unlike the estimatea of key.market
characteristics disaussed earlier, the also
intermingle the effects of market preTerences
and options made available in the local hous -
ing supply. Variations in these options from
one area to the next may make a considerable
difference in the actual housing choices of the
minority homeseeker.

Shifts over time in-the oyerall availability
of the housing stock and the terms on which;
it is available may also play`a role. Two asi
peels of tht current housing situation -- re
t en't changes in the lrgal framework goverr
ing availa, ilitr of mortgage credit, .and rellr

1cent ,ra d escalation' of housing prices and
rents -- suggest that caution-should be exer-:
cised in applying data for minority movers
during the period prior to. the 1970 census in
estimating the present market behavior
of minority households. For this reason, we

1 recommend that the analyst read further be-
fore reaching a decision .as to ho.'" to proceed.

\
An analysis by the Center of housing

value/inco le data frOm the 1970 ce us for
recent mo rs from the Washington- a re-
veale that a rather striking difference cx-
istec'b,4twee'h the black and white populations
of tlaI area in housing expenditure patterns
rel ive to incomes. This difference is illus-
trated in Figure A. This figure compares tite
value distributiobs of houses oweed by black
and -white recent movers in the inZome &rack-
et between $10, 0000nd $14. 999. (My other
income category- would shoWi- similar i'.e-,-
sults.I totrith income and thin!' catecity to pay
for hotisire held fairly constant and equal for
the two groups whites who bought howes in
the 27-month period just prior to the last
census acquired dwellings of conaiderably
higher value than blacks.

The peak of the distribution of housing
values for whites with $10, 000-$14, 999 an-
nual incomes falls between $25,000 and
$34,999 approximately the lievel which
would be expected from the curretit criteriori
for mortgage eligibility of twice annual in.J.
cOifie, assuming minimal down payment 4in
most cases. Blacks in the $10,000-$14,9D9
income group, on the other hand, bought
houses valued at considerably lower price
levels overall. The peak value for this group
Was under $20,000, with nearly 60 pereent

of till black honielmvers in this income cate-
gory purchasing how-ies at this relatively InW
alm level. A similar pattirn of racial dit

,ference, though luau striking, was A'viticul in

the case of rentr.

eiriI erlying this difference,
an effort to

a st:ries of speciA'prnitquts made from the
1970 census taw: data rd.ating value and rent
distributions -to the disiribins of income

, for flitusehold heads alone; etrri head-spouse
incomes; and for total incomes. These-444-0 ,
wv.e not completely_ analyzed, but examina-
tion indicated that for blacks the pattern of
houaing expenditure:3 gemrally had a closer.,
relattoniThip to the iricome distribution (

ho'ntehold heads than to ihe income of bo
pouses in cases where both spouses worked.

Working wives, of cours , were more corn-
.-mon among blacks than ar ng whites.

undIrstand the factors
the Cetnter had

Unfortunately, the ri dings Were not as
clear-cut as Might be wished, partly due to
unavailabilay of data on size of mortgage and
to varioua other limitations in the census re-
sults, A 'special analysis of data on black
veteran homehuyers in Washington in 1972,
performeti by the Center using data obtained
under a special cooperation agreement with
tte U. S. Veteracs Administration, clarified
the matter further. Data on size of mortgage
were available for this group.

For allArlack veterans, the ratio of mort-
, 0gage loan to total family income was T. 59.
v For veterab families with working wi,ves (whom

comprised 6 percent of all black veteran
homebuyers), e mortgege/income ratio was
only 1,43. For veteran families where the
wife did not work, it was 2. 07 -- almost'
.exactlf the value expected.

Thus, the data at our disposal suggest
that strict application of standards for dis-
counting the incomes of ,:wo mg wives in
determining credit eligibil y were a major
reason for the pattern of áomparatively low
housin expenditures relative - to incomes
among' ktlack homebuyers in the ate 1960s

(--,and early 1970s. The available ata also
suggest (though they do not prove) tat these
standards may' hEive been enforced somewhat
less stringently for whites than for blaeks.
(The apparent tendency to take.only the hus-
band's income into, account in determini4
capacity to pay for housing in 'the case of
blacks -was probably tbe practice of many
landlords as well as mortgage lenders.)

29,
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FlCtJRE 1.

Value Distribution of fli)uses Owned by Black and White
liecent-Mover Families With- hicomes of $10,000 to

$14,999,, Metropolitan Washington 1970

1/4

Black Families

40

20

Cess 000-, $25,000- $35,000- $50,000 or
$20,000

Percent
4111

$24 99 $34,999 $49,999 More

If qao o
6 S.i 4%0. 9r as.,

fb qpi
It

1

* * 0 IPpa/ , 9, to-` o 1

White Families

Ye,

Less than $20,000- .$25 000= $3 '000- $50, 000 or
$20,000 $.4,999 $34, 099 Vitg: 999 More

.

Value of Houses
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Recently, lificrential treaNneni ot wom
en's int Ines>, In. determining luoVgage
el i gi hi l I has !Seen ontlawed. A!,:alining that

\1 mortga e lenders ,comply, and that li using
options are made a able that are , ppro-
-priate to their ()con() c capal4lities, black
.honichuyers can he ex} eeted In the future to
tmdertal« patterm; AT hou!-;ing iripenditure
relative 1(1) totall family income mach- more
like that of the aAlite majority. IC this is the

\case, It seems more ycasonabbi 'for the
analyst to assume that previous relationships
of housing eigienditure to inccnbe no longe r
apply. Most minority homebuyers can he ex-
wiled IA pliechase homes priced at twice
their al al inconws phis downpayment. hi
view of the fuct that they have not had the
opportunity to acquire the same assets, mi-.
nority homebuyers probably will not aequire
as many houses priced at well over the two
times income level as members of the major-
ity; but thUlr pattern will probably approa'rh
that Of the majority in other ro.spects.

Thus, the analyst mighst construct tables
ot values based on capacity to pay., using the
usual criteria of twice ,annual income for
mortgage eligibility and 20 percent M month
ly income for rent with fair assurance that
minority honiebnyers will move increasingly
toward that pattern in the period immediately

rahead -- assuming that the laws are obeyed
both with regard to nondiscrinnnation in
selliqg and,in, credit a)'ailability. With regard
to rehts, current federal law does not pre-
vent the landlord from discounting the Wife's
income; thus, there may be a tendency for
blackS to continue to lag beland whites in this

irespect, at least until this potential source
ot inequity is removed. ,

Such a table is shOwn, using Ow estimated
income dist -ibution of. black potential home-
buyers for I letropolitan Atlanta, Georgia in
the period S ing 1974 (Table

.8) The analyst will note that ICshows cpn-
siderable potentiy for home purchase even

---arth-e-higher prid! levels. Of course, these
figures' assume that the households will be
able to meet credit requirements. Assuninig

.\--11hat these requirements are applied equally
to blacks as to whites, and that wives' in-
comes are fully counted, most should be able
to do so. (Note that the actual purehase
prices Would be somewhat higher than indic-
ated, since these dollar figures do not include
down payment).

.A comparison of'this distribution with the
40

31
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c intoolto ed i)v Ing the matt. fx
oI, oil ilwycI

ft earli('r !show.; :1 , ()milder:WIN. higher di:itri -1
bution of values from the "affor(Iable mort- 4

...

'gage" approach. (Table 0) . The two columnS
, Hi It) vy the. probable range in market 'perform-

ince ot black ptgential honiebuyers -- with
the lower firlire!-; III llle eliell -hand ('e)hillirl iti-
(heat ing the market potelitial under credit
conditions exilting as recently as ,1970, andIthe Mgt ,:r (iglus-IA in the left-hana column
indicati g MI potential under the new legal

1pr(decticais ahd assuming that credit require-
ments are ap)lied criti ally. Probably thr ,,,,,i,
figures will lie somewhere between the two
columns for the next .few .\.ars. ,

However, in estimating the minority rvir-
ket's potential Mr participation., we recm-
mend that the analyst employ the approach
based on "affordable mortgages" and "afford-
abla rents" rather than\ on recent move' be-
havior from the 1970 ce sus. Another rea-
son for preferring this iroach is the rapid
esealation of housing p6-? es since the 1970
cenSua, whicli will tenN-4 4rce many h- use-
hOlds -- both mino,rity awl majority o pay
prices and rents closer to the ims;aiii.uun af-
fordable with their incomes.

Stage. 4: EstimAing Choices in Location

One further question rela to housing
choice is the locational decisions likely to be
made by the potential Mack homeseeker mar-
ket. tlow nuich, for example, of the poten-
tial housing demand from blacks can be ex-
pected to be directed toward housing in sub-
urban are,as, and how much in central city
'areas? 1-1.4, much in 1desegregated settings,
and how-..rmich in housing and neighborhoods

are either heavily black, or changing
fron't white to black\-- the traditional

racial "ghettos" and their recent extensions?
The nonthers are not likely to be simply a
flectioil of the numbers of black homeseekers
whid .can affcfrd Iiihusing in a certain price
class. Instead, they will krobably reflect the
interaction of economic demand potential
with a complex set of forces and counter-
forces having roots in fhe past, but under-
going rapid change in the present.

These forces.are both intern 1 to the mi-
nority home'seeker and imposed from outside.
They are positive as well as negative. They
include such 'concrete factors s residual
discrimination and the reality of'bad h6sing
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Table 8.)/

Estimated Mortgages Affordable BY Black Potential llomebuyers
Atlanta Metropolitan Area,

Spring t974.-Spring 197

Mortgage Size

i fliased on assumption of 2x annual household
in,come for mortgage, and sufficient assets in
hand to rnept downpayment requirements)

1

Number of Buyers

(Less than $20,000
$20,000 $29,999
$30,000 - $49i999
$50,000 or moVe

(Income under $10,000)
(Income $10,000 $14,999)

.(Income $15.100 $24,999)
(Income $25, 00 and above)

)4.

Table 9.,

Comparison Of Estimated Affordable Mortages With-
To Be Acquired By Black Potential Hoinebuyers'Bas d On Experience Of

Recent Movers At 1970 Census c
Atlanta Metropolitan Area,
Spring 1974 - Spring 1975

1,354
..72,524

s 244
72

ues Of Homes Likely.,

Number of
Amount Of Mortg g"-e77:' Aifordtible Mortgages

Housing )

Values based on
1968-1970 Ex prience

p.

Less than $.2 , 000 1,354
$20,000 9,999 2,524
$30,000 - 49,999 244
$50,000 a over 72

32

74
1,022

198
0
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and neighborhoods in many traditiona,1 sit-
uatiops. They also inclade such intangibles
as desire for status anel/feognition, colic:ern
for one's children's futurek and fear of
ostracism or hostile action from neighbors.

,
The current strength and even the exact

tnature of these forces is impractical to nya-
sure, at least with .existing techniques. the
best that practically can be done'is to attempt
to assess °their overall impact in terms of
the minority market's tactual behavior in re-
sidential .movement, ) Evew this task poses
severe tepinical difficulties. The Federal
F'air Housfng Act was not passed until 1968.
It did not achieve full coverage until 1970,
the date of tile most recent federal census
which provides the last comprehensive bench-
mark for residential change. It is not too
surprising, then, that a comparison of the
1960 and 1970 census results shows com-
paratively little change for most areas.

The Evidence foi Washington -- In an
effort to gain uselful insight's into the nature
and magnitude of recent changes in one met-
ropolitan at-ea, the Center examined the un-
published 1970 Census One Percent Public
Usti Sample data for information on location-
al choices made by recent movers in the
Washington metropolitan area. The location-
al specificity of the tape data is limited. As
already noted the tapes are av3illefble only\
for counties and groups of counties with pop-
ulations totalling 250, 000 or more. In some
areas this makes them practiCally useless.
In the Washington area, nonetheless, it 1t3

possible to distinguish not only between
central city and'suburbs but also among sorzke
major.suburbs. s.

We also.examined the 1 972 data on black
Veteran homebuyerS in the 'ashingtonn area
for insights into the quest

:
n of locational

pref ences. In combination these two data
s efts yield some indi9ti

t:

n ,of residential

p le
ends against which thealyst may be able

to evaluate the somewha ss comprehensive
data likely to be available for most other
areas.

The analysis differentiated among theee
different groups of black families: (1) those
black residents of the area which had last
moved during the period from January 1968
until the census in April 1970; (2) those which
moved during the period 1965-1967; and (3)
those which moved prior to 1965. The dala
were further broken down by place of resi-
dence after the move between the District of

33

Columbia (the aren's central city) and the
suburbe.

As Table 10 shows, thq cenrs data re-
veal a clear and rather lennatic pattern of
residential change over a brief period of
time. During the latter half of the 1960s, the
movement of black families to Washington's
suburbs accelerated rapidly. The accelera-
tion was most marked forkpomeowners and
families with higher incomes. By fife 1968-
1970 !Ile riod, a substantial majority of black
housrholds skTii home ownership found
hom4s in the burbs.

01 all blaék fain ilies (including both
renters and owner# of all income levels) who
resided in the .area as of 1970, and who had
last moved before 1965, 18 percent had found
homes in the suburbs and the rest in the
District of Columbia. Of all those who hak
last moved betweeri 1965 and 1967, a slight-
ly higher percentage -- 20 percent found
homes in the su urbs. For those who had last
moved between 1 131) and 1970, the suburban
proportion increasAl sharply to 30 percent.
Still, of all black families who moved in that
most recent period, over" two-thirds had
found horres irt the central city.

The tr d toward suburban residence waft
much more marked among homeowners,- how-
ever. Of all black families owning homes in
the Washington area as of 1970 who had moved
to their present homes before 1965, 22 per-
cent lived in the suburbg and the rest in the
District. Amowhomeowners who had last
moved in the 1M-1967 period, the-percent-
age residing in the suburbs had increased to

- 40 percent: And among black homeowners
who had last moved between 1968 and 1970,

-the suthirban proportion had grown to a 5s
percent majority.

Table 11 dhows the' pattern for black
homeowners with incomes over $10,000 annu-
ally. For these families, the trend to stib-
urban residences was stillmore rapid, rising
from 25percent of those who had moved prior
to 1965 to 59 percent of thse who_ had last
moved between 1968 and 1970.

Among black renters, a trend,toward sub-
urb4n residence was also in evidenco, though
less marked. Nonetheless, thd influence of
economic devel was clearly apparent among
renters as well as owners.

Summing up, the unpublish-d census data -
V
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jtc.ble

Patterns Of Residence For Black Families By Recency Of Move
Washington MetrOpolitan Arta, 1970 Census

District ot Columbia
Number Percent

Last Moved 1960-1970
%

4, Owners 4,1004
. 1..Renters ---38, 400

Total - 40,800
1

I.

Last MovelI 1965-1967

Stiburles
Number Percent

/ 45%.... 5,300 # 5 5%
75% 12,100 25%

70% 17,400 30%
)

er

Owners 6,200 60% 4,100 A,

enterd 24, 000 87% 3,600 13%

Total

Last Moved before\1985

'Owners
Renters

Total

1 30,200 80% 7, 700
.

20%

28,004, 78% 8,100 22%
21,700 89% 2,700 11%

4,4,700 82% 10,800 18%

Source: U. S. Burau of the Census, 1970 U. S. Census. of Poeu1ation. One
Percent Public Use4Sample Tape Files. SpeJi.al.tabulatiwis prepared
to specifications of the Washington Center `for MetropolitanAtudies..

41P

Table 11.

Patterns Of Residence For Black Owners With Income43
Of $10, doo or More, By Recency Of Move

Washington Metropolitan 'Area, 7 0 'Census

med)

,0

Last Moved 1968-1970

Last Moved 1965-1967

Last MoVed Before 1965

District of Columbia quburbs
Number Percent Number Percent (

2,700 r.(41%

3,900 64%

15, 200 75%

3,900 59/90AP.

36%

5,200 257o e

.,---- ,..--
Source: U., S. Bureau 9f the Census, 1970 U. oS. Census of Population. One

Pfrcent Pup119 Use Sample TaRe Files. Special tabulatWs prepared) o Specificaliotv of the Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies.
# #

1

,)

1.%
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for metropolitan Washington show that dur-
kng the.jatter alf of the 1960s tirere was a
t%tiOily acce.ler ting trend toward sill\ irban
iesidence amon blacks -- with the j9te of
licceleration being greater for homeowners
than for renters, and higher for upper in-
come households Mtn for all inconw cate-
gories together. These data suggebt a stroilig

esr linkage loetween economic progress and pro-
pensity- to seek suburban housing. What the
census data do not show `is to what degree
this tendevy merely represents all extension
of the xisting black concentration across
suburban boandaries and to what extent
represents a shift toward, desegregated resi,-
dential patternl..

VI attempting td determine whether 91e
tredi toward suburban movement ofsblacks

Ihad continued kn The first part pf the 1970s,,
and also to What degree this movement rep-
resented a trend toward desegregation, the
Center t'urned to a unique source:. records
maintained by the U. S. Veterans Adminis-
tration on veterens purchasing homes with
the aid of VA mortgage guarantees. Datw on
all Washington arda black vetqran't usin -VA
mortgage benefits during the yekir 197' were
obtained by the C nter under a cooperative
agreement with th -Veteran,s Administration./

Nearly two-ttds Of the black vettrans
homebuyers 19 2 (46 percent) had lour-
chased ho side/the District of Colum-
bia. This qas a higKer proportion than among

-75.all black honiebuybrs in the 1968-70 period,
55 peileentof who ;41 had bought in the suburbs.
It was higher a so than Along blacic.homeT
buiwrs in, the 1968-70 period who had

v,) $10,000-plus inc mes -- 59 percent of whom
bought in the suburbs. The black veterans in
our sample, about 90 rpercent of whom had

----\,incomes over $10,000, are probably fairly
comparable to the liOter group. Thus, the
veteran data indicate a continued progres-
sive trend tdward suburban residence at
ab t the same rate as the liite 1960s ..srt

7 A highly location-specifie anlysts was
also performed fnbm the veteratfdata in an
effort to determine wh ther this _trend rep-
resented a moveme toward desegregated
patterns. The dta "tere coded by both the
census triwt of thvc.veteran's previo90 ad-
d ss and of the adtss of the new honie justt

rchased with VA enefits. Thus, It was
possible to analyze the change in terms of
the specific location and the general neigh-

hot-hood characteristics of both old an(lInew
residences to aqhieve an um-Jet-standing of
!novel-ship patternh that is not possihIc us
ingleensus data.

Table 12 shows one of the results of the
analysis. The laligest proportions of 'veterans
moveci to a census tract which had roughly
the same percentage of blacks as the one they
left. This relationship is indicate by the un-
derlinedo pet:centages on the cflagonal or the
table. Most 07 the rest motred to a census
tract with a sma V- percentage of blaeks tharf
the one they left, As indicated by the percent-
ages belbw the diagonal. Only relatively
small numbeis c veterans moved. to a tract--
with a. larger black percentage 1119p/their
previous tract of residence. Theie percent-
ages are above the diagonal.

However, this table does'not tell the full
story. Sipee, the numbers of veterans who
previously lived in tracts with substantial
black ,percentages were much _larger than
those whose previous izesidence was in tnacts
with small black prbportioAis, almost half (46
percent, or'1363'out of 808) of all the black
veterans inbved to tracts which had Srrialler
black percentages than before. The second
largest proportion (40 percent or 339 veter-
ans) moved to traets with about the same per-
eeniage di blacks as previouslyr And only 1
percent or 106 vqerans moved to areas whic
were more heavily black than before...

N.

Prince Gebrge's Couney, the predor3x4nant
subUrban area of blaciiir resid9nce at th 1970
census, was also the destttion of the larg=)st single group of black veterans -- 383 .of
he total of 808. The District 'Of Colurfibia,
he area's heavily black central city, ranked'

second with 294. The remaining 131 veter-
ans -- 16 percent of the total 7)- went to other
suburbs in the Washington/ar.ea, most of
which had relatively small black proportions
in 1970. Even within Prince George's Coun-
ty, however, the tendency of the black veter-
an homesetikers to . move outside previous
areas of heavy black concentration was
marked. Nearly half' of the' black veteran
households whose new 1972 locations were intPrince Geprge's County had located in c sus
tracts which did not directly adjoin pr vious
areas of hftavy black concentration. In fact,
their homes were located in all parts of the
county, including many which had long been
almost exclusively white.
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Table 12.

Raciay-Composition of Census Tracts For Black Veteran Homebuyers:
Percent Black Of Old And New Tracts
-Washington Metropolitan Area, 1972

, ( P,ercent Black 47.r

r 1w TraCt
Percent Black i

.. ) .

Old Tract 0-9.9%

31 p. 9%
10-24.9TO

25,49.9%

50-74.9%

-4,0 (-

,

10-24.9% 25-49.9% 50-74.9%

17.9% 17.9%
.,

a: 1%
1

(23.7)% - . 6? 8% 3.4%

14.1/0' (31.8)% 4.7%

14.0%* 15.8% (24.6)%

14.6% 12.0% .8.6%

(56.4)%

5i'l. 270

34.1/0'

19: 3%

ill

w
75%+ 15.8%

75%+ TOtal
. ,.

-5.7% 100.0%

11.9% 100.0%

15.3% 100.0%

26.3% '100.0%

(19. 0)(70 100, 0%
I

Source: Data drawn fromothe Veterans Adininistrationts file of 1972 Home-
buyers for the Washington Metropolitan:Area. Census tract
delineati6s were added according to street address. Data on
r:cil4 composition were supplied from the publication, U. S;-

g g:u of the Census, U. S. Census of Population and Housirm:
19 00 Census Tracts, Final Repoirt PC(2)-226. Tablei 1-P.
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dimeralizatlin- from a single caS.e is some-
hat hazarc .nia; yet we knO% of 4.1 0 reason to
Bev!, ti it the general patt,4.,rns found in

Washington would not also apply to Me post-
1970 suburban movement of black families in
other metibiolitan areas where that move-
m.ent was Klready substantial prior to the 1970
census. Thai is, we would expect that such
suburban movement would -have continued
since 070, at approximately the same or ti
more rapid rate. We would also expect that
while most of the currenliblack suburban
homeseters Would continue to move in the
general direct/ions of heaviest black concen-
tration in 1970, there would be increasing
dispersal of residence. Based on a conser-
vative generalization from the Washington ex-
perience, perhaps one-fourth /or more would

., move to suburbartmeighborliso+ where Wicks
nad not lived preAtIrSly, and a smlill but sub-
stantial minority (one-tenth /or nubre) would
move in cjtrections far remloved from those
D f pre s black suburban migration.

(
The Recommended Procedure How can

the arwlyst make reasonable estimatesaf
trends in location' of minority horneseekerpic,
for his own area? Tim method recommendedrIK
4fere relies on 1970 census data for individual
metropolitan areas to establish the general
pattern and magnitude of the trends as they '
were evidenced at that time. The analyst then
makes his own estimates as to further trends'
since that date uSing the Washington ex:
perrence as his guide if he so wishes, or any
data which may be at his disposal-on the lo-,
cal sitUation. A very limited amount of dab",
on movership patterns of black and Spanish-
speaking. Americans are available from the
published 1970 census results 'for all:major%
metropolitan areas, and forcmajor jurisdic-
lions ili these 'areas with populations of

- 25,000 or more in either group.111

These publisllied data, while far more lim-
ited kli scope than we might wis.4.7may often be
more useful for estimating gedgraphic trends

-than the unpublished censuS Public use rg-
cords used elsewhere in this method. The
reason stems from the unavailability4of the
tapes for areas with less KM 250,0060 total
populapon, which bluns the d ta for smaller
areas, and thsq.ir restrictio o the doUnty.ley-

ifel. They are not even a3, ble separatelY for

jnajor
cities i,vhich are art of stili \larger

ounties. eThis,makes them virtually useless
for analyzing trends in suburban minority re-
sidence for such large areas ags ChicagO and

r

q

Los Angeles.

There are a I HO some limitations with the
published census movership data. For ex-
ample, the data are not available separately
for minorities in any metropolitan area, or
part thereof, whervz there were less than
25,000 black or Spanemh-speaking persons in
1970. Furthd, within metropolitan areas of
any size, bredkdowns of ary population groupt
are not available for -individual Jurisdictions
with less than 50,000 total population.

Most commonly, published data forC-
norities will be found only for a metropolitan
area as a whole and for its central city.- Oc-
casionally, data on minorities will also ap
pear for one or two large suburbs in v_ery
large metropolitan areas. Since these sub-
urbs will- always be jurisdictions Which had
at least 25,000 13/lack or Spanisliemerican
residents as of 1110, seldom if ever will they
be areas which minorities Cave recently en\
tered for the first time. However, the analyst"
can construct combined data on recenpy of
movership for suburbs with s Het...minority
populations using a subTketio rocess.

The procedure, illustrated Tin Tables 13
and 14 with data for blacks in metropolitan
Los Angeles, is as followa:-

p.
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c, (1) First, extract the totals fronr Table
-13,, in the cenlis report on black
owners fmd blac renters by year of
most recent move, entering the,ex-
tracted figures in the formats shown
in .the table. Do this first for the en-
tire Los Angeles SMSA (city and

-eaburbs combined), using Table A-
Is and tbe figures in'ttfe left-hand
Aolumn. Enter them in the top row
\of the table. Next do the same thing
for Compton, drawing from Table
F-1 and. inserting them ih row 2.
FinaTly, draw th, data for Los An-
geles Lity fromable 0-13 and in-
sert them in row 3. These are the
only two sub-jurisdictions-of the Los
Mgeles SMSA for which mover data
on black households are separately
provided.

(2) Next, subtract the figures for Los
Angeles City and ompton from the
SMSA totals, by yehr of move, to ob-
tain the statOtics for "rest of area"
shown in row A.

5 0
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Table 13.

Illustrative Application of Published Census Data to Determine Patterns of Geographic Change
Los Angeles Metropolitan Area - Black Owners

411K

I.

ulle

A

de

1. SMSA-TOTAL (Table A-13)

2. COMPTON (Table F-13)

3. LOS ANGELES (Table

Period of Most Recent Moi.re

1969- 1960- 1959 or
1970 1968 4967' Earlier

11,337 7,211 41,883 30240

1;25t 763 3, 635 2, 705

5,595 3,512 24;342 20,803

4. REST OF AREA (Row 1 Rd2 Row 3) 4,492 -2,936 13,906

5. REST OP AREA

Q. PERCENT (Row 4

An 1 Aver<
Row 1)

6, 732

3 , 593 .../."2B\ 1, 738 A.

39.6% 40. 7% 33. 22. 3)

Source: U. S. Bureau of the t ensus. 1970 Census of ifousing. Meti"opolitan H
Characteristics, HC(2)-120, Tables A-I3, F-13, 0-13.
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..,Table .14. ,

Illustrattve Application of Published Census Data to Determine-Patterns of Geographic Change
Los Angeles Metropolitan Area Black Reftters

4

'7y

Period of Most Recent Move.

1969- 1960- 1959 or,
1'970 1968 1967 Earlier

1. SMSA TOTAL (Table A-13) 61,976 23,989 , 54,006 10,139

2. COMPTON (Table F-13u) 2,488 841 1,807 177

3. LOS ANGELES (Table 0-13) 46,727 18,068 43,024 8,594

4. REST OF AREA (Row 1 Row 2 Row 3) 12,761 5,080 4,175 1,368

5;11EST OF AREA (Annual Average),
10,208 r 5,080 1,146 N. A.

6. PERCENT (Row 4 Row 1) . 20.6% 21.2% LS. 9% 13.5%

,

- . mk is ,
- .

Spree: U. S. Bureau of the Censtc§. 1970 Census of Housing. Mètropolitati Houaing:.
-CfiarActeristics,1FIC(2)-120, Tables A-13, F-13, 0-13.
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(3) Compute an annual rate
Column 1 (1969-70) by 1.
umn 3 (1960-1967) by B.
are inserted in row 5.

iy dividing 7

)5 and col
'nese ratc:-;

(4) .Also compute the percentage whieh
the "rest of aroa' figures make up of
the ':total SMSA figures in each rol-
umn. insert these figures in row 6.

In looking at the table, the analyst will
note a clear trend ovett time-, Black owners
most recently moving t'o parts of the Los An-
geles area other than Los Angeles City 'or
Compton increased Nom an annual average
of 1,738 households in the 1960-67 period to
2,936 CI 1968 and to 3,593 in 1969-70. The
pere'entages of the total also indicate a trend.
In 1968 through 1970 approximately tvio black
homeowner-movers out of every five in the
Los Angeles area moved into homes outsidt
the cities of either Los Angeles or Comptcni,
compared to only 22 percent of those who
had ldst moved prior 'to 1960. A similar,'
aria in some ways even more dramatic, trend
is evident for black rebters. The süburban
percentages movingto the rest of the area in-
creased from 14 percent for those. who last
moved prior to 1960 to 21 percent in the
1969-1970 period. _This represented over
10,000 suburban black renters annually.

The analyst may algtr-*ish tg determive
the degree to which ,reeent subuiban mover-
ship is related to incorne. This may be done
quite easily and quickly by extracting the fig-
ures for the 1969-1970 6eriod for the income
brackets over $10,000, as indicated in Table
15. A combined figure for the brackets under
$10,000 is-obtained by subtraction. As the
table shows, at income levels over $10,000
about 45 percent of black owners who moved
acquired homes in the suburbs. For income
levels below $10,000 the proPortion was only
35 percent. There was, ho*ever, no indica-
tion of a further rise with income in the cate-
gories over $10,000.

' Since no corhparable data for the period
since 1970 are available in most areas,-ffes-.
analyst must use his own dfscretion n de-
riving an estimate of suburban moversh"t for
the period for which he is analyzing the
ket; He may, if he wiphes, applythe 1969-70'
rate. This is probably' conaervative, but is
unlikely to otrerestimate the suburban mar-
ket. Or he may make a rough straight-line
projection of the trends -during the 1960.08 For

4

metropolitan Los Angeles, such 1k projection
would imheate a suburban propiwtion Of at
least 50 pereeiNt by the mid-I970s among
black -households seeking homeownership,
and Eit least 25'percent among black prospec-
tive renteilq, At the .higher income levels,
these proportions will likely bcI still larg-
er probably rising to 60 percent i!lr more
of blacks seeking_ home ownership in the
-higher inCome brackets, if experience in the
1969-1970 period is a reliable ihdicator. SNich

..,....,nestimates are a bit "chancy", but hrobably
\within reason.

The analyst may Aso wish to estimate
how much of the total black suburban move-
ment is occuilring outside previouSly estab-
lished "channels", or extensioA of the ghetto .

pattern. For this purpose, he may choose to
apply rough est1mati4g ratios based on the
post-1970 Washington experietice (at least 25
percent outside ,suburban neighborhoods Of
previous black conentration, and. at least 10
percent in directions other than the principal
directions of black subtirban movement evi-
dent at the _1970 wnsusj. If he does
should recognize the hazards involved -In gen-
eralizing from a single case.

Local informants familiar itrith the black
community may,. however, be able to provide
sufficient inLormation about the "ghettos" and
their extensions either to confirm or 'to con-f
tradiet the existence of similar patterns in-
the area under study. Better still, if the
analyst can obtain access to FHA or VA
transaction files, he may be able to make
a quick spot-check of the locations chosen by
a sample of recent black purchasers under
these programs and to determine .these pro-
portions httn self .

Stage 5: Estimating the Impact of Supply Con-
straints on Potential,Demand

At the conclusion or stage 4, the anal st
should have produced -a profile of potential
housing demand among black homeseekers/
While it involves estimi.ites and assumptions,
t is profile nonetheless probably constitules
t e best possible. pre etion of the structure
of the minority homese r population, as of
the period for which tie estimates are
Made assuming that the supply side of ttie
market has remained unchanged. At the pre,,
sent rtime, 'this assumption is known ,to be

Tih- ly situation has been changing
rapidly ,ower tu st -several years, partic-'
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Table 45.

Illustrative Application of Published Census Data to Determine Ritlationship of MoKership
to Income Level Among Recent niers Los Angeles Metropolitan Area Black Owners

\Owners Moving in 190-1970

I. SMS, (To`tal 'A-13) .

.11. 2. COMVTON (Table 1?-13)

3 LOS ANGELES &able 0-13) .Xr.a

4. REST ::).F AREly (Row 1 Row 2 Row 3)

5. PERCENT (ROW 4 :: Row 1)

$10,000-
$14,999

IncomeoLevel
. .

$25,000
or More

Other Income
-% Levels

Total
pwnerk-Movers

;415, oclo-
' $24,999

,-

3.206 , 1,5.84 286
,

6.267 ' 11...337

347 115 1*6 772 . . 1,250
...._

.1)42
1

1:436 743 3,274 5;595
f

1,417

'(

726'. 128 4.' 2,221 1 4,492

44% 46% 45% 35% . - 40%
3

--""\ -

Source: di S. Bureau of the,tkCensirts. 1970 Censas ocHousing. Metropolitan Housing
Characteristics, 1IC12)-120, Tables A-13, F-13, 0-13.
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ularly irkregard to prii-e and rIt levels and
availability of mortgage Innis. analyst
must attcmpt to take these supply constraints
Into account in adjusting potential demand to
effective demand.

The method recomminded liere relies on
locally-available sources of currl,nt data on
the rice Structure of the housing supply, as

as on considerable exercise of judgment
the analyst. The statistics on current

price distribution are compared against the
*3timated distrili*tion of petential demand by
sales and rent levels obtained previously.
The arrlyst then attempts to arriVe at a judg-
ment as to how the market potential will be
affected by the priee shifts.

The first step is to obtain the most cur-
-1-4nt data on h1isir,g price levels available
locally. Distribuk6ns are required and the
medians which niay sometimes be available
from national survey data will not suffice.
In the Washington, D. C. metropolitan hoUS-

- ing market area, the Rufus Lusk Company
compiles current listings of residential sales
transactions, including actual selling prices,
for all major jurisdictions. Some of the other
five areas for wilich the techniques developed
in this project have been tested have such
services available also. In each of the five

:

areas we found the following resources

Atlanota, Georgia Metropolitan Area:
Rufus Lusk CoMpany: listing of resklen:
tial sales transactions.

Boston, Massachusetts Metropolitan Area.
Banker and Tradesman: listing of residen-
tial sale transactions.

Chicago, Illinois Metrdpolitan Area. The-
Realty Sales Guide, published by Chicago-
land's Real Estate Advertiser.

'Los Angeles-Long Beach, California
Metropolitan Area. The Society of Real
Estate Appraisers: data on housing char-
acteristics and sellingiprices.

San Antonio, Texas Metropolitan Area.
Unisold Inventory Survey, U. S. Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development,
Area Office, San Antonid, Texas.

If a listing service for cUrrent transac-
ciOns does not exist, then the analyst should
attempt to obtain data directly from the local

:

governments ot the area. This may, nt
instances, involve actually extracting and
compiling a sample of individtml `propert,y
transactions from local governments' re-
cords, and sometimes estimating transfet
prices from the tax stamps if they are not
available directly Ironi r(sortis,

Listing services are not generally avail-
able for rental properties, and here it is al-
most always necessary for the analyst to turn
to tbe newsrApers as a source Of ekirrent
price data. \The major problem with this...
source of data on rent levels is that many of
the older private rental properties offeqing
better values may not 'need to advertise,
since they can readily fill any vacancies by
word-of-mouth. From the standpoint
market analysis directed specifically. to. the
minority market, however, this may tie of
less practical importance than it seems
since milority homeseekers may not be in
line for such word-of-mouth advertising in
many cases.

An example of data on current price
structure, developed by the Center from
ally-available sources, is shown in the ac-
companying table based on data from the
Atlanta metropolitan area. This can be con-
sidered a prototype for the kind of data the
analyst can develop for his own area.

lip the Atlanta area, thc price data show
a distribution of sales housing transactiOns
that still includes many relatively modestly -
priced properties. A large proportion orre-
cent sales have been clustered tit price levels
well within the capability of much of the black
middle-to upper-income homebuyer market.
Whether blacks seeking to buy homes in met-
ropolitan Atlanta will be given access to a
sufficient p9rtion of this supply is a different
matter; clearly, however, the supply exists.
The same may not be true in many other
areas, and in some of them the analyst may
find +that" recent price increases have re-
mov,ed a considerable proportion of potential
minority homebuyers from the market.

As indicated (+artier, however, minority
households potential for acquiring homes in
the private market has been considerably
blOnted in the recent .past ely exclusion of,
working wives' inconies fr,orn the total eli
gible income base. Thus, to the extent that
the recently-enacted,prohibitions against dis-
counting of wives' incomes are observed, and

59
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Table 16.

Price@ of Houses Sold
Atlanta, Metropolitiin Area

June July 1974

if

1Housin$ Valus Number Percent -

Under $20, 000 419 \ 43. 2%

$20, 000 $24, 999 85 8. 8%

$25, 000 $29, 999 84 8. 7%

. ,
$30, 000 $39, 999 143 14. 8%

$40, 000 $49, 999 91,
9. 4%

$50, 000 $59, 999 52 5. 4%

$60, 000 or more 95 9. 8.%

Total ,969 100. 0%

Souree: Rufus S. LuSk & Son, Inc. , 1 week samples between
June and July 1974.
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to the extent that etmilar Prohibitions are
aPplied to landlords, they will tend to coun-
teract the downward pressure upon minori-
ties' capability to participate' in the private
market caused by the escalation of prices at
a more rapid rate than incomes. The "af-
fordable mortgage" and "affordape rent"
approaches recoihmended earlier take these
changes Into account.

Assessing Preferences for Features and
Amenities

As' a final stage in the methodology, the
analyst may wish to consider whether there
are special features or amenities in housing
or neighborhoods Nhich may be of particular
interest to the minority market in his area.
For this purpose, there will ba-very .111-He in
the way of published data or research reports
to assist him. At the request of HUD; the
Washington Center agreed to explore the
existing literature on the preferences of mi-
norities for features and amenities and to
present the findings in this report.

On the basis of the available evidence, the
analyst can,reasonably assume that minori-
ties will not differ substantially from the ma-
jority in their preferences for features and
amenities in housing and neighborhoods.
Thus he can assume that minorities will tend
to occupy all types of housing and nhbor-
hoods popular with the-majority to the ex-
tent made possible by their .economic capa-
bilities and the equal availability of tbese
homes and neighborhoods without discrimi-
nation, and ,subject also' to the changing
locational patterns over time dealt with in
the toreceding section.

cate and review studies bearing in
An e tensive search of the literature was

made to
any way upon' minorities' preferences as to
types and features of housing and neighbor-
hood amenities. (These studies -- some 26
in number -- are included in Appendix B,
Bibliogphy af Materials Used in Develop-
ment of the Nethodology.) The liferature
search prorides no support for any belief
that minorities 'as rouj differ signifi-

.,cantly from the majority fn regard to thetIr
hottsing preferences; wh n factors such as
differing income levels sd discrimination in
acegts to the housing s pply are taken into
account. There are, df course, large in-
dividual differences in preferences among

members of both the majority and minorities.
liut no systematic diffei.enccs are apparent
for these groups Overall.

The published literature which deals pri-
marily with minorities' preferences in hous-
ing and neighborhoods is,
in line with the general tendency discussed at
the outset of this report to ignore minorities
us an element of significance in the 'housing
market. As 8ne example, the classic study
of motivating factors in housing shifts,
Rossi's Why Families Move, 12/ deliberately
avoided interviewing minority families. And
Daniel Starch and Staff's massive 1973 Pro-
Tile of the Black Consumer 13/ contains a
considerable amount of data on preferences
and plans to acquire such items as auto-
mobiles and appliances, as well as plans to
make various kinds of improvements in cur-
rent housing accommodations. Yet the Starch
report has no information on blacks' plans or
preferences forehanes in their housing
Accommodations.

nowever, scanty -

There are only a few studies which focus
primarily on minonity housing attitudes or
preferences. Minority market. preferences
are, however, dealt with in a secondary or
partial manner in a number of studies. In
these studies, unfortunately, there is usually
no comparative analysis with the preferences
of the majority. Moreover, all studies we
were able to locato dealt with blacks only,
and not Spanish-speaking households.

Despite these limitations, the studies
which treat this topic' through surveys
directed at assessing preferences, through

4 studies of experiences in the housing market,
or through analyses of housing actually ac-
Tired -- are unanimous in indicating that
minorities (or, more correctly, blacks)
appear to judge desirability of housing and
neighborhoods by the same general criteria
s the majority population. Some studies, in

fp(et, indicate a distinct preference on tne
part of minorities for housing in neighbor-
hoods predominantly occupied by majority
households. The reason, it appears, has
little if anything to do with a desire for
integration per se -- but rather with the be-

housing quality and neighborhood
are superior in such neighbor-
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lief that
amenities
hoods.

The 1973 collation by the Nationn Acad-
emy of Sciences of the literature on Segre-



gation Iii Residential Areas 14/ ci.ntains a

paper on Institutional and ( ontextual Vac
tors Affecting (he Housing Choices of I'Vli-
nority Residents," by Donald L. Foley. Tilts
paper focuses on institOtional barrier13 to
freedom of choice by minorities in housing.
and on means for eliminating these barriers.
Pole), begins with the statementi .fllt has
long been common knowledge that blacks and
other disadvantaged minorities are denied
free choice in housing_ " In a fairly brief dis-
cussion of "Minority Attitudes toward Houg-
ing," Foley concentrates not on preferrnces
as such but on the obstacles .to free exercise
Of those preferences. Ile concludes the sec

from Kenneth Clark'Slion with a quotativil
Da rk (:hettn: "The Negro wKo dares to.move
outside of the glli4to, either physically or
psYchologically, runs the risk af retaliatory
hostility, at worst, or of misuXderstanding,
at best." Poley's discussion fairly well
exemplifies Ow thrust ,of much of the liter-
ature which views residential segregation
as unfortunate: minorities' housing prefer-
ences are of little relevance, not because
they do not matter, but because they, cannot
be satisfied within the current discriminatory
market.

Probably the most useful single study
dealing with minority, housing choices is one
tiy.Straszbeim. thLhaskci,on analysis of data
from a very large-scale (28,000 household).
sample survey in the San Francisco Bay area.
The survey as a whole waS Mrirected at trans-
portation planning questions., but obtained a
conWderable amount of housing data which
Straszheim used to examine differentials in
housing occupi d by blacks and whites.
After rie careful -done statistical analysis,
Straszheim cone ittie4 th5jr("Most of the djf-

.
ferential in housing consumption attributable
to race can be traced to income and market
imperfections. .The latter, in the form of
entry constraints that limit the supply of
housing available to Blacks, is, by far the
most important".

Straszheim's data on racial differences in
several housing variables indicated that -"dif-
ferences.in tastes for housing between Blacks
and Whites are clearly of less significance
than price differentials," which his analysis
indicated were due largely to discrimination.
The one variable examined which appeared
possibly -to reflect some racial variation in
preference was lot size -- and even here the
differentials held r)atively low levels of

,*

statistical significance. The author con-
sidered his findings to provide
argument for open housing

strong

Similar conclusions, though with less
throrough statistical back ing, are indk
ahsl by several earlier studies. Foote, 16/
;ichnore, 17/ and tlie Taeubers Ill/ all pro-
duced evidence indicating that, within socio-
economic groups, whites and hhicks appear to
display similar patterns of 'choiee in terms
of home ownership atid residential differen-
tiation.

Leaman,19/ in ail unpublished 1967 mas-
ter's thesis dealing with housing decisions
by blaeks in Greensboro, North Carolina,
found that in this highly-segregated situation,
Negro families l.rided to cite as features of
their "ideal and future" housing such items
as "big lot, "clean, quiet neighborhood,"
"large amount of interior space, "neighbor-
hood where people Care for property and are
of high socio-economic level, "den or family
room, wooded lot, " and "ranch stvle
home" all features suggesting preference
for much the same kin s of housing pre-
dominantly occupied 11 middle -to u ppe r-in -
conic whites'in the sarm e community..

Another study providing comiiderable
direct insight on the topic of black %using
preferences 'is a survey of black households
published by the Leadership Council for Met-
ropolitan Open Communities in Chicago. 20/
This study, _which interviewed groups of
black households living in both black and
integrated neighborhoods, concluded that
"Blacks consider, housing in white areas to
be better and more fairly priced than in black
areas and they consider amenities to -be
superior in white areas."

In all, 71 percent of the black householdfit
surveyed who lived in black neighborhoods
believed that they would be more likely to
find the features most important to them in
a white neighborhood. Among the features
judged most impoctant by these black hotu
holds (in order of percentage of households
naming them) were good police protection,
fair rents or costs, quality of se,hools, corn:
fort of housing, .and kiendly ,neighbors.
Interestingly, only a small minority (21\.,
percent) judged "nearness, to church" à one'
Qf the most iMportant 'factors in, choosing a-
place to live.
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neighborhoodig.interviewed in the Leadership
Council survey eonvidered the following fea
hires and services to be better in white than
black neighborhoods: housing, public trans-
portatioll, public schools, fire protection,
upkeep by landlords, upkeep by home owners,
police protection, hospitals, stores and shop-
ping centers, garbage collection, and street
maintenance. In most of these categories.
white ntl=ighborhoods were viewed as superior
by 05 percent or iSlore of the respondents.

Nonetheless, the black respondents cur"-
rently living in heavily black areas who were
surveyed in the Leadership (..7ouneil study did
indicate concern about moving into a white
neighborhood. The most frevent cause for
concern -- voiced' by about half of the re-
spondents -- was "feeling isolated." Pre-
sumably, if movement of blacks inib former-
ly all-white neighborhoods increases, this
cause for concern should diminish ass also
will fear of personal harm, which was voiced
by about one-third of the households.

The4,eadership Council survey also int(!r-
viewed a group of black householp who weXe
living integrated Tighborhoods. Tlies6
households strongly agreed with their '. co-
racialists living in.heavily black areas ip be-
lieving that amenities were ,generally sOperior
in largely. white eo.mmunitied: They tended
to place 'less emphasis, however, on the im-
portance of police protection (which ranked
,highest among the segregated, group of re-
spondents), andmore.on other attriutes such

qualrty of se,hools, corrienience to work,'
comfort of housing, and friendliness of
neighbors. Perhaps the lesser emphasis on
police protection' reflected a higher level of
safety in the integrated neighborhoods. Con-
siderably fewer of the respondents living in
inteVated settings expressed concern over
bein& isolated in a white community; yet this
was still a concern of about one-third of this
group.

Other studies, ,while usually less direct-
. ,ly, relevant, support , the barne general con-

clusions 7- i.e., that blacks terid to place
greatest emphasis ,on such aspects as quality
of housing and neigliborhood maintenance,
good schools, safety,'. 'ar othexr attributes
valued by whites. Schermer and Levin 21/
concluded from a review of the eliidence thati'surveys conducted aneng middle -2,and mod-
erate-income Nee ous holds indicated a
strong preference for deta1Thd houses, in-

dividnal lulu, and uther features that arc
more characteristics uf suburbia than of cen
triI city." Nyclhwi)ud and Mirth. 22/ analvy
mg the characteristics and experiences of
black pioneers in white neighborhoods of
Seattl6, concluded that quality of schools and
spaciousness uf housing were particularly
important to these households as wau se-
curity of their financial investment. Some
families sought housing in particular neigh-
borhoods, mainly because of location and
general housing quality. Others sought good
housing, schools and amenities wherever they
could be acquired --without regard to speci-
fic neighborhoods. Comparing these black
pioneers to whites, Northwood and Barth
suggested that nearness to work did not seem
to be as relevant to the blacks; but this was
the only difference noted.

McKee, 23/ in a study of Toledo, Ohio in
the mid-1950s, concluded that blacks were

2moving from rental into home ownership
status as rapidly as their economic situatio%
permitted. In a Boston survey, fiubln 24/
concluded that blacks exPresSing a desire to
move to suburban neighborhoods were pre-
dominantly young and relatively prosperous;
those who indicated a preference for train-
tional neighborhoods were less upwardly
niobile. However, this latter finding should
not be taken to awan that those less-mobile
people are: necessially satisfied with then-.
housing and neighborhood.conditions.' In a re-

' search note on ,the questioh, "Are the Black
Poor Satisfied with Conditions in their Neigh-
borhoods?", Levime et-al. 25/ indjcated thfit
data they had developed in a studyL. five
cities indicated relatively low levels c:'''N''--at-
Isfaction by residents of poor black neigh-
borhoods with housing, schools and police.

Grier and Grier,26/ in a study of the
market for a new racially-integrated subdivi-
sion- in suburbim Philadelphia in the mid-
1950s, examined the differences between
blacks litho bought .and occupied homes in the
subdivisionkmd those who cancelled out after
a long wait. This development, one of the
first intentionally integrated new subdivi-
sions in the nation, employed a racial gbota
because of the developer's insistance on
achieving a racially,-integrated occupancy
pattern in the face of .a large backlog qf`\unsatisfied demand for "typical" suburban
sales housing by blacks. Many blaek pur-
chasers were subjecte+ to waits as long as
two years. In consequence, la number of
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'black prwipects firkally gave up. The authors
found certain systt.mat IC dlltri'l'IlCCti bniVVccli
-those who caneelled.anil those fwliottult" out
the wait. (II general, these differences wire
such as to suggest to the aulliors that throse
who cancelled were already 1011:-Ied LII Situa -
tiOnS Inurlt closely approaching the nurill rmr
the white intdc He class than ithos-e who pr-
oisted. ,

.Examining the marketing cexperience of
pioneering intent num! ly -integrat'ed private
housing developments nationally. Me . same
authors 27/ found that IH)th whites blacji-s
had been attracted successfully to such devel-
opments in a number of paOts of the, mrtion.
They cited no evidence of racial diffenentials
in housMg preference, but cJid indicate a dif-

ference in market behavior: "The psycholog-
ical effect of the ',closed market' on Negroes
scems,,,brom the experience (,r !;eyeral devel-
()j)(' to htive ercated a pronounced market
inertia. Negroes.frequently have clifliculty in
believing that new housing is really available
to them ... white:prospects enter the sample
house, walk through it iasuallY, and ask
questions of the Salesman in a tone indicating
that they feel In. is there to serve them.
Negroes, on the other hand, frequently ask
permission to (\c)m' in."

As knowledge of the Federal Fair Hous-
ing Act spreads. and a.s more and more mi-
nority households- move into formerly-closed
neighborhoods, such rquctance and any
apparent differences in hbusing preference it
may create are likely to diminis.h.

a
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CHAPTER 3

Estimating The Spanish-Speaking Homeseeker Market

The Need for Separate Procedures

Although the basic assumptions underly-
ing the model procedure are the same for
all ethnic groups, including white home-
seekers, it has been necessary to design
separate procedures for Spanish-bpeaking
households. In fact, two separate procedures
are required one applicable to Spanish-
speaking .households in ,the Southwest, prin-
cipally Mexican'Americans, and one for other
sections of the country, where another
Spanish-speaking group may predominate.

As stated earlier, the problem sterns in
part from differences in the availability of re--
liable data with which to identify trends for
the Spanish-speaking population: Census data
one' Ameficans of Spanish heritage were
considerablY .improved between the 1960 and
1970 censuses. For 1960, .'published infor-
mation on the Spaniph-speaking population is
limited largely to the five southwestern
states, although there is some informtion in
a few localities outside the SouthWes't where
there was a significant Puerto Rican popula-
tion in,1960. Furthermore, comparability of
1970 data with 1960 data is often lirnited.be-
cause of chagges in definition and other
prbblems.

Perhaps even-more serious than the lirni-
ta'tions in the data from the decennial censuses
is the fact that no statistics can be olitained
with which to calculate survival or migration
rates for Spanish Americans. Since Spanish
Americans are generally identiped as au-
casian,.they are usuallyaumped with the white
Anglo thajority in birth and death records
and iq statisties on migration. There is,
howe-v , good reason tO believe that they
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differ significantly from Anglos In these re-
spects.

The procedures we recommend for esti-.
mating housing market demand among
Spanish-speaking Americans are far from
ideal. They are, however, the best we could

. devise in light of the sevePe limitations of the
available data sour-6es. The results eannOt be
considered co.mparable in general accuracy
and reliability with those which can be ob-
tained for the black household populaticin. At
best they should be viewed as rough indica-
tors of the market's potential.

Estimating Spanish-Speaking Households: The
General Procedure

Sources of Data While the same basic
procedirre for projecting te Spanish-speak-
ing market is used for all areas, the method
of application varies ohiew.hat with the area
for which the estimate is required, .depsending
on the differential availability of data on.
that area from- the 1960 census. Basically, -

the differences are these:

(1) For areas in the Southwest which had
.substpntial Spanish-speaking popu-
lations in 1960, like San Antonio;
fairly comprehensive tdata on these
populations will usually\ be available.
While the definition of Spanish-
speaking was expanded somewhat be-
tween 1960 .tind 1970, for practical
purposes these data can be treated
as equivalent. The data for 1960 will
be found in U. S. Census of Popu-
lation: 1960. Subject Reports. Per



(2)

(3)

sons of Slianish Surname. Final Re-._ _
po rt '721- I II.

For a few arca:.i like New. .01-11. and
Clotleago, with on botantiaL Puerto
Rican popu %lations in 0?5)60, fairly
corn prehmisivc data for- this group
:ire also available. For 1960, these
data will be 'found 'in II. S. Census
Of I opulation: 1960., Puerto Ricans in
the `United States. Final -Report
PC(2)-1D. A limited amount of data
for areas witrt Nualler Puerto Rican
population's will be found in U. S.
Census of Ilousing: 1960. !lousing
Characteristics for State 'and Small

----7---------.---7-------Areas; Final Report lit't1). Serfirate
reports arc published'for ea state.

The analyst should determine, by
looking at the data for the sanle arca
on "foreigri s tOek whether a sub-
stantial Spanisli -spelik in g poyu latitm
of other than Puerto Rican origin
existed in 1960. Depending upon its
size, it may pr may not be necessary
to take this population ;into account
also. These data will be found in
U. S. Census of Population: 1960.
Deta,iled ChAracteristics. Final Re-
port PC(1)-D. Separate reports are
published for ,each state,

Another souroce provides some 1960
data on housing and household' char-
acteristics for Sparsh-speaking in
metropolitan areas with 25,000 or
more houKeholds with heads of Spanish
surname or of Puerto Rican birth or
parentage. This is U. S. Census of
Hoysing: 1960. Vol. II. Metropolitan
Housing. Final Report lIC(2). Among
the areas for which data are available
are El Paso, Texas; Los Angeles-
Long Beach and San FranciAco-Oak-
land, Calif.; and New York (Puerto
Rican only).

(4) For all other areas, there are data
available in 1960 only on persons of
"foreign stock" by country of origin.
These data are limited to total num-
bers, and are virtually useless excqpt
for a toligh deterrniytion of the trend
in total Spanish-sp,aking population.
These data are found in U. S. Census
of Population: 1960. Detailed Char-
acteristics. Final RepOrt PC(1):1).

5?
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Only in the Southwestern atates. there-
fore. are reasonably comprelivitsive census
data on . the entire Spanish-speaking popu-
lation available for 1964). In a .few areas out-
side the Southwest wnere that population was
.and has remained largely Puerto Rican it
origin, data on Puerto Ricans may bit avail
able and usable instead. For other areas, tl
1960 data arc generally so skimpy as Co be
virtually useless. No data source is com-
pletely satisfactory. 1/

i.
On the other hand, 1-970 ht n Spanis-

speaking Americans are mueh r ore detailed
and comprehensive although subject to the
probability of a signifc undercount. Fair-
ly detailed- tables, equivalent in most im-
portant respects tiVirose for black Amer-
icans, will/be found in U. S. Census of Pop-
ulation: 19.7.0. General Social and Economic
Characteristics. Series PC(1),C), and _in
U. S. Census Of 1-l3using: 1970. Metrali-
tan ilousitig. Series IIC(2). Oven more de7
tailed data-irre available in unpublished form
in the Census. One Percent Public Use Sam-
ple. and Fotirth-Count Summary tapes.

.Updating the Household Tase -- The pro-
jection method recominended for use in prd-
iectingblack households Was basically the ac-
cepted demographic procedure KO' component
analysis, with the various components being
estimated quite rigorously.."--Two factorIL.pa
quired for such Ei component analytic proce-
dure are survival rates and migration rates.
Neither are available for the Spartiih-speak-
ing population. T its, the projection tech-
nique recommendec use with this minority
group is linear e lation of the '1960-1970
trend in number-of households, using the best
available data. The extrapolation is accom-
plished by the following formula:

f(x)jr f(a)(b-x? f(b)(a-x) , where
(b-x) (a-x)

f(x) is the quantity, desired, in this case
the household population ,for year x,
whi,ch can be any year following 1970;

(a) is 1960;
(b),is 1970; and
(x) is the year for which quantity (f) is to

be projected.

This procedure yields straight-line pro-
jections of 1960-1970 trends to produce an
estimate of the total number of households. ,

It is highly imprecise at best far less sat-
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isfactory than the technique used to estimate
black liduseholds -- but it is nonetheless the
most logical statistical procedure avallahle
in light' of the.lienitations of the data.

Using the data for Spanish-speaking
households in tht; -an Antonio metropolitan
arca and projeCtipg -the market to 19.75, the
procedu re would be' a s. follows :

/

Total HouSeholds 1975

54,722 (-3) '(90, p2) (-15)
(-5) (-15)

(-1274, 410) 1 (1,854, 530)
k 10

108,092

Basically the saine techniqud of straight-
line extrapolation is used to project . the
data on sub-components, of the household
distribution such as income' groupii and size
categories where 1960.data bik-these sub-
components exist. Table 17 shows a pfolected
intome distribution for San Antonio as an ex-
ample, Here the technique is much the same

'aS for blacks, except that- it is applied to:a
1975 total household estimate that is less
precise.

,,..

Por age of household head, no 1960,data
ire available even for southwestern areas.
ience, the procedure suggested in thissase
.s simply to assume that the age distribution
remaineci unchanged between 1970 and the
fear of the projectidn. iThis is dubious, but
in the absence'-of any data from which a trend
line carilbe dernvvd,' it norietheless seems the
most A sonable way to'proceed.! (See Table
18. ) /

t.
....,-.

Charactelistics of eke Mover PopUllion
, ,

1

The procedure'used to estimate the .sie
-.and ,characteristics of the Spaniih-speaking
mover popukation 'from the total household
population" tor tills group is basically the
sable as that disclased earlier for blacks in
Vashington---- application of ratios derived
from 1970 mover data to the4.current house-

I hold estiknates. ,r)e reSUlts will be.less re-
liable not so ,miich because of any inad-
thdvers' as because of in.adequacies in ,the
household. base estimat6s 'to 'which these
ratios are applied. (See 'Table 19 for San
Antonio, as illustrative lexarrittie. )

Areas. Outside the Stsithwest: The Case of
Chicago

Chicago,. -anti a few otheiL' metropolitan
areas with Spanigh-speaking populations of
diverse origins, present the analyst _with a
perploxing problem. Nowhere in the 1960,
-eensus publications are there statistics On
hoUsehold characteristics for the entire
Spanish-speaking populatiOn in Chicago, al-
though that population was .sizable. However,
the analyst.. can obtain.. figures on 'the Puerto
Rican household poPulation in 1960 and 1970.
Statistics are also available in'1970 for the
entire Spanish-speaking population. With this
information a less Axacting projection of the,
Spanish-speaking population can be achieved, -
using a ratio proCedure.

Projecting Total Households Because
of the inhdequaCy bf- th`e data on Spanish-
SpeakiAghouseholds in 1860, the analyst murst

,turn to a ratio proCedure using other sources
of data relating. to the Spanish population.
For obtainingthelse data, we recommend:

(1) For the nuinher of Puerto, Rioan
households in 1960, nee U. S.census
of Housing, Housing ..Characteristics
in State .ani:1 Small Areas, 1102)-13,
Table A-26.

...(2) For th number. of Puerto Riclui
householde in 1970, use U. S. Census,
of Population, Puerto Rreans in.the

` United States, P0(2)-1D, Table 206.
.The category "Head 'of Houselald"

equivalent to the number of house-
holds. ,

0 )

t4-

. (3) For the, number of Spanish-speaking
households in 1970, use U. S. Cens'us
of POulatibn, Detailed Character- '-
istics, PG(1-)-.113, Tabl 53.

:1A4IyIL

The ratio proceduye, using --these three
sourceb of clata,, i9 illustrated below. Basic-
ally, it assumes 'that the ratio between Puerto.
Rican and other Spanish--.spAking households
remains constant.

411

Step 1: Project to the year of study the to-,
tal number of Pnerto Rican households.. For
'example, if the year of study in the Chicago

- Metropolitan Area is 1975, the straight-line
extrapolatidn formula given previously would:
yield the following:

53
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Table' 17'.

Profjection of Spanish-Speaking Rousvhold,Income
San Anfoniq Ntetropolitan Area, 11,75

,

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3

In Come
Distribution

liousehold
Income
Dist riu
tir 1960

Household
Income
Distribu-
tion 1970

1970. Income
Distribution
Collapsed to
1960 Total

'
Less thatr$ 4, OA
$ 4,000 $ 8,999

34,000 jobt,
15:86/

2/, 254
25,620

16,516
15,526 '

$ 7,000 - $ 9,999 3,488 19,088 11,567
CP $10,000 $14,999) 13,134 7:959
.ra $15,000 $24,999 1,367 4,297 2,604

fi25,000 a,nd over: 909 551

Tthal 54,722 90,302 54,721

/

Note:

,

s

70

r

_

d-

cs41

'

iamb
Col. 4 - Col. 6 Col. 6 Col. 7 Col. 8
e 9f Change

.196 1970
Coll sed

1975 Ine.opie
Distribution

Wikhout Pop-
ulation Growth

Percent Dis-
tribution of
Income 1975

Additional
llousehold

if Growth 1975.

1975 House-
hold Income
Distribution

.514 18,524P
- .021. 26,469
12-.316 23,126

16,6118
r .417

9\425

7.130

.2051
.2820
.2560
.1840
.0602
.0127 .

3,649
5,017
4,554
3,273
1,071

226

For a more detailed explanation of.how this table is'prepared, sMi" the
method for projecting income for black households,1,n Chapter 2.

\

1C

7-X\

I.
e

/22,173
30, 4,86
27,68Ee'
19,801
6,508
1,373

4
108,115

a

S.
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'raw, 18.

Age Distribution or Spanish-Speaking Households,
San Antonio Metropolitan Are.Ei, 1975

, Age of Head

Under 20

20 24

25 29

30 34 \
35 44

45 54

55 64

65 and 9.1,re.c

Total

't

Propor on 1975
(Derived from 1970 Cenps) Households

1

. 0917

. 0796

1,265

8,604
A-
N .

.1177 12, 722

.1135 12, 268
1'

.2219- 23 , 986

.1870 20,213 as

1401

. 1285 13, 89Q

. 0 0 6 0 108, 092

-4

Note: TO obtain iKe numbers in the third column, the analyst merely
applies the ,1970 age-group proportions in the se.bond column to
the estimated total nuliber of households for 1975.

"1"
IMP

fr-

4

4
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Table 19

c't

Illustrative Application of Estimating Ratios
to 'Provide Size 15ititrkflution of Mover Households

San Antonio Metropolitan Area - Spanish-Spdaking Households
Spring 1979 Spring 1975 f

v

e-N,

5.

1?
Col. 3

7
Col. 4 dol. 5 'Col. 8 Col. 7 Col. 8Col. I

fCol: 2

Size
Dist ributIon

1975
Dibtribution

of
Households

Renter
Ratios

Number
of

Renters\
Owner
Ratios

.0735
. 1429

1288t "1.1962
.1392

t
%.

Number
of

Owners

739
3, 012

4, 713
r---

it
1, 590
3, 538

13,-590

Adjust--
ment -1

Factor Renters

.444 1, 312

. 444 2, 732

. 444 -11,461

. 444 1, 235

. 444 1, 998'

11,738

Owners

4

? A'''
320

137
2, 093

706
1, 570

6, 034

1 Person_
2 Persons
3 Persons
4 Persons
5 P&sons
8 Persons or More

T-Otal.'

4

---.

4.

10, 052
21, 078

38,589
14. 971
2-5,562

108, 092i
. 2991
. 2919

. 2748

.1858

.1772

\,
2, 956
6, 153

10, 047
2, 782
4, 501

2p, 439

73
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Total Puerto Rican lionsf.holds 1975

(-5) (8, 656) ( -15) (21, 64 2)
(-5) (-15)

-43,200 1 324,630
. 10

.5 28, 135 households

Step 2: The ratio for obtaining the num-
ber of Spanish-speaking households in the
Chicago area in the-'Year 1975 is as follows:

' P. 11, 11On8l1 olds 1970 P. it. 11ousvlio1(18 1975
S. Households 1970 S. S. 1louneliolijs 1975

With three of the four quantities now known,
the ratio epnverts to:

21 642 28 135
79.759

x 2,244,019,645
21,642

103, 688 Spanish-speaking households
in 1975.

After the total number of .Spanish-speak-
ing households has been obt ined, the an-
alyst can then proceed to est nate the char-
acteristic's of 1975 Spanish- peaking house-
holds, by age, size, and income, using the
sayne ratio method for each category in tke
distribution.

'Age of Head Using the 1970 household
distribution by age of head derixed from the
census publication, Detailed Characteristics,
PC(1)-1D, Table 153, a new projected dikri-
button can be worked up by multiplying the
proportion (represented as a four place dec-
imal) which each category represents of the
total in 1970, by the total projected Spanish-
speaking household count. This a'ssurnes no

'cinange in the age distribution _since 1970,
which is the best available assumption given

the data.

'Household Size To estimate the pro-
jected household size distribution of Spanish-
speaking houtleholds, assume that the house-
hold size distribution of Puerto Ricvans in
1960 was 'Similar to that of all Spanish-speak-
ing households. With this assumption in
mind, a percent distribution of household
size in 1960 "using the proportions in each
category for.Puerto Ricans is computed from
the 1960 Housing Characteristics in State

57

and tinIfill Areas, Ill'(2) INet
the 1970 household siz.e distribution for
SpanIsh peak ing Iiim:;c11111!., iii ci vci1 Irtnn
Detailed Characteristics. PC(1)-b Series.
The 1960 and 1970 percent distributions are
then extrapolated to the year of study, hy
each size category in the sante numner as
recommended for black households... Finally,
each resulting percentage is niulti1h.(1 by the
total number -of Spanish-speaking housellolds
for the year of stud/41--

obtain

Household Income For 1960 the only
income distrilnita available is for"- Puerto
Rican families._ The procedure to obtain a
household income distribution is as follows:

Step The rmmber of Spanish-speaking
households in 1960
following fonnila:

is derived using the

P. H. llollueholiff/ 1060 H. Ilousrhold:1 1970
S. S. 110tuic.holds 1960 S. S. Iltffischolklm 1970

Since the number of Spanish-speaking house-
holds is not known in 1960, the gqinition
uses this variable as the unknown quanUty (X).
Here again, for want of better data, we as-
sume that the ratio of Puerto Rican to other
Spanish -4eaking households has not .e'hanged
over time. Thus the equation becomes:

x P. IL llouseholds 1960) (S. S. lIousehg) 1970)-
P. It, 'Hous,holds 1976

x (8.656)(79,759)
21,642

31, 900 Spanish-speaking households
in 1960

Step 2: The percentage distribution of in-
come for Puerto Rican families is assumed
to he a good indicator of the income distrib-
ution of Spanish-speaking tiouseholds and is
applied to the total number O'f\households to
derive a Spanish-American hodgehold ineome
distribution 19Q0. (U. S. Census of yopu-
lation, Puerto Ricans in the United jitates,
PC(2)-1D, Table 14).

Step 3: Using this derive'd hysehold in-
come distribution, the income projection
method is applied
for an example
Spanish-speaking
1975.)

as usual. (See Table ,:20
of the method applied- to
households, in (Thlear in

While this method involves sexeral major
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Table 20.

Projected Household Income I hstrilintion for Spatip411 ,Speak ing lloinrcholds,
Cliu-ago Metropolitan Area, 1975

Income
Distribution

Less than $ 4.000
$ 1,000 $ 6,999
$ 7,000 - $ 9,999
$10,000 $11,991
$15,000 $21,999,
$25,000 and Over

Total

Note:

Puerto
Rican

Families
1960

3,406
2,681

831

Percent Spanish
Distri Speaking

I ns trilm lion
1960

.4747
3737
1158

9.
257 . 0358

7,175

15,143
11,921
3.694

oarnsh
Spi.%aking

Dis trihut ion
1970

12,777
16,441
18,700
19,702
10,030
els\lsir

31,900 79,75a,

As in the examples shown in Chapter the minor differences be
omparable totals in this and preceding tables are the result of

putational errors tind are to be expected. If these affetences e.:
one perc.ent, however, the work should be rechecked.

# .

Hate of Income
1970 7 Change Distribution

Collapsed 1960-1970 Without
Distribution Collived Population

Growth
1975

5.111
6,576
7,481
7,0011
4,012,

840

31,905

. 663

.448
1 1.025

110.153

7,742
13,775

0,593
2' , 991
11,05
2,492

Distribution
of Spani sh-
speaking
Households

1975

79,749

Additional
Household
Growth
1970-1975

Spanish
speaking
Ilousebold
Income
Distribution

1975

. 0971
42,325 10,067

1727 4,134 17.909
2582 6,181 26.774

. 2921 0-, 992 $0,283

. 1487 3,560 15,116

. 0312 747 3,239

23,939 103,688



assumptions, we left it probably yields rea-
sonably accurate i4sultS. While fannly in-
comes are nearly always higher than howw
hold incomes -- which would lead to an over-
estimation of the number of Spanish-Amei-
icans in higher income brackets in 1960
Puerto Rican incomes were considerably
lower-Than Mexican -American incomes in
1970. (The median family income for Puerto
Rican, was $7,270 while it was $9,310 for
Mexican-Americans'. ) Since there is no rea-
son to believe that this relationship was
ferent in 1960, the overestimation inherent in
using Puerto Rican family income in 1960 is
probably balanced out by the underestimation
implied in taking Puerto. Rican income as
equal to the incomes of-the rest of the
Spanish-American population, Given this
probable batancing -of upward and ilkownwatkd
biase,s, the l'ilerto Rican family income dis
tribution used in 1960 probably reflects the
income distribution of the Spanish -Ameri-%
ca,n population eri-- that year with as 'reason-
able accuracy as can be achieved in these
circumstances.

Chara .deriatics the Mover Population

The same procedure ThIlowed previously
ism'sed in this case. Data can be developed,
using the ratios in. the identicai. procedures
illpstratwi earlier for black pottmtial home-
seekers and for Spahis\rspeakih,g potential
horpeseekers in the Southwest, to obtain esti-
mates for Spanish-speaking potential owners
and renteiks by age of head, income and size.

si

Chapter 3 Notes

list of the available \4atR sources for,
/1960 on tpe Spanish-speaking population
and thefr limitations was prepented in
the Phase II report of this project:

AN

K ey Houning

rot' -;panish -speaking honneholda in any
area, the matrix procedure described earlier
for black homescekers can be used to esti-
mate probable choices in values, rents, and
unit sizea hased on recent tirver data from
(he 1970 unpublished cow-nisi results. The
same cautions apply as stated earlier for
blacks. As with blacks, the analyst can al-
so estimate the levels of mortgages and rents
which would be affordable assuming equitable
applications of current criteria for credit
eligibility and adherence to the legal re-
straint againit discounting of wives' in-
comes. The 54epnd approach i s to be pre-
ferred under current conVions.

Locational Choices

As with blacks, the analyst can use pub-
lished data ter estimate choice in location.
The procedure is the same, and the data for
Skanish-skraiiing Americams will be found in
Table 21.of,U. S. Ceryus' Of Housing: 1970.
Metropolitan-Housing, Series (HC(2)

Supply Constraints

(./

1

The same price data used to estimkte the.
\ impact of current price constrainteiin the

potential market amoriji.----blac4s, are, ''' of
course, usable for Sp m eeCnish-spe g hom -
seekers.
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- CHAPTER 4

Vahdating The Method

. In too many ca,se-,,, it has been impos-
sible to test the reliability of an estimating
methodology before recommending it for
general uSe by mparing-the results against
am independent ce of *itent data for the
period for which e projetions are made. In
the present instance, such a check was
fortunately a'vailable,

Independently of this project, the Wash-
-------itag4n Center fois Metropolitan Studies con-

ducted an area-wkle c nsus updating program
coupling El rigor, ly-constructed sample
survey of 6,500 h useholds throughout the
Washington apea with data compiled by the
major local governments of the area. This
"mini-census": the only comprehensive Mid-
decade census update known to exist fwr any
metropolitan area in. the nation at this
writing, obtained late 1974 data on almost
every major census item, including all the
ones estimated by this method.

'ling this independent source, it was
possible to obtain distributiops of -household
sizes, ages of hou4ehold hridp, arid house-
hold, incomes for the representative cross-
s ction of nearly 1,600 black households in
tik survey) sample. These were expanded

rough weighting Procedures to the universe
of blaek households in th metropolitan area.
The survey ru1 could be coMpared ilqth
the projeCted hous old distributions gener-
ated by the,nodel rocedure. The household
survey data were f r fall (October 1), 1974.
The estimates produced by the test applic-
ation of the model procedurg were for Spring
(April 1), 1975. The difference of six
_months, or ten percent of the total'elapsed
time since the 19 0 census, was not judged
sufficient to inv idate the comparison -1

1.
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par.ticularly since ,- household formation is
somewhat seadonal and tends to be at a re-
latively low level during the fall and winter
period which lies between the times of the two
sets of estimates.

The Universe of Black Households

The comparatilie results for the uni-
verse of black households are demonstrated
throughout this chapter. The total number of
black households in metropolitan Washington
as estimated 13 the model procedure for
spring of 1975 is 261;412 ATable 21). The\
number of black households sound in the fall
1974 "mini-census" q 254,100.

The overall difference is only-about 7,300
households (v. 3 percent. Furthermore, this
differential is in the directiop grat would be
expected, in view of the fact that the model.,,,-
procedure produces estimates for a slightly
later point in time. Clearly, the model pro-
cedure comes very close in its ability to pro-
ject the total, number of households, at least
over the fairly brief time span for which it
was developed: For characteristics of house-
holds, the method also produces results
Mitch, though varying somewhat from, the
stfrvey data, are close enough for practical
use.

Ages of Household Heads -- Table 22
shows the comparison between the distribu-
tion of ages of black household heads pro-
duced by the model market estimating pro-
cedure and the "mini-c-asus esults. When
allowance J-14 mate for the d fe'rence in the
periods 6'overed, which ten s to cause the
moidel market estimation .procedure to pro- },
duce slightly larger numbers, the two dis-

-"tributions will be seen to be closely similar.

79
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Tahlc 21.

,. .

Comparicion of Total Number of Black Households As Projected \ Ily Model Market
Estimating Procedure;With Number Estimated 13,K Census I) )(toting Survey

Wastungton Metrolatan Area

Projected By
Model Estimating Method

For April 1, 1975

261, 412

Estimated By
Census Updating Survey

For October 1, 1974*

Dit terence

Number Percent

254.100 7. 300

/
/'

Source: Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies, Washington Area
Census Updating System, Trends Alert. Data based op repre-
sentative 6, 500-household sample of Washington Motropolitan
Area. Numbers rounded to nearest 100.

).
Table 22.

Comparison of Age Distribution fOr Black Household Beads As Projected by Model
--.Market- Estimating Procedure with Number Estimated by Census Updating Survey

Washington Metropolitan Area

Age of Head,

Under 25

N\\ 25 --34

44

45 54

55 64

."
Projected By 4ode1

k Estimating Me iod,
For April 1, 157
Number Percent

Estimated by Census
Updating Siirvey For
October 1, 1974*
Number Percent

65 and Over /
Total

28, 653

75, 473

54, 369

44;904

32, 298

25, 715

261, 412

11. 0%

28.9%

20.8%

17. 2%'

12.4%

9. 8%)

100. 14fo'N*

23, 500

70,200

52, 400

41, 900

38, 300

9. 2%

27. 6%

20. 6%

16.'5%

27, 800 10. 9%.
i

254,100 ii) 99.
\_...''

*Source: Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies, 1Vash1ng on Area
Census Updating System, Trends AleEt. Data based mi. repre-
sentaltve 6,500-household sompie of Washington'Metr-litan

_Area. Numtiers rounded tb nearegit 100.

**Error due to rounding,
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Th tendency for the model market
esthnation prouedure to underestimate the
nuniber and proportion of households livded
by persons aged 55 and older, but the differ-
ence's arc not great. For younger households
the x.s.o sets of data are more nearly alike,
paelicularly when the time difference is taken
into account.

Household SiZCS Table 23 shows Oa'
compal-ison bet ween the distributions of
household size produced by the two sources,
Here the correspondence IS closer still.
Again, thc model procedure produces slightly
higher numbers rm. mos1 size categories, the
direction of difference which would be ex
peeled in light1 of the time differential. The
percentage digtributions are virtually id,e,n-
tical. ThC only substantial deviation between
the two sets of results is for the size category
of six persons and over. Ilere, the model
procedure shows sdnie tendency tomird over-
estimation.

Incomes For.incomes, the results froin
the two sources are more divergent. 'Fable
24 shows the results side-by-side. Unfortu-
nately, variations in the formulation of the
two ,data sets made an exact comparison im-
possible in sorne categories, but the overall
similarilies and differences are clear none-
theless.

The model prdcedure ,tends systematic-
ally to overestimate the numbers of bla?li
-households in the middle income brackets
between $7,000 and $14, 999, and to under-
estimate the numbers at both extremes of the
income scale. The largest divergence by far
comes at the $25,000-and-over level, where
the model market estimation procedure esti-
mates only .about one-third as many black
households as were found by the "mini-cen-
sue. There is a,similar but much smaller
tendency toward underestimation in the
$15, 000-$24, 999 category. At the lower ire7
come levels, the differences are generally

smaller ---1=0-tind, in, light of the trend towantl a
rapid and general, upgrading of money In-
comes during the first half of the.4970s, theS,
may be due in part to the time differential.

As indicated it) Chaptef IL the income
estimating procedure was intended to be con-
servative -- and to err, if ,at all', in the-
direction of uuderestimatiOn. Clearly the
errors are chiefly in the desired direction.
Nonetheless, the estimate produced by the

model nrovedure for the total number Of blaek
househiylds in all Income brack ets $10,000 and
abovp is not greatly different from lhe re-
suitts of the "mini-census". The model pro-
ceaure shows a total of 116,700 households
in thiFie incoine*.brackits The "mini -cen-
sus" shows about 12 .400, about 7 percent
more. The main divergence, therefore, Is a
selective tend for the model procedure
to underestin the rapidity with which
black househoilkis have moved into the' higher
inckune strina above $15,000 and, to an even
greater extent, above $25,000.

The; tendency means that the capability of
black households in inetropolitanjaVashington
to acquire housing at the upper price levels
is considerally greater than the figures pro-
duced by the model method arid cited in thia
report would sugge8t. Their overall capa-
bility for participation in thc private housling
market is not greatly underestimated, how-
ever.

. -

A Test of an Alternative' Procedure In
an effoct to determine if an alternative pro-
cedure for allocating the household income
distribution at the upper end of the scale
would produce results closer to those of the
"mini-census" than the one recomninded in
Chapter II, the Center applied the pro-
portions reported for each income category
in the Census Bureau's 1 974 national Current
Population Survey for the bhp* household
population ot the U. S. as a whole. (The
Current Populatkon Survey does, not employ
a sample large enough to produce reliable in-1
come estimates for minority households at
the level of most metropolitan areas, in-
cluding Washington. Thus we cannot re-
commend it for use directly as a data re-

"..*ource on local minority markets.) The re-
-suiting figures for metropolitan Washington
were-not sufficiently different to justify any
,changrein the method we have recommended.
They'varied by only about.one percent in each
incorhe category from these produced by the
recommended method, and were still con-
siderably lower than the results of the area-
wide "mini-census".

.,

It is quite possible that the rate of gain
1 in the upper Strata of the income distribution , ri

has been significantly, mor g. rapid for ,blacks
in metropolitan Was'hington than in: . S.
ffi etropolitan areas 'generally.' This 'y be
true .beemise of geater opportunities for ad-,
vaneement afforded by the Federal Govern-
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Tuble 23.

Comparison of Size Distributions for Black. 1,4outocholda As Proj.:-ted liy Model
Market Estimating PrOcedure with Numbers Estill-rated by Censtu3 Updatio vey

Washington Metropolitan Area

Size of Household

1 Person

2 Persons

3 Persons

4 Persons

5 Persons

6 or More Persons

Total

Projected By Model
Estimating Method
For ApIril 1. 1975
Number Percent

58, 689

61, 172

47, 570

37, 906

24, 051

32,024

261,420

22.570

23.4%

18. '270

14. 5%

9. 2%

12. 3%

100. 170**

Estimated By Census
Updating ;_ktrvey For \
Octyber 1, 1974`
Number 'Percent

5A00' 22. 770

61, 200

46, 600

37. 000

24, 200

26, 600

254, 100

24.1%

\ 14. 9%

9. 570

10. 5%

100. 0%

+Source: Washington Center for Metropolitan Aim Washington Area
Census Updating System, Trends Alert. Data Wised on repre-
sentative 6,500-household sample-WITVashington Metropolitan
Area. Numbers rounded to nearest 100.

'0* Error due to rounding.

Table 24.

Comparison of Income Distributipn for Black _Bousoholds As Projected by Model
Market Estimating Procedure with Numbers Estimated by Census Updating Survey

Washington1Metropo1itan Areli

Income Distribution

4, 000Under $

Projelpid By Model
EatimMing ,Method,
For Apell 1, 1975
,Number Percent

Estimated By Census
Updating Survey For
OctOber 1, 1974*,
Number Percent

$%41, goo - 4 6,999
$ 4,000 .$ 7, 999

//
1 7.;000 - $ 9, 999 --.

'8,000 - $ 9, 999

$10, 000 $14, 999

37. U7

50,468

-21.8%
.

. 57, 083

68,696

19.2%

26:3%

43, 000 16. 9%

52, 800 20, 8%

32,800

59,600

$15, 000 - $24, 999 41, 075 15. 770 . 47,400

$25, 000 and Over 6, 956 2. 774y 18, 400

Total 261,415 100.0%
4

254, 000

12. 9%

23. 5%

18. 770

j. 270

100.0%

*Source: Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies, Washington Area
Censize Updating System, Trends Alert. Data based on repre-
sentative 6, 500-hou8ehold sample of Washington Metropolitan
Area. Numbers rouRded to nearest 100.



mem. Mc tact that the distributions pro-
duced by Ole moklel market etimation proce
dure as recommended herein correspond
quite closely with those proihiced by alloca-
tions based, upon- natfimal dnta suggests that
t method we haye developed may be more
a 'curate for most other li, S. 'inetropolital
#1).

areas than for Washington. In any event, no
change in the procedure seems indicated.

Summ'ing up, a comparative analysis of
the differentials between the results of the
model market estimation 'procedure and data
from . an independent source shows that the
'procedure can produce short-range projec-
tions,of a sufficiently high degree of accuracy
with regird to the universe of black house-
holds and major charactenkstirs of-that unil
verse to qualify th'e.43 for practiCal use in
hoiving market anarysis. Whe're the method
errs significantly, it' is in the direction of
Underestimating the economic capability of
the market.

Black Mover flousehords

1Jsing ,the results of the census updating
survey, -it was also possible to test the gen-
eral accuracy of the model market estimating
proctdure in producing estimates of the num-
ber ,4iid characteristies.of black l'iouseholds
who would 6e in the market for housing in a
given one-3;ear time period during the. mid-
1970s. The survey asked the date of last move
for all household heads in .the sample. Thus,
it was possible to obtain data on number and
characteristicg Of the black population wrliCh
had recently been .in the tiousing market.
These data were for househords who moved
in the ime 'period from January 1574 to
October 1974. The estimtites of mover
households Produced by, test application of the
model market estirnating proCedure were for
.tlie period from ,Spring 1974 to Spring 1975.
Once more, ,the difference between the. two

4, time period6 was not judged, sufficient to in-
Validate "the comparison; rnovership tends to
be refatively low-in the late fall and winter.,

. While the Census update survey Obtained
-responses from a lotal'of almost 1,800 black

'hotiseholdi, a sufficient numbef for high
statistiCal reliability, ,the' number of thes.e
households whiclY had mtwed in the past year
was considerably sMaller 250. The 1970
qenous Publis.k Use Sample data used to
develop the ratios employed, in .estimating
the mover.population we-re based on 'a one

- 1pere-crit sa In ph: r)I a 1 1 noura'holdn ; hence.
they tuu reprcuent a relatively Linrall number
Of movers., Particularly.. whep obtaMing re-
sults for sub-categories Of the' black mover
population (such an individual how-whold si7.1'
o r a gt: ( 1 asa es) these sa ni pie si zes could re
su I t in significant sam piing va r tam- e . 'ill is
fact Hholl ld bc taken into account in thc

.paris9m-3 which follow. '
., .
Total '4 umber of Movers 'The total

number of _black. mover houaeholds as esti-
,mated through the model market ..estimation

procedure was approximately 46, 000 (Table.
25). The nunther shown by the C'ensus updat-
ing survey was slightly smaller, approxi-
mately 43,400. The differ6iCe of less than
six percent betweeir these numbers could. be
1-elated to the tifne difference between Ow
twp sets Of &tn. Sampling variability in the
survey cOuld also play a part, as. of course
could:sampling errors in the ratios uscd for
the model estimaUng procedure. Constzqiints
in ;the supply (Ili'gher 'prices and ,a-,eróVving
shokage of unitott) could well account for the
diffe renc e also, sim.le supPly' "oonditions. had
changed markedly between -1970 and 1975,

.-

Owner-itenter Status The total number
of black househOidslikely to_move into dwell-
In for sale in a.one-year period was esti-
imiltedW Ihe'lriliodel 'idarket est niating prb-
ce4ydas 5,93.7'(Table 26). The umber who

-,- hadf done 8o in the period cover was found
by the Census updating survey to be. 5,700..

- The difference between the two numbers,yos
'four percent.

C0111

The tota.F number of black houSeholds
likely to move intó rental dwellings was esti--
mated by he model market an*sis prOce-
dure is A. pproximately 4, 000. The number
found.W; the celi.sus updating survey was
-37,700: .-.1.The difference between the, 'two
nurnirS was six percent-. gillifKrpercentage
breakdown of 'oWners vs. renters %ere virtn-.

'ally identical for the, two sources; the total
numbers werelarger for each category,.in the
results of the rirodel estiMation procedure.

if In short, the model market estimatiog
procedure achieved a reliability consider-
ably better than 90 percent\in short-range
projections of both total ntimber' of mover
households' .and mover.ship into owned vS.
rented accommodations, for black houselplds
in metropolitan- .Wa'shiltigtor as compared
with results from an actual holsehold survey.

Ar
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-4 Table 25.
tc

-
"Compstrison of Black Mover Houiieholds As Projected by Model Estimating

Procedure with Nui-nbers Estimatedy Census Updating Slirvey
Washington Metrorolitan Area

Pro,jected
by Model
Nstimating
Method for
.Spr1ng1974-

-, ,Spring 1975

Estimated by
Census Updat-
ing Survey for Difference
January -October Number Percent

1974

Black Recent overs 45, 735
I P.

43,400
.*

^.Ak

2,300
4

Sou re e Washington Center forMetropolitari audies, Washington Area Census
' Updating System, Trends Alert. Data based on representative. 6,500-

hoimehold sample of Washington .tropolitan Area. Numbers rounded
Ito nearesO. ,.

Vq,

of

Tenure

Table 2-6.

Com pa ri s on of Tenure for Black Mover Households
As Projeed by Model Market Estimating Procedure
with-Nurrthrs Estimated by Census Updating Survey

WAshington Metropolitan Ars.ea

Preljecteci by
Model Esiimatint
Method tbr
Spring 1974-

, Spring 1'975
Number Percent

1

Estimated by Census
Updating Survey for-
January-October

1974

Number Percerit

4

Recent Mover Owner:s.

Recent Mov4r Renters

total Receht*Mover\s,,

5, nri.

39,798

.45,735

13.0%

87 070%
ra

106).0%

5,700

37,700

43; 400
. tr'

13.1%

86.9%

100.0%

, .
it

. N...._ .
*gouke: Washington Center for Aetropolitan Stildies, Wa*hington Area Cerrsus

Updating System, Trends Alert; .Data based -on reP-resentative 6,500-
.,

houeehold sample of Washington Metropolitan Area. Numbei-s rounded
4 s . Ato neareit 100: . .t. " ,

. . .

h
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The comparison of results from the mod-
el market estimatb4 method and the census
um-late survey showed somewhat lower de-
grees of correspondence with regard to de-
tailed eharacterisuics of mover households
Stich as incomes arid li.ciuseho1d size cate
gories. These greatek, (five rgences may be
partly a result of sapipling variance, as noted
earlier. They may also result in' part from
ehnnging market constraints.

toR.parison for the black mbver popu
ration b household sizes and meomus
vealed generally smtlar patterns greater
variations between the results-for individual

r-

tr,

sub-clilegories than for thc totals. (Nue
Tables 27: 281 in all instances, however, the
distributions were suffieimtly similarlo.in-
dicate that the model market estimating pro-
cedure ean. be used as a practical tool for
predicting the compos,it ion of the minority
homeseeker /market (in terms of charact('r-
istics such as household si7es, ages, and
incomes) even wilen market conditions are
changing rapidly. in terms of its ability

7.....4;Aimate the tiaal ki17e of that market, and
the` tendency of that market- to seek sides Vs.
rental hou:mig, the mlthod ;Ippe:I
pos:,;(:i!" it III& th'gr(PC

.Table 27

0

Comparison of Household Size for flack Mover Households As l'rojeytcd by Model
Markeq,Estimating Procoduces and Estimated by the Census Updating Survey

Wasllington M(.tropolitan Area

Nib

Household Size

Projected by
Model Estimating
Method for
Spring 1974
Spring 1975
Number Percent

1 -.3 Persons

4 - 5 Persom

6 or More-Persons

41

.00

Estimated by
Census Updat-
ing Suevey for
Januaiy -Oct ober

197,1
Number Percent

31, 680 69. 3% 32, 900 75. 6%

9, 852 4. 5% 8, 600 19. 8%

4, 200 r 2, 000 4. 6%

'01

T

Washington Center for 11/letroPolitan Studies, Washington Area
Census Updating System, Trends Alert. Dat based on repre-
sentative 6, 5.00-household sample .of Waslybi Metropolitan
Area. Numbers rounded ro nearest 100
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Table 28

Comparison of Income for Black Mover Households As Projected by Model
Market Estimating Procedures and Estimated by Census Updating Survey

Washington Metropolitan Area

IP

Income Distribution

Projected by
Model Estimating
Method for 4
Spring 1979-
Spring 1975
Number Percent

Estimated by
Census Updat-
ing Survey for

nua.eY -October
1974

Nudiber . Percent

Less than $ 4,000 6,666 , 15. 070 8,100 18.6%

$ 4, 060 $ 9,999. 584 96.00 18, 900 42.3%

$0000 $14,999 11,119 25.0% 8, 300 19.1%

$15,000 and Over 6,037 13.6% 8, 700 20.0%
44

(---*Source: Washington Center for Metropolita4f Studies, Washington Area
Census.Updating System, Trends Alert. Data based on repre-,
sentative 6, 5p0 -household sample of Washington-Metropolitan
Area. _plumbers rounded to nearest 100.
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Adjustment Factors Used to Estimate Singte Years
of Age for Black Population

Age Category 1970 - Number
(United States:
Urban Black)

Adjustment

-7

Under 1 398, 555
380, 151

2 382, 425
11, 3 396,, 131

'4 423, 113
Under 5: 1, 980, 371/5

, 2013
.#1920
. 1913
. 2000
. 2137

AMP

5 436,183 . 1971

6/ * 443,889 . 2006

7 \ 447,021 . 2020

8 440,243 . 1989

9 445,918 . 2015

5-9: , 2,213,254

10 .474,382 . 2133

11 442,508 . 1989

12 443,907 . 1996

/

.

13 432,213 . 19431

14 , 431,382 . 1939

10-14:
. 2,224,392

15 , 412,430 . 181

f,-

,

16 385,696 . 4 2040
,

17 371,360 . 1964

-18 .. 364, i05 ,

\
. 1926

7'19 357,01 -. 1888.1.(
/

15-19: 1A 090,608 r

26
211

22

.w4

23
24:
20-24:

111

4-

,

;

.

348,
320,
307,
287,
252;
517,

833
039
831
945
562
210

4(

.

.

229.9
2109
2029
1898
1665

,111

69
,
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`ow

5

1

4.4

e

Apt5endlx A-1 (Cont. )

Age Category 1970 Nu mber
(United Stat('8:
Urban Black)

Adjustm.ent

25 255,828
247,701

27 253,376
28 233,177
29 231,637
25-29: 1.221.719

30 239,123
31 209,096
32 208,041

.33 199,191
34 213480,

30-34 1,068.931

35 211,614
36 201,405
37 209,432
38 191,147
39 203,406
35-39: 1,017,004

40 222,159
41 193,282
42 200, 45
43

,0114- 191,868
44 202,007
40-44: 1,009,661

45 198,408
46 186,351.
47 . 194,276
48 181,250
49 179,423
45-49: 939,708

50 2 56
51 1 ','499
52 154, 76.0
53 146e 2.32

.54 143, 717
811, 164

148. 747
56 137, 760
57 141i 985
58 129, 015
59- 143, 771

I 55 -ell: 701, 278

. 2094

. 2027
, 2074
. 1909
. 1896

. 2237
. 1956

1946
. . 1863

_ 1997

21098801

. 2059

. 1880

. 2000

. 2200

. 1914

. 1984

. 1900

. 2001

. 2111
1083
2067

. 1929

. 1909 -

2502
. 2016
1968

. 1803
1772 .

. 2121
1964

. 2025
1840
2030

(

Q,

,
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Appendtx A-1 (Cnnt. )

Age Category 1970 Number
(United States:
Urban Black)

Adjustment

60
61
62
63
64
60-64:

65
66
67
(38

69
65-69:

70
71
72
.73
74
70-74:

4.

136,991 . 2362
112,473 .1939
116,188 . 2003
102,650 . 1770
111.786 . 1027
580,088

110,213 . 2263
95,932 . 1970
96,059 . 1989
79,242 .1631

109,759 . 2151
487,005

86,149 2691
62,842 .1963 .
60,`330 .1005
56,00 -7 .1-750
54,773 . 1711

320,100

Source: U. S. Mreau of the Census, Census of Population:
1970. General Population Characteristics. PC(1)-
B1 United States Summary. Table 50.
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APPENDIX A - 2

"Adjustment Procedure for Estimating Income of Black Households
'in Areas with Significant Populations of other "Nonwhite'rRaces

;

The niethOd for estimating ,incoines of
black hoUseholds invol.V4e projectiOn tech-
niTi's using the household income distribR-
tione fronA . the 1960 and 1970 .C..ensuaeti.TAn
a few metropolitan, areas. especially on the
West Coast; ab adjustment to the,method,is
required to take account of two factor?: :

(1)' The presenee inthese areas of signif-
icant populations of bther "nonwhite' raes
than black 'or Negro (mainly Asian-Amer-

I.

yan);-and

(2) The.lumping'ofIneome data in the 1969,
tgenSuirfisir' l .minWhitia racei combined; to
gether with a change 11 the 1970 Census pro-
crdures which provides ir nofle data sepa- .

ratelyikie bl,ecks 'and:, generally lumps, -other
illirnWhite",rac'eS tOgether with whited-.

Iti'-7M481iiit;,.Me''trOpoittan, areap
. ) ,

,ipnerican Populdtioil, Wad slifficiently 'small in
bOth 1960 and 19,74O that the data may be used
inter6habgeab*i..- 'In .1. few. treras like , LOS

.91 Angeles, where aboyone "nonWhite" house-
. :hold out, ofiftve,14; 0 'was:Asian-American,

a Significant degree oferi'cir Woul;d: 0.007 he'
.int0Ousegl, U o .adjustment were 'male

No published date from the.,11960 'Clench-1'S
,,,Sre adtquatefeir thelnirperilience, the re-

commended adjust.Ment eroedu re ".uSte ..1.979
data. Beiore dectding whether

..1913t!qent "14 ilcakiairY....-hoWAver, theiinalYit
firgt examine the 1970 Census volume.'

on J apanepe ',..t.ninese and Filipinqe in the
United States" *(PC(1)+-C6), to.4pteimine.-
*ether significant proportions, of these
eotii:115" *ere, presentin the area under exami7
nation at that Aithei 1n gerieititi,
1.ew-10r.).e.tropoli,tan areas in the W the

; :-analksi'enaY thire io need
for, the additidnal effort.'

. 7

. -The piocidtire' fOr obtaiefeg: adjustment

factors 'from these data is shown in Appendix
Table A-2-1. Data on family incomesby in-
come class for the three principal "nipnwhite'
groups other than blacks Japaneke, Chi-
nese, and Filipinos are aggregated with
those for blacks to obtain an approximate dis-
tribution of family income for all tinothvhites"
as of 1970. This distribution, further com-
bined es indicated by the bracketed figures,

,,Is Otte closest approximation readily obtain-
'able for 1970 to the published "nonwhite"
family, 4ncome distribution for the same aNea

1-96,tY:

The analysiwill note in the example shown
for Los -A:tbi:gelee, that black families made tip
pi-ogresiAirely larger proportions of the lower
income categories among all "nonwhites" in
this -area than the."4.tegories at the upper end

.Of the incorne'sCsale. It is this unequal income
distribu.tiari'-thit necessitatee an adjustment;

'-eithe-rwide, the.. projeltpd leCome distribu-
poll would _be 'di-eta-reed systematically.

To apply thia adjuStment, the analyet sim-
ply multiplied .411C-Prop;i4i5ns in column 6

'of'. the tablis bY the total numbers of.,"non-
white" houeeholds in ;the- elettnd.' incotne. csate2-.
gories in19.60:- He uses thé iewb4rs,thus. .
derived' as his belie- data for the income dis-
tribution of black households in,19601; and--
inserts theM in the income ,Profectiori forritat
shown in Chapter. 2. AU 'iucceerding -Steps in
the procedure are identica0

Tr - dn.
. .

This adjuetfrierit eel es on the-adbunipti
that the ove.rall levels of income for
both blaCks and other "nonwhite" raced rose *.

siltnificaetly , between :1960 and 1970. the
0neral relationships; betireen these two dis-
4Nbutio/s dia 'nOt.'change greatly.; WIltle thik
assumption may not be completely correát.

probably..good ,enough for ,prectical esti,-
rnityig purposs ad almost certainly pi.
ehices-bettei. ifesults an omitting the adjust-
niebt procedure compl tely.

IL



Appendix Table A --2-1
Elluntrative Computation of Adjustment Factor for lileolPme of Negroes V. All "Nou-

whites" U iin I 970 Data for Lon Angeles-Wong Beach Metropolitan Area

;
%

e

.-4

.4.

o . 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4 Col. 5

/ ,
Family tptomes \'

- 141-ack

,---

J±iinetie Chinese

180
223
234
349
355
518 '
448
533
505
567

1,134
1, 352
2, 213

530

9 141

I

/V-

.

11 Nonwhites
(Approx.

! (Col. 1 -I Col.
Kilipinos COI, 3 1- Col.

)
2 +
4)

.IP,

Lens tha $ 1, 000
$ 1, 000 - $ 1, 999
$ 2, 000 - $ 2, 999
$ 3, 000 $ 3, 999
$ 4, 000 - $ 4, 999
$ 5, 000 $ yi, 999

o $ 6, 000 $ it- 999
$ 7,, 000 $ 7, 999
$ 8, 000 $ 8, 999
$ 9, 000 --.$-`' 9, 999
$10, 000 $11, 999
$12, 000 $14, 999
$15, 000 - $24, 999
$25, 999 $49, 999

.$50, 000 or More

8,322
0,314

4 11,935
12,640
12, 251
12,9/4
11,486
133'25
12,140'
1 0,838
10,568
19,1
19,132
2,534

387
.

175,208

4 1, 231

38, 561

36,6-03

.,
58,813,

377
449
500
559
831
790

. .1, 011
'-- 1, 121

1, 379
1, 455

-,

3, 114...
4, $69
7, 430

I 1, 687\
25 ';72

1 1

223 9,
171 9, 177
259 ,. 12, 926

3

13, 858
321 1)/(

14, 581
13,.585

44 9
450 15, 395
504 \ 15, 78 3
503
494

14, 527
13, 354

852 23,668
1,191 26,604
1,519 29,294

193 5, 331
- \

7,446 217, 167

9i

Source; Data for Blacks: 4,s. Census of Poptilation, 1970. General Social and Economic
Characteristics. PC(1)-C6, California, Table 94.
Data for othec tslqpwhite GrouPs:' s. Census of Population, 1670. Japanese,
Chinese and Filipinos In the U. S. "PC(2)-16. Tables 14, 29, 44.

.;)

Col. 6
Black Proportion
of All Nonwhites
(Col. 1 Col. 5)-

.15, 065 . 9081 91491

. 91.13
.

. 9232

. 9121

. 9031
al

43; 541 . 8795 . 88581

. 8759
. 8833)

43, 664 . 8357; . 8383

9

878

. 6190
:o84, 87 . 72/4 6928

I . 5479

.;



APPENDIX A 3 if

Housing Market Estimating Ratios for Black and panish-Speaking
Households, By Tenure and Region: D6tritution ôtpomo1 Hoqsehold Size, and
Age of Head

/Housing Market Estimating Watios, Black and Spanish-tSpeakIngliou'Seholds
By Tenure, and Region, Distribttion of. Income

Region

Nrortii:(ast:

Black
Owner

enter
Spanish-speaking(

Owner
Uenter

Distribution of Incom('
\Less $4, 000 $7, 00,0 $10, 000 $15, 000 $25, 000 Total

than 7 IN and .

$11, 000 $6, 999 $9, 999 $14, 999 $24, 999- .Over s

Micivyst:

Black
Owner -ra4.

Renter
Spanish-speaking

Ovvfrier
Renter ,

Soutlh:

Black
Owner

. . Renter
Spancsh-speaking

Owner
Renter .,

. lie .
West: ' / (

' Bla/ck :

. 0.wner
' RenteugAlbet /

Spanish-spea trig
Ownr

'44 Renter

.

\
%

.

. 06

.01
:64

,

.04

.32

.0,8

.43

.04

.4

Iv 07
..50

. //
: -,

.

.
--:.

.

.4, .. ,f-

\

S.

. 05 .07 .12 .10 .04 .05

.39 .29 ,26 )13 .20 .31

Not Available (See note at end of table)
Not Available

9

.93

.64

.20

.12

. 35

.147i .16

.30 . .23

.08 .08

.47 .36

.

.13 .14

.22 : .16'

.. 14 .19
25 j .23

.

.14

,,
.29 , .99
.13 .28

46 .07
.21

(\
I Cik7

)k -,405

.1.1 /
.)25

.03-,
.

4- 44..

-.--113- .21 -, .13
.06 .02 .30

\N \
,

.,

,...

\
.19 .18? .14

. :22 . '1 . 1 0

.13 .15 . 21 :171,

.43 _27- . 19 '. 14

11110, 1

r ,

3, 12 ) .30
-

4.
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Appendii A-3

- I

Housing Market Estimating Ratios, Black and Spanish-Sp akingw Households,
By Tenure, and Region, Household .9iTe

Region

Household Size .

1 32

Person Persons Persons Persons lp.r.sons Persons Total

Northeast:

Bl-a4
1

Renter
Spanish-speaking

Owner
Renter

Black

.02 .05 .04
.34 ,. , 36

.'08 .07 .08 .05

.37 O .28 .31
... ,

Not Available t end. cf table) .*
..,_

Not 7A.vailab1e
(

Owner .1 .08
,

110 .15 .16: .

Renter . 38 .35 .34 .26 .24
anish-speaking

,30
_

Owrier , .00 .06 .06 ia OR .07
Renter .54 .54 .134 .62 .38:

*at-

Black
/Owner .04
Renter .31-

bwner \ .04
Renter. .35

J

'

West:

Black
Owner
Renter

Spanish-speaking
Owner,
,Renter

I.

06
..42

'

.05

.25
.10
.31

)

.10

.27
4.10 , 10
.24 , 23

.07
.25,

.10 , .17 . S . 16 . 13

.341 . 34 .25 .21

S.

.09 . 12 18 . 14 . 21 . 11

.31 :42
4.

. 30 . 26 . 25 . 31

`. . 17- . 20 . 14 , . ,13

. 31 : 37 26 : 25 11'4 . 31

9



Appendix A -3

Housing Market Estimating Ratios, Black and 6panish-Speaking Households
.tty Tenure, and Region. Age of Househ d Heads,

Region

Northeast:

Black
4'k

Owner
Renter

Under
26, 25 -29

Age of Head

30-34 35-44 45-51 55-64
65 and
Ove r Total

.05

.67
.05
.52

. 08

.3.6
1)05
.29

.05

.23
. 03
.19

.01

.19
.05
.31

Spanish-speaking .

Owner -41.
Not Nvairable (Sce note below)

Re-nter. NotAvailable

Midwest:

.-.'illaeltc
'Owner :09
Renter .66

. Spanish-speaking
-Owner ,
Renter . ,

.03

.88_

South:

..N12 .15 .14-
. 4 . 32 .23.---,

.05 . 04 . 11

.69 . !PI .34 .

418 .03
.18, . .33

.08.. .05

.32 Ar-17

.03 .09 ,

.19 . .28

.08 .07

.24 .48

c,.

Black
qwntOk_ a -.08 4..14 ''' .13 ." .10 .05 .. 03 .07
Ren er. :. 60 . 47 . 32 .23 .,14 .12 .25

. .
Spanish-speakink

. Owner i .06 .22 . 22 ,15`
Renter . 70 .51 . 22(

.
., ----7-;?

-,.. .., 1

West:

Blaick 4

Owner .05 .15 .11"-- -:- .21
Renter .73 . .51 .37 28

panish-speaking ,..
OWner .09 .23 '. 20. .14
Rentete .80 .47 .33 .22

% :09 .06
.18 .18

. 07 ..0'5
'. 1.8 .17.

0 .09 .0'9 .
.14 . .14

.03 .13
.08 .30
.

02 .11
.19 .31

06 .13
.15 _. 30

Note: .The criterion pfled for developing housing market .e.stimating-raticfs was either
4.00, 000 black or Spahish-speaking households within.a metropolitan area. 'In

--,--- the Northeast, New York is the only Metropolitan area with a sufficient numl3er ,.,,,
- of Spanis6.-speaking hopeholds. HoWever based on the results of Ei regression
. analsis of _V metropNitan areas, New York's Spanish-speaking househoIdS ,were

found to be atipical, Hence to uSe data on New York asa sUrrogale for all Span-ish-
, speaking in the Northeast could have misreprsented the region as a whole.

, - 0
-

-- \
I. \ I,. ,

_

,

*N,

/ \)' 9 l'i
_77 ')

N
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APPENDIX A - 4

Examples of Estimating Matrices

This Appendix provides examples of ma-
trices for estima.ting housing values and rents
likely to be sought by households of black and
Span is h-e ak ing minorities. The matrices
were developec --from special talmtations
1970 Census Public Use . Sample data prepared
by the `Wa'shington Center for Metropolitan
Studies.

Such matrices can be preparod for any
metropolitin area with a substantial black or
Spanish-speaking, population, using the Public
.Use Sa-niple Tapes. For the leasons specified
la the text, however, thi.s method is not gener-
ally recommded for use under current
conditions,

X

. r

I.

79

rot.

fl

41,



Table A-4-1

Matrix for Estimating Values of Housing Units Likely to be So light by Black Potential,
Owners Bas-ed on 1970 Relation Sh'ipS of Values to Incomes for Recent Movers'

. Atlanta, Ga. Metropolitan Area
*

Less than
lousing Values $4,000

Jess than $15,000 .045

i,15,000 $19,999

$20,000 $24,999

25,00Q $34, 999

$35, 000 $49,999

00, boo and over

Total

$4, 000 -
$6, 999

Incomes

$7,000
$4, 999

$10,000-
$14,999

$15, odb-
$24,999

$25,000
and over Total

.122

.027 .081

.093. .126 .000 - -.01.5 . 402

093 :126 . 000 . 000 .328

.158 . 0'00 .000' . 189

.373 . 000 . 017 , 000 . 054

. 000
,

. 000 017 ..000 .t026

.000 .000 000 . 000 . 000' .

223 4411 -.034 .015 1.000

9 r4
Pr



: Table A-4-2

Matrix for Estimating Vilues of Housing Units,Likely to be Sought by B14ck Potetitial
Owners Based on 1970 Relationships of Values to Incomes for Recent Movers A-

Chicago, Ill. Metrbpolitan Area

Housing Values

Lees than $15,000
I. k
$15;000 - $19,999

$20,000 -.$24,999.

$25,000 -\$34,999

$35,000 $49,999

00,000 and over

T6tal

1

Less than
$4,000

.019

Incomes

$4,000- $7,000-
$6,999 $9,999

.000 .033

.041 . 098

. 005 . 049

. 026 .016.'

.000 4000 005

.000 .000 .. 000

.044 072 , 201

$10,000-
. $14,999

$15,000-
$24,999

$25,000
and over- Total

Zr

.049. .018 .000 .115

176 095. 000. .044

.106 .113 .009 .281

.035 . .. 14)09 .139.

. 001 .000 .000 , 021

.007 - .000 ..00b .007

. 381 .279 . .026 '1.000



Table A-.4-3

Matrix for Estimating Gross Rent Levels liiike,ly to be Sought by Black
,POtential Renters Ilased on 197 Relationships of Rent to Income. s
.for f ecent Movers --- Los Ange es-Long Beach Metropolitan Area

\

Gross 'Rents

Less than $80 .109

$ 80. $ 99 . 099

$ 100 $119 . 082

$120 - $149 .. 047

$15,9 $199 .016

$200 = $249 . 005
_, $250 - $299 . 001

. s

$300 and over . 001

Less .than
$4,900

Total . 360,

/ .1

incomes

$4,000- $7,000- $10,000- $.15,000
$6,999 $9,999 $14,999 $24,999

325, Q00
and over Total

, 025

. 066,.,

.061

. 057

.022

.005

.000

.000

.236

:' .017

.035

.047
0

. 047

.036

.006

.002

.000

.188

.
-..

.011

.035

.035

.041

.039

.013

.002

.000'

.175

.000

.005

.012

.009

.014

.002

.000

.000

041

"I

,

.000

.000.

.000

.000

.000

.000

, 000

.000

. 000

.

q

,-.

\... 162

.240

. 236

.201,
,

.127

.029

.004

.001

1.000 .



Table A-4-4
Matrix for Estimating Gröss Rent LeVels Likely to be Sought by panish-speakings

Potential Renters Based on 1970 Relationships of Rents to Incomes for Recent '

Movers Los AngeIes-Long Beach Metropolitan Area

Gross Rents

Less than $80

Incomes

Less than $4, 000- $7, 000- $10, 000- $15, 000
$4, 000 $6, 999 $9, 999 $14, 9_99 999

. 074
,

$ 80 $ 99

$100 , $119

$120 $149

$150 - $199

$,00 - $249

$250 -,$29'9

$300 and over

. 062

.039

. 036

. 019

.004

. 002

001

Total .239

1 I
.043 , .029 .012 .0 1

.059 :045 .030 .008

.049
,

.050 .041 .011
,
.011 . .067 .066 .017

4 026 .040 y .052 ;027
/

4 . 003 .007 .012 .006

.001 .005 .005

001 .000, .000 2

.222 .23d .217 .079-

Or,

$25, 000
and over Total,

.001 Z. .160

.001. .205

.000 .190
c

.001 .229

. 002 .166

.000 ...032

.000 .01'3 r

.002 .006

. 007 1. 000
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